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PREFACE

This essay is an,effort to conceptualize the prOlems faced wheil
trying to use the ideas of Brazilian educator. Paulo Freire in the context
of the society of the United States of America.

Its author, Blanca Fecund°, vas born in Puerto Rico of working-class
parents who "progressed" as their society embraced dependent capitaliLt
development between 1947-1964.

"Educated" in the tsland's Stare univer-

,

sity, Facundo began to search for hergelf an answer to her dissat;ufac-

tion with her society. tIn the process, she attempted to become a junior

college teacher in the late 196Q's, but found the state of the artIn
Puerto Rico wanting.

It was at this point that she discovered the Spanish

translations of Paulo Freire's works.

After thoroughly immersing herself in Freire's works, she movied to

the United States and created a disparate network of projects which were
attempting to apply Freire's theories., After a decade of such efforts,
she now attempts in this essay to understand the meaning and objectives
of the theory she embraced, as a means for evaluating the processes and

oItcomes of the programs in whicrshe participated.

Acting critically,

she endeavors to reflect upon the actions of .a distinct group of.Freire
followers in the United States.

This essay is a testimony; a testimony
/

gining of the future.

JUan M. Garoca-Passalacqua
Ana G. Mendez EducatiOnal Foundation
January 30, 1984

1-5

5

of "being presents at. the be-

"It is intrinsic, then; to the critique,kacticed here to
reject an account of history that is essentially polyanna,,

like, and to h6lp persons bear bad news concerning their
most cherished projects, neither bverestimatinR their own

chances nor underestimating the prospects of their advesaries.

The critique I practice is stripped of the myth of

inevitable progress-

It dbes not believe that the evil are

destined to lose power, that the good are fated to win it,
or that we will

inevitably
inevitably surpass our

ancestors (...) the

rules that I obey here call upon me,to attend to specially

and to

out those sides of a matter that the pa'rtici

pants themselves might prefer to avoid.

The rule 161low

says that, if there is something systematically silenced
in an area of discussion,,it is the analyst's responsibility
to bring it into focus.

In this analytic, then, it is a

critical theorist's special task to speak the bad news."

Alvin W. Gouldner, The Two Marxisms.

iv

INTRODUCTION

Anything I may Say here was better said by Alvin Gouldner in the
quote I have presented.in the previous page.

However, I cannot consider

this essay to be either a 'critique' of Fre'

's theory, or of Freire-

the manner in which Gouldner

inspired programs in the United States,

-

undertook a critique of Marxism.

This i

so because I am writing about

eory I adopted with a great deal of enthusiasm in 1969 and with which
tried to act, as an educator, since.

I have used Gouldner's approach to a theory:
writing afoot:it five elements:

I-am aware that-I am

a theory, the theoretician, his practice

and that of those of us who-adopted the theory, including myself.

All

'Capturing' them with the written word

five elements are still evolving.

is a task that to this day I don't know how I have dared to attempt.

The why (as all why's) seems a simple matter:

It had to be done by

someone, it is provided-for in the theory itself, it is a requirement of
a funding agency, and so on.
is easier said than done.

The how-to (as all how-to's in our practice)

Thus I summarize the process at the end of,

the essay.

I consider this essay to be a very tentative first step toward our
self-understanding..

I pose many questions and leave them unanswered.

open up many themes that remain open at the end of the essay.
direct reflection of my practice as an educator:

I

This is a

I believe that the most

importaft questions are those that resist a simple, factual,'individual
answer.

It has been pointed to me that the focus of this essay is the rela-tionship between theory and practice and the role of evaluation in connecting/investigating that relationship.

v

'Perhaps it is.

My intent has

been to raise and discuss issues-that, from my perspective, are key for
an evaluation ofFreiire-inspired programs in the United States, but which
are seldom examined by practitioners.

Blanca Facundo
February 20, 1984.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

Many pf the bibliographic sources used in this essay were not
available in the English language.
quotes taken from these-sources.

I have translated into English all

I have also tried to use non-sexist

14nguage, but I have not changed the language used by other authors when
.

quoting them.

The notes at the end of each.section are used for several purposes.
In some cases I expand upon the information provided in the essay; in

others I reflect upon statements made in earlier years and which as of
1984, I find unclear and/or inaccurate.

In some I offer information on

how to get a hold of a resource that may be of special interest to the
reader, but d<ifficuit to find in the United States.

A dialogue onthe:contents-of-this-essayAS--Wore than:welcome.
Write to:

Alternativas,=P.O. Box 424, Sehorial Mail Station, Rio Pie-

drasj Puerto_Rico

00926.
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tho reader may find in this essay.,
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Section 1
WHO -IS PAULO FREIRE?

.

is

There

no detailed biography of Paulo4rekire.

account has been written by Robe

Mackie.

The'most complete

Mackie's book has helped-

rf Freire's life, as well as aspects
,-

clarify some aspects
ment of hiss

isteas.

+ But this work

rences

to

his

the develop;,

Bits and pieces

of Freire's life can be obtained through tire many

whith Fteire illustrates

in.

personal anecdotes with

points of view in the seminars and corfe=

which he is invited eachyear. ;Brief autobiographical notes

appear in a booklet entitled

Concientizaci6n,

published in Colombia.2

Freire

et us briefly review what is known about Paulo
visit to the

ted &States.

up to his

nest

3

Freire was born of a riddle -class family in northeastern Brazil

.

4:

the :city of Recife, capital of the -state: of Pernaiibuco

in )1.921%

His

father was an:officer in the military police of the state of IPernaribuco.

Freire describes his father as a

Spiritist

tittwas not relrgiously.

filiated, and who taught him cto respect the opinions of others by,respect:.
ing the

relibion

of Freire's

adopt his mother's religion,

mother, who was a Catholic.

reected;

a decision

Paulomopted to

by his father.

will bet:demOhStrated further on, CatholiciSin has beien a very strong

force in the developrient of
;

Freirelz

thQght to-this day.

(

Freir4 has stated that he was alr

nary

'school, an4 that he did his first

The "economic, depression of 1929

kiterate men
school Eiars in a
the Freire family.
-

ten years old\when he knew hunger for the fThrsetime.

he entered pri;

private school.'
Freire was

Still, he "shared

\-

the 'hunger but not the class" with the on'pres ed:

piarA

home anti

a necktie was

Tart

of a man's proper. at-

MiC probl

andjcad txauble in

considered a

tire.. kt some point, Freire faced,-ac

there was a German

C.

""

,;

.0-

being admitted to secondary school:
by Freire 5

his fathei;hacidied, and as stated.

I could not understanthae_14ssons -ofprimary school.

I got zero._ Iferied, I suffered. -I was hungry and
feeling guilty. Dedaute sf his.--bed grades.]

By 1939, the economic situation of his family'haci improved, as Freire's
elder brothers were working. Freire was 18 years old. "I began to gat
more," says Freire, "and then I began ;to' understand everything."6 His
academiC record improved.
By 1941 a twenty,year.old Freire was a secondary:seiioolteacheo

at a law school. He had'also initiat;
gd independent studies in philosophy and the psychology .of language.Three years later, with "an irresistible vocation to become a father;! "" he
Portuguese and a university student

married Elsa Maia 'Costa: Oliveira

a 'Catholic,elementary Schoolteacher and

`later on a school director. Elsa is still hiS-wife and the couple has
,five Children. Frgire has stated that it was ''precisely, after my---mar;
riage when I started to have a systematic'interest in educational pro:.
blents.

147

By his own account, hews a "mediocre",law student, perhaps because
he was more interested in the philosophical and socioTogical foundations--

of education than in the law. Nonethelgss, he obtained a degree" in Law
and tried to practice his profes,,siori. His first case, he says, -had to do
with an indebted young dentist. 'After a conversation with this person,
Freire states that he left the prOfession.8 Another source places 'Freire
working "for some years as a labOr Union lawyer." 9

There is no chronology of freire's career d elppment in Brazil.
Dates_for the positions he held are, fo\ the most part, not available.
Freire has written that he workecrat SES'I,.an agency he describes-as
belonging to the welfare type. 10 Freire \1:iirected SESI's Department of
Education and Cuytire. Later on'lle was a Superintendent at this agency
(1946;54). Freire says that it is
om this period on that he had the
experiences that-would result inhis no4' famous literacy method.11'

Early in the forties, he and Elsa became involved in the Catholic,
Action Movement.

12

In 1959, Freire submitted a doctoral dissertation to

the. University of Reciff-e
Recife

on.the subject Educacao eatualidade brasileira
(which roughly translateslinto "Education'and the :Present Moment in BeaMaaie says that "not long after, the university appointed

[Freirelto a chair in the hittory.arid philosophy of education.'

In

1960.Freire founded Recife's Popular Culture Movement,, Which later on was

transferred to the
fe.

Zi

I

Cultural

Extension Service of the UniversitY of Reci---

It.seems safe.to conclude that `Freire's career development in Bra..

was one of upward mobility,

as an educated member of the middle class.

I think it would'be helpful to turn our attention to the development

of Brazil during
exile-in .1964.

the

first

four deCades of Freire's life,Th4oelo his

Miguel Arraes, who was Mayor of Recife and.1.31ei;-on

cover

.nor of Pernambuco, and

Frei re's

the person.said to have been-the first. who sponsored
"4
16
categorizes the modern
experiments.w4h his literacy method,

periods:

economic deVelopment of Brazil into two major

,(1)' 1930-1945 and

2) 1945=1964.7'
The first period (1930-1945), which encompasses ages 9-24 in the
life of FireiTe, saw Brazil's incorporation into modern times.

Foreign

capital investments were in retreat due to ihe crisis of 1929 and, later
the developing national industrial burgeoisie

on, to Yorld War II.

faced little foreign:comPetition.

An urban workforce had been growing,

both in the industry and in the public and privatg:setivice occupations
during .the first tree decades of the century.

A Policy of conciliation

between the national burgeoisie:and the "workforce

was deliberately adopted

and; imptemented by a paternalistic government.. The rural areas were
relitively-§luiet.

-peasonts was

j

illiterates could not vote, and ,about 90; of the

illiterate.

Mass

organizations

and movements were limited

...

to urban are.as.

e second period, 1945=1964, was characterized by a

tration of fareign
_

nvassi"--re-ii:.

*capital and the ultimate defeat of the .national indus-

trial bur§eoisie which etherged.in Brazil during the former per4od.

in

Arraes'.explanation,the core of the process was a struggle between_imperi4lism and a national capitalism that over the fifties had a more or ltss

liberal and popOist outlook.

The overt- pol- itical struggle took the

°form Of broad political Fronts Which included workers, industrialists,
liberals ,and-tommunists.

/

The banner; were nationalism and the construc-

tion of an anti-impe>talist (though capitalist) national ecdnomy .2°

The

fifties were a period Of rapid.social, economic and political evolution.

The mostly rural northeast evidenced a considerable unrest, an example of

which was the famation of Peasant Leagues which demanded land for those
who tilled it.21
syndicates.

The Church became involved in the o7Ianizatiod of rural

Political (electoral) victories blinded reformists to the

reality of foreign penetration and contvol of the Brazilian economy.

.

Amidst a voeiferous naiIonalistic rhetoric, foreign capital was defeating
the; national

t

'
Industry.

-

Freire was in his mid-thirti6s.

t is /important to understand that progressive 'forces in Brazil during

the late/fifties, including, Paulo Freire, were not.aiming at 'revolution,

.23

if this term is understood-as armed s.truggle forstructural transformation.

e objective was democratic refOrm and capitalist national development.24
The political programme to attain this objective was mostly formulated bye
the

de-Estudos.Brasileiros '(ISEB).

It seems,

ISEB

was a very important entity in Brazil's deyelopment.during the fifties
and early sixties.

Among the tntellectuals who wrote for it', we can

mention Helio Jaguaribe (founder), Alberto GUerreiro Ramos, Gilberto Freyre,
Roland Corbisier,and Alvaro Vieira
Brazilian writers upon Pauli) Freire, his

impact of these and other,

deas.and methods, 4sdisdissed,

in careful detail by Vanilda Pereira Paiva.26

In Pereira Paiva s theory, the intellectual enviro

nt of Brazil

between 1930'and 1960 changed in-tune with the country s ode and eco-.
nothic transformatioh:

what originated in the thirties a

theories to

defend'an,authoritarian government based upon a selective voting system

whereby voters would bethe most educated and cultured citizens, was

transformed by ISEB Into .a defense of formal liberal democracy, and into

the acceptance of universal suffrage as the foundation of democracy.27
Brazilian society was seen by 1SEB as moving from theiclosed cpnfinestof
the colonial legacy (an.archaic or closed society) towards a bodern"
society.° It was felt that new ideas were needed to orient this transition and that those who represented promising new ideas should be in con-

troloftheState.Inorder to obtain democratic political control it
was necessary to mobilize the civjl pcibty.. Political contrbl was 'to be

obtained through t4vote.

Yet,_ the majority of the population was seen
as "unprepared" for demodracy. 28 Education was one possible solution to
the 2ilemma.

Pereira Paiva states that Freire'S Pedagogy was an instrument of this

geological process because.(1) it helped to form and mobilize the civil
society for the electoral conquest of the state machinery, and/or (2) it

prepared the civil society to support the reforms proposed by the State
itself.

The method was intended-by the government as a means to readjpst

"archaic" ideas and beliefs to make them compatible with urban, industrial
life (assumed to.be modern and rational); to'promote a struggle against
"magical consciousness," characteristic of an "archaic" society, and to
open up a disdussion of themes that could make if posSible_to develop--

"new" forms of consciousness,-more adequate to

Flew era.49

t

The above was:not dissonant with Freire's.Catholicism, as during the
fifties it became increasingly common in progressive Catholic circles to
state that in orderto humanize people it was first necessary to offer
them 'human. livip conditions, including a,minimum of material conditions

that would be brought by economic development:
A

The practical purposes of Freire's literacy method are seen by
Pereira Oaiva evidenCed in the fact that the worlevoto-pow (vote-the
people) were used-as key ('generating') words infmany of Freireis literacy
experiments.

The use of those words, she affirms, was a concrete trans-

lation of the political ideals that were behindthe elaboration of the

,.

method itself.

The idea, again, was to prepare the Brazilian people for

participatiowin the-electoral process (4eMocracy) on behalf of the
ideolOgy developed by ISEB during the fifties (developmental national1

i

sm).

31

This becomes transparent, according to Pereira Paiva, in the

doctoral,dissertation-which Freire submitted to the University of. Recife

She asserts that Freire's Education as the Practice of Freedom

in 1959.

is a' re-formulation of his 1959 doctoral.dissertation, and was first
published in 1965.

Brevity precludes us from entering into a detailed analysis of:the
thanges Pereira Paiva observes between the 1959 and 1964 versions of
Freire's thesis.

32

/Yet, the reader-of Education as the Practice of Freedom

- can examine the influence of ISEB and its ideology of developmental natio-

nalism, by paying special attention to the footnotes whicb appeain the
book.

)

0

.

-

Brazil that must be

There is anotheraspect of Freire'S
mentioned.

We refer to the'fact.that 'in 1963 the U.S. AID'financedthe

use of Fretres literacy methodin Brazil;

Pereira Paiva explains the

incident)hat led to.U.S. AID.assiStanteaS an effort by the United
States to .prevent northeast Brazil from being influenced by the Cuban
Revolution.

The Peasant LeagueSand, thepopular movements in Brazi:Us
_

_

_

:-i--

northeast were coupled with the -formation of broad Popular Fronts for --electoral,purposes.

These Fronts included the Communists.

Pereira Paiva

establishes that in 1946, the Front of Recife was created-, including

Communistsi Socialists, Leftist Catholics, and Leftist wings of the Bra=
illan Worker's Party and the Social Demottaif6 Party.

:

Since; the

electoralimpact of the Front started to grow due to an increased
urban ,migration:

by 1964 the city of Recife counted on 33%1Of the elec--

torate in the entire State of Pernambuco.

The fronts

sfraiegy was to

elect thefr candidates as mayors of the states' capitals, and later on,
at state' governors:

Thistrategy succeeded in the State

f Pernambuco,

where in 1962 thefOrmerrayor of Recife, Miguel Arraes,
governor.

33

The United States panicked.

34

as elected.
!

The Cuban Revolution had triumphed in 1959:

In 1951 President'

Kennedy created the Alliance for Progress and created an U.S. AID office
for Braztl locating it precisely in Recife.

An officer of the AID quoted

by Pereira Paiva; stated-that the United States saw Brazil's northeast
as an international security problem.

The economic assistance provided

to Brazil was intended as a'weapon against 'a threat that the United

States thought was not "unanimously perceived in Brazil."

It was a

matter of defeating "the Communist threat," which the United States saw
evidenced in the Peasant Leagues and the electoral victories of the
Fronts.35

Educational reforms were present in the platform of all the pond=
.cal candidates brought into power by the Fronts, specifically, a literacy
campaign.

36

The "reicalization" of the northeast coincided with the

availability of what appeared to be a non-threatening, cost-effective
Freire was offered financial assistance by AID

method to teach literacy.

to experiment with his method in a large scale campaign that would be cdnducted in the state of Rio Grande del Norte (the next one in line planned
by the Front for electing

ggvernor a former .mayor) .

Frei re's catholi-

,

cism and apparent anti-Communism

seemed to' guarantee that his method,

as stated by a Brazilianrightist newspaper, would not only teach illiterates to read and write, but also "to love democracy."38

AID's intention_

was to pacify the northeast.

It is said by Pereira Paiva that Freire's acceptance of AID's offer
created tensions among the forces of the Left; because the campaign was
seen as a threat to the above-mentioned electoral strategy.planned by the
tiO

_

Front for Rio Grande del Norte.

Tensions were eased, says Pereira Paiva,

when Freire obtained two important concessions:

(1) there would be no

interference from authorities with his program's contents, and (2) students
89
would be incorporated at all program levels, including program direction.
Freire, says Pereira Paiva, truly believed that U.S. financing was due to
the success of his literacy technique, and that it was convenient to
accept assistpnce.40

The program announcement (January; 1963) was we9comed by everyone;
asserts Pereira Paiva, including some rightist elements. Yeti soon'after;
the program was denounced by the Right as "Communist."1

AID withdrew its

support; officially arguing "an inadequacy of the method's didactic procedures" as its reasons, but; in fact; seeing the method as a factory of
'revolutionaries',42

It was far from that, in the opinion of Pereira

Paiva; :Yet; the anti-Communist paranoia of'the'United States, as well
as of the:ri-ghtist elements in Brazil after the:COup of 1964, gave Freire's

method precisely such an aura at the international level.

43

When AID withdrew its-financial support, the method was ready to be
launched.at the national level.

It had attracted the attention of the

constitutional President, Joao Goulart.

Plans had been laid out (end of

1963-1964) for a National Literacy Campaign. using Freire's method; which

was considered by the government as an instrument capable of rapidly pre-

paringiilliterateS to support its liberal'reforr program by means of
their votes

Christian students; on the:other hand; supported the

\method as"a means to transform the masses into a Ptople"'without being
rective.

The militants in the Left saw the method as a means to ini-

tiate the political organization of the popular classes,'Who would be
-

motivated.by the contents transmitted?'bythe program.
y;

Such were; in-`

arguments and practices which claimed to be

inspired in Freire's program.

As it would happen a decade later

the

United States; Freire's ideas in .Brazil were given the. mostdiverse mean- /
ings due to the ambiguity of .his theoretical formulations.

45

A crucial issue in Braziland elsewhere is whether or not the method
is directive and if so, to what extent.

Pereira.Paiva says that the

Brazilian Left opposed the method because it was not diretti4e, but nonetheless, used it for the political organization of the:new literates;
The progressive Christians 'wtere Tore interested in the transformation of

the illiterate.into &,"person;" leaving untouched any specific plans for
a concrete political -organization.

The _contents of the program seemed to-

be adequate both for the use of populist politicians and the more leftist

northeastern Fronts.

46

At the end of Goulart's regime, to use'the method

[want to defend national reforms against imperialism.

The, method's

objective was the "democratization" of Brazil; and this could be interpreted in many ways.47

The military coup brought the reform movement to an end. Freire was
"expelled from *his university position, arrested and jailed by the military.

/This increased his popularity in leftist circles as a revolutionary hero.
He was 43 years old.

Through negotiations Freire was allowed political assylum in the
Bolivian embassy,

\fter

whieh he became a political exile.48

He lived in

the pre-Allende Chi\e developing his literacy methpd from 1964 to 1969.
Then he accepted an invitation by Harvard University to become \a visiting
professor.

Also, late in the sixties; he spent two summers in Ivan

4llich's Center for Information and. Documenta6on (CIDOC) in Cuernavaca,;
Mexico, and published what is perhaps
_the Oppressed.

is_ most famous book, Pedago*of

In 1971 he created the Institute for Cultural Action

(IDAC) in Geneva, Switzerland, where he also lived and worked with the.
World Council of Churches (WCC).

Freire's visit to Harvard led to his

evaluation of U.. society:

IDAC has produced a series of MOnOgraphsi'one of which summarizes
the impact of Freire's direct encounter with the United States:

"Freire's

illusions aboUt detp&aty gave way to a more rigorous analysis of the

____________

contradictions

existing in

ticiety-=-b6t46-6ti

oppressor

and oppressed.'

According to IDAC, this-came about due. to Freire's,ObservatiOn of two
things that struck him:

(1) "massive oppression in a place which "he had

previously thought astheenter of material pretwityi9 and (2) "the
degree of alienatio

and domestication which an entire series ofsocial

control iiittitbtiO-S imposed on large sections of the'American *lie,

including the worAng aass.''49

The Unite

world when'tompared to Latin America.

States was, indeed,' an -alien

to Section 1:

Who is Paulo Freire?

Robert Mackie, ed., Literacy and Revolution. THe Pedagogy of Paulo
Continuum, 1981). The book's back cover informs
Freiy,.6 (New York:
that Mackie teaches at_the University of New Castle, Australia, on
the subjects of radical education and Marxist social theory.
Mackie's review of Freire's life is offered in the "Introduction"
Mackie writes to the bobk, pp. 3-8.
2.

3.

Association of Educational
Pauilo Freire, Concientizacitm (Bogota:
Publishers, 1972) , 'pp. 15-18. The"publisher is an association of
The autobiographical notes published in
Catholic organizations.
this 107-page Spanish booklet were originally written in Chile, to
answer the request of Mario Mereira Alves, a Brazilian ,journalist
who was seeking personal testimonies -of Christians persecuted by the
military Junta that was responsible for the 1964 coup in Brazil.
Moreira Alves' El-Cr-isto_del_Pueblo ("The Christ of the People")
Ediciones Erchilla, 100) is the book in which the testi(Chile:
monies were published. Preire's appears on pp. 247-50.

The biographical-notes that follow were constructed through the use.
of the sources quoted in the first paragraph, in addition to bits
of informati(jn obtained in books which review the history of Brazil
in the 20th century.
Paulo Freire, "The Importance of the Act of Reading," Journa
Education, 165;1 (1983), p. 8.

5.

This and other quotes from Freire I transcribed from a group of
seven cassette tapes which record the proceedings of the conference
"Literacy; Empbwerment and Social_Change," held at the University
of Vermont, Burlington, April 28-24,1981. The cassettes are divided
"Blue Series" (4 cassettes)_ and "Green Series"
into two groups:
(3 cassettes), all sequentially membered by side. Each cassette has
They were 'Sold by the University of Vermont
a 90=minute duration,
I will identify the quotes refer=
one month after the conference.
'ring to this source as either "Green" or "Blue".series; and the
cassette side'number in which the quote appears.

6.

Green Series, Side 4.

7.

Freire, Concientizacien, p. 17.

8.

Ibid.

9.

Cesar Jere2 and Juan Hernandez-Pico, "Cultural Action for Freedom,"
in Paulo Freire, USCC/LADOC Keyhole Series No, 1, Washington, D.C.,

n.d., p. 29. The authors do not offer their source for this statement, which directly contradicts Freire's own account of his law
career.
10.

Freire does not offer information
Freire, Concientizacion, p. 17.
on his work in SESI: only the positions he held there. Through
secondary sources I have found that SESI was a private entity created
by employers to assist workers, through combined funds: employers
contributed some monies and a portion of the workers' pay was deducted
for SESI's activities.
In a telephOne interview with a person that
knows well Freire's life in Brazil, the person told me that it was
his preference not to discuss SESI or Freire's work in it. This is
an aspect that deserves further investigation if we are to understand
Freire's occupational life prior to the development of his literacy'
method. Vani'
Pereira Paiva
Paulo Freire y el Nacionallsim)
Desarrallista ; "Paulo Freire and Developmentalist Nationalism")
(Mexico:
Extemporaneos, 1981)`, refers to FrOire'S. Work in SESI, again
assuming that.the readers know what it was. She asserts that in his
1959 doctoral dissertation Freire mentions SESI as afl example of an
educational work for non-assistentialist participation_(..;) without
judging the institution ESESII or its structure.
It is the opinion
of Pereira Paiva that "Freire wanted to work against the assistentialist aspect of SESI, which was fomented by employers to help the
industrial workers, making them participate as if it were a matter
of the workers themselves." It seems that "workers' clubs" were
organized in which workers could discuss the problems of their neigh.-borhoods and city, togiNte workers "a Socially responsible sense."
(p. 99) The bottom line, it seeMs to me, is to find out if this was
We-just do
an employer's initiative, as some persons have told me.
not know.
.

il.

A2;

He states that, at SESI, he reinitiated his dialogue with the people; If.this is the origin to which-.
Freire traces hiS method,.conducting_researth on SESI, it_seems to me,
would be a theme deserving the attention of researchers who are in=,
tetested in Freire. Such research-is out, of thb scope of this'essay.
Freire, -Conci-entizati-454, p. 17;

The_Catholic Action Movement (CAM). and its. evolution, Is bestex.plaine&by.Emanuel de Kadt's _Catholic ladiciatc_Ao__Braz_ii (London:
Oxford University Press, 19707;
Alsoi-see S-amuel Silva- Gotay's
V_LPellszr,iento Cristn no-Revoluoionariaen America-Latinael Carthe

TFTlian Revolutionary Thought in LatinAmerica and the Carib can
2d ed.,(Rio Piedras,. Puerto Rico: CordilleraiEdicioneS Sigueme, 1983).
-Silva-Gotay -traces CAM to- an- encyclical of Pope Pious XI in 1931._whiCh
soughtfor_a_"third-way," neither capitalist nor socialist, based
_

upon the Christian social philosophy on.papital.and worki_andtased
upon the concept Of "charlty;" (p; 40) It advised Catholics to
create corporate structures integrated by employerS and workers; It
gave a thrust to the aim of re- Christianization of society throdgh
the 'fiumanization of capitalism," best exemplified in the writings

/

of French Catholic.philosopher Jacques Mar/gain. CAM was far from
being a 'radical' entity and Freire has e plained his and Elss
e,
disillusionment with CAM (Mackie, Litera 44
y and Revolution; p. 3).
13.

Pereira Paiva,--Paulo Freire y el Nacionalismo_Desarrollista, p. 77,
hereinafter referred to as Paulc_freire.

14.

Mackie, Literacy and _Revolution, p. 4. There-is-some-con
low-as-to the progress of Freire's university studies. Mackie says that
-Freire went from high school to the University of Recife "where he

studied to be a teacher of Portugueseand makes no mention of
Preire's law studies or of his graduation as a lawyer, to which
Freire admits in Concientizaci6ft.
Freire places himself as a university 'law stUdent at the age of 20 (1941) and, at the same time,
as a teacher of Portugueie in a secondary school in which he worked
to help his brothers support the family (Concientizacion, p. 12).'
It is not known when he returned to the university to pursue the
doctoral studies which he completed shortly after 1959.
15.

The Popular Culture Movement (PCM) was sponsored by the Mayor of
Recife, Miguel Arraes. ,(See note 16 below.) The - transfer of this
acitivity to the UniverSity of Recife is explained by Emanuel de
Kadt's Catholic Radicals, as follows:
"From its inception in 1960
many of those who helped to direct its activities [those of PCM]
were members of JUC [Catholic University Youth]. 'And although the
leadership remained in the hands of Catholics, members of the
Communist Party became increasingly influential among the rank and
file as time went by.
It
at least oartlY in reaction to this
development that Paulo Frelie4transferred his-(populist) Metodo to
the Cultural Extension Service of the University of Recife-7-05. 104
i

i
1E.

Mackie's Literacy and Revolution, states: "In 1962, Miguel Arraes. /.,.
sponsored a.programmeto promote adult literacy in the'municipalAtY/
of Recife, and appointed Paulo Freire a:, its coordinator. It was 4'
in this context that the famous tculture circles' were launched." //
(p. 4)
Yet,, "de Kadt states that Recife's PCM started in 1960.
//
(See note 15 above.)

17.

Miguel Arraes , Brasil:

Pueblo y Poder ("Brazil: The People and the
See also Clift/
Barnard's "Imperialism, Underdevelopment and Education," in Mackle's
Literacy and Revolution, pp. 12=38. Arraes' book is one of the
sources used ty Barnard.
Powerl (Mexico:

Ediciones Era, 1971)., pp. 43-65.

18.

The rural areas will not evidence unrest until the fifties.

19.

Arraes, in
,
presents, the events which led to te .1964
coup as a c ntest etween segments of the ruling classes : t e
emerging Brazilian industrialists againit the' entrenched oligarchic
burgeoisie.
The former were open to industrialization, the latter

/--]

'I)

it
I

against. But the picture is not cleir-cut, as both groups crossed
lines among political parties (of which there were many). All
generalizations should thus be taken'very cautiously. Arraes was
an actor in the events which led tO the coup.
He was elected first
as Mayor of Recife and later as Governor of the State of Pernambuco
by an alliance of, "progressi_veeforces which included political
groupserangielg-frdni7liberals to Communists,
Arraes- considers "armed
struggle" as the only option'left in Brazil. _Yet, I. have been told
that, as of this writing, he has returned to Brazil, that he lives
there, and that he has even participated in an electoral campaign.
This information I have not been able to confirm, but deserves to
be examined in the light of Arraes' analysis and the radical positions expressed in his book.
20.

21.

Arraes, Pueblo y Poder, p. 118.

This unrest warrants caution when we try to understand what happened.
The Peasant Leagues are an excellent example, as they have been
interpreted in the most diverse ways. Arraes says:
In 1956 Francisco Juliao founded the first Peasant Leagues. Immediately afterwards, the Church launched a campaign for the organization of rural
syndicates. *Peasant's struggles started to have an_effect in the
life of some regions and the problem of agrarian reform, hidden till
then because it was'considered an extremely explosive isSue,"became
an unavoidable theme." (peilkisLITEpdgE, p. 122.). Emanuel de Kadt's
Catholit_Radicals strongly criticizes Julia°, who de Kadt says
---.
"Wined in stridency in the early 1960's" (p. 26) and whose motives
are judged as a Ploy to advance his political career"."
(pp. 27-28)
De Kadt believes that both the "leagues" and "syndicates" were
"organizations stimulated from above and built from the top downwards,",
(P. 111) by which he means that_ these -were not genuinely "peasants'
struggles, but organized by members of the progressive elite for a
The Church at first wanted to fight "Communism"
variety of purposes.
but the movement of rural syndicalization got out of its hands and
was taken up, against strong criticism from the Church hierarchy, by
radical sectors of the Church. These radicals saw the- syndicates Its
organizations for the revolutionary transformation of the country,through the long_range (this is very important) process of cone:ientie
nation. Catholic radicals were not for armed struggle'(de_Kadt,
Catholic Radi-61s, pp. 112-13), at least not before the 1964 coup.

Arraes, in Pueblo y Poder, saw the events which led to the 1964 coup
Re believes that it came to
as an economic struggle within the elite.
a point in which the.industrial Brazilian buirgeoisie did not realize
that it had been conquered by-eimperialism during the fifties (p..120).
23.

Precisely because "the ri!AtioniMt mbvemantt formed bydifferent
parties and by men who originated in diverse social envfhonments,
brought together different' interests. An induttrialist, a worker,

a/literal, and a Communist, all 'could vi'y well te nationalists,

since_they all opposed foreign control ."\ \ (Arraes,aPaeblo Poder,
p,. 118.) On the starid of the CommunistNrty, Emmanue e
tathol_i_c__Radicals, informs: 'rale -tommunistswere wrong. Their con- ,

EipWeri oi-coIlaborating with 'all nationalists and democrats' in'a united front, whichwould bhng together* the largest number of

patriots, irrespective of thei? class positfon orparty/affilia-,

tion'atertainlyNoverestimated the eliatrick.tisre of the bairgeoisie as
a whole, and their willingness- to oppose 'imPerielisMa","(p. 100)
On the same subject, Arraes says that since44954," the Communist Party
*,
adopted the lirie [described by de Xadt) (p. '430). All atithore I
have reviewed:seem to agree. that

the populaitar peaople's forces'
atitally and that .
were very divided organizationally and pro-1r
there was not a-tingle group 3 ufficiently or anized to resist thebloodless ,coup of '1964. The feeling I IAA that, fOr all the talk

of revolution, not a single organization con idered lhatstructural
referent could be stopped by force.:
24.

Pereira. Pai ye' s book (see note '10. abcive), al hough specifically
formation of Peulb Freirtea in
i
devoted to' examine the°ntellectual

_

Brazil until 1965, _enters into the formation of the BraziliaiVintela
lectuals in the 1940's and- 19501_,s,,who impaeted upOn Freire's ideas
and methods. In her opinion,athe programme whic h emerged out of

Brazil's intellectual.14fe_an&e0nomic transformatien between__

1930-1960.was that of developmental nationalism, a progremme that was,

,.

not revolutiona

talist liberal
25.

but reformist, and within the parameters of azapi-

democracy.

1 have accepted her conclusion.

,

See Paulo Frefee's evaluation of ISEB in FI i s _Education as the.Pracaa
r 061
on--tr'.i_or
tice of 'Freedom (written ift 1965) published in

New 'fork: -tontinaum, 1981): HIM thOught Of Brazil
as -its own reality,-as_a,project. 'To think of Brazil as a SubjeCt
was to identify oneself,with Brazil as it really was.,, The power of
the ISEB thinking had zits origins in _this integration'twith the newly
ccConsciousness

.

discovered and newly Valued national reality,- Two ;important cow-sequences emerged,: the creative power of intellectuals aghti placed
themselves,at .the service of the national culature, and commitment to
the destiny of the realty_ those intOlectuals considered and assumed°
as their own: , it was not by Accident that ''ISEB , althoush it 'was nota university,` spoke t6 aorrwal, heard by' an entire university gene-

ration andi_although it as not a worker's union, gave conferences
in trade unions: 6 .(p. A )

26. , In Paureire.
lo_F
See
C

27..

24-and 10 above.

Pereira Paivae Paulo Freire, p. 54.

It.isaiaterestfng
to rote that
,

Wguel Arraes, in PWPoder, says ISE13-gave the definitive .
theoretical rbastato e ideology f the national, taargeoisie, which A'
turned' nati °nail iii into its weapon. Written before Ferei ra Paiva it
book , Arraes' describes the idolOgicaI transition. of ISEB's"intel-

/

leauals_in very similar terms to those of Pereira Paiva.: "The,
mentiLcf_openly fascist tendencies5bad triedvto_turn___
a-ceherept doctrinal ,system;-the group of inte1
most pat integralist,ip .origin- that later on
lectuals_for t
founded IB
SE finally gave it its deOnftive theretical base."

'integral
-

(p. 129Y ,
28.

,__

Un-Mit Impact ofi_among others? Jose Ortega y Oasset's La rebeli6n
de as Aititat (The ReWlion of the Massesboth in Curope and Latin
AilWITilWe was & concern among intellectuals. that ' "the masses "'

had entered into .the poli*al arena; like it or not; and that wsomething had to be -done about it."
Here in Puerto Rico the concern. was
(and still is)_present among the intellectual elite., as Pereira
Paiva says it b4ppened in Brazil.
The_very4term"the masses,!' later
on softened into'the people" depicts thel"poori"_!'oppressee or
,"exploited" (defending on your point of view) as ignorant, emotional;
subject to manip'ulation-massification because they are not "Odacated;" Prhe drive is to "humanize" them; td'turn\them into."persont."
In the United States it is expressed/as "bringing them to the mainstream." ,The "masses" are notdeemed capable'of acting as respenBible citizens unless they are "educated into" Omocracy, The whole
thing;' in my_opinion; is_nothirig more than_the elAistltiew of the
well-to-do (including_intellectuals)_forwhich "the masses_" are felt
as a threat.
As_a_solution; the_option is to manipulate\them into
a particular political program that can range from.reformt\to
"revolutioni" depending on the preference orthe elite'members in.
charge,of "humanizing" the "masses," In the particular casesiof.
Brazil it seems that there were'so many different groups trying -to
reach the:"masses" for so many_different purposes, that when the
coup_cameabout to wipe them all theyWere'so fragmented that none
could resist. The "masses," perhaps wiselyiAid not move a finger,
to stop what was being destroyed by the military,
Freire.s_methodi originally
developed at a small scale in Recife; was moved to the national 16'61
one year before the coup; that is;'in 1963- The process will be
,described further on along the essay. At ihisjnoment what seems
important is to observe the ways in which the mentality -of the)tasses" is described, and whit Freire's method was intended to change.
Pereira-Paiva; Paulo-freire;:4).-86;

30.

Catholicism in BrazilAnderwant important Changes between 1.930-1960's.
The influence of Jacques Maritain diminished as the writings of::
Emmanuel ,Mounier became known. Mounieralsefrenthi,:fought-during
the II World War in the Freneh:resistante,together withtmmunists.
'He opened_a_door to-a-dialogue among Chrittipns and Marxits for the
-reconstruCtiOn; of a Europe- without -wars and without class expleita:__

tion. (Silva Obtay; Pensamientb.Cristiano-Revolucionarioipp.,4142).
The. transition from adopting Maritain to adopting Meunier's ideas'
took a long timei7and is a complex subject that I cannot adequately
summarize here. Yef,
-is,-imporpnt to state-that by the early

\

sixties there was a search for a non-Communist Socialism, a democratic Socialism ,in which the person (thus the label "personalist")
would be deemed of utmost .importahte._.The strongest advocates for
the new position were the Christian uffivertitystudents. The posir
ti on included: overcoming underdevelopment; 1 iquidation of capita1 i sm and private property, to be substituted by "an effective
instrument for the personal ization of al I Brazil tans;

national i za-

production; a

planned economy based
Upon the principl es of Christian -personal ism_;- a _plural st democracy
in which political parties would side 'with thetinterestr-of the least-favoured classes; a governmt that would not be.subject tp
capitalist pressure groups and which would promote ,developthent`
benefit the people; and non-alignment at the' international
(Pereira Paiva, Paulo Freire, .p. 59) See Emanuel de Kadt's Catholic

of-the basic sectors of

level."

Radicals for more detailed information.'- Pereira Paiva considers
radical Catholic university students may have had kitrong

Thaf'llii

impact on Freire, causing a lag-between -his theory and his practice
that is still evident in Freire '.s Education as the Practice' of
.

thatof "itmational sectarianS,. including some
_t*eticfni, in which Freire quotes bet

1, should

when Fretire quotes Mounletzlie follows the quote With an
Christians, Ewhoi_
either did not understand or did not want to understand the radical's
ttack

search for -4ntegratton with'Brazilian prOlems.." (Pra.r.ticeep.-:12)

31.

Pereira Paiva, Paulo Freire,

32.. A summary -of_the changes observed by Pereira Paiva: a transition
from an originally authoritarian peition... to the defense of
burgeois democracy, and then to a- less clearly defined pa:sit-Ion In
the direction of a defense of the popular classes."- Plreira'Paiva
perceives "a seriouscontradictionw-between Frei re's thebry aid
practice due to the fragility-of the theoretical formulation of
Frei re 'given the societal cOnflitts ih WhitItzthe theory was ,immersed
It slibuld be Clearly understood that Pereira_Paiva'S
(pp. 221-22) .
analysis, iinly ncl udes- the work_ and, theory of Fref re to-1965.
.

33.

,s

Pereira Paiva,`Paulo Freire, pp.- 20-21.

thesis events; John Gunther in,'Iasi e South America (New York?' Harper & Rowp 1966)9 .reports;,'
raze , it seem* ; might be on ;he_Wa* f becoming another 'Cobao,

On t -e reaction of the..United States to

and thisi- in

the Washington view; Might

of SouthAtlierica could be 'irifluened
to
...

n in turn that ell

the rest

llow,suit4,"` (p:,-39) 7',

Gunther. adds that "this was not quite the-case;"

A stringe::andifa,$.7;

cinating book with no footnotes or bibliOgraiihYifer 'readers to-I0d0/.\-the accuracy of the authbei work,foffers,an,enormous amdunt'of-,ecoion ic 0 diplomatic end zcepgressional datalbothktbrout-Brakil4iikthe,'
U 6) on the `entire period: /see-Jordan M. Young;ed.'p,Braii-V1-954=-64i
E -of-a Civilian Cicit, In Perim History Series (New YorxI'L ractvob ,.

rile; 1972):

35.

Pereira_ Paiva, Paulo Frei re, p. 22.

36.

Ibid., p. 21.

37 We have already mentioned Emanuel de Kadt's opinion, on Freire's
differences with Comunists (see note 15 above). Pereira Paiva
mentionsbut does not explain--that *there were--9t-ensions between
Freire and the communists 'during Arraes' electoralcampaign for Govern-0e*. Pernambuco" and that this Serve .. as a guar, antee- against any
suspicion that the Freire method might be subversive (p. 24). -There

is no additional information as to

F_

reire's relationships..with.
,

Communists.
-

Pereira Paiva, Paulo Freire,

tbi

Van i_l_da_Pe re i

appar-en tly

--sudden change of attitt.TdFwwards the Freire metho
p. 25). 'Emanuel de Kadts account suggetts that .the turbulence-of 1963 in Which

cathoi i c radicals-entered into tactic.-alUances with ,Comunists,

while at the Same time using theiTreirhod.,,and openly acting
against the Catholic Ch-urch'S hierarchy--whichns parading ."the
coMunisf -menace before' the faithful"- (p. '76)smay have had something
-'to do with the reaction against the"Freire method. The issue is
important and .very obscure, in part becauSe_the-1964 coup. captured
and /or destroyed many documents of1963,_ all Considered isubversiVe:*
"that so conveniently vague- term with which, to stigmatize any instrument,of unweleome change."/ "(de Kadt, p. 151); In deitadt's opinion,
"Incitement to revolt was never Freires direct *objective as an educator, though deinooratiiition.was; thus he 'rejected authoritarian,

methods in education, the social palliative of [welfareismi, and
the stiffling 'of, political expression: through massificacao finas=.

sificatibnj." (p. 104)
42.

Joseph -Page, ,The Revolution That Never Was (New -York, 1972)-, qu,ted_

aking ottiers EiT'ereira"paiva.in Paulo Freire, as her source; p. 29.
43,

The military coup` made no distinctions when-accusing people of sub-.
See.Hubert Herring; _Nal uci6n -Historica de Ankrica Latina
(BuenosAires: Editorial UniVersitaria, 1972), Vol. 2, p,. 1065;
Mario Moreira Alves; El Cristo del 'Pueblo, pp. .293-95;, and John'
Gunther....s Inside South America, p. 44. Freire-.himself -has stated:

Mat doeileave,me perp wriEris to' hear or read that I intended

to' `Bolchevize the country' ith no, method. In fact, my actual crime
. was 'that'l treated literacy as mere than a mechanical problem, and

linked it to conscientiza

which was 'dangerous.'

It was that I

viewedbeduc tion as an of ort to liberate men, not as yet another,

initrument to dominate* them.
p. 57 in his foOtnOte 24.)

(Education as_the_Practke_of_Freedom,

1

44.

Pereira Paiva, Paulo Freire, pp. 25 -26..

45.

Ibid., pp. 26-27.

46.

Ibid.

47

The proliferation of movements and entities', defendilg reforms mentioned by Arraes- (see notes 19., 21- and 23 abbVe) in he face of a
burgeoisie and biasing its
abandoned
government that had been_aba
and fragmented groups,
support on a 'people' mobilized by
_
cage._
_
makes it easy to up.-lers÷rvi`tht fhic-ida.s'hrnhahly-thP

a-

different
r

48.

_4

.

Mackie, Literacy and Revolution; p.
as to the nature of these nelotiations.

'Pierre Dominic and Rosika Darcy; The Pedagogy-Ofthe Oppressed.
lo___Freire.--- Ivan Mich, IDAC
.The Oppression
p. 25.
Document #8 (Geneva,_ 1974

a.

J

o information is availAle

Sect4On 2
HOW IS FREIRE SEEN IN THE JNITED STATES?

Paulo Freire has prOvoked and continues to provoke mixed reactions
in the United States since hi!' first visit in 1969=76.1

At first,he

was inextricably linked to a literacy method or technique, especially
among academics engaged,in adult education.

Yet, as early as 1973, Freire

was pi'oclaimed to be\fla revolutionary dilemma" for U.S. adult ed

tors.2

In 1975At was back to literacy, through an article that proclaime
"literacy in 30 hours" as the results obtained with the Paulo Freire
method:3

The interest in Freire has oscillated between thoge who are

more inclined to his literacy technique, and thine who'are moved by his
educational philosophy and proceSs.

In 1981, while Mackie edits a book devoted to Aamine the links between the pedagogy of Paulo Freire, literacy and revoldtion (in an excel-

lent, critical manner)a new book in the United States by Patricia Crots
looking at Adults as Learners,

4 classifies Freire as a developmental

theoricist of adult education, and,anly refers to his work in Brazil and
Chile prior to 1970 (a total number of five lines Within a 287-page book).
In the United States, Freire is read and interpreted in'the most diverse
circles in amazingly

ways.

A common criticism Made to Freire in the United States is that his
writings are "obscure."

For instance,,a booklet produced by.the U.S.

Calholic Conference (USCC) states:..!Taulo Freire is very much in vogue
-these days, but anyone ;who reads him will agree that. he has a desiccated (sic),

metaphysical way of wrapping up his ideas that is most disconcerting."5

William Smith has stated that Freiresyritings are "abstract_and dense
almost to the point of impenetrability.

,6

There are, indeed, several

problems in trying to understand Freire within the United States context.

--%
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e.

Members of his team at IDAC have stated that, in order,tobe able
to grasp the totality of Freire's intellectual development, you must be,

or must have been, all. of the following: .Latin AmericanAatholic,.
Marxist and an Educator.7

A lack of understanding of Freire's. intel.

.

lectuWdeVelopment is, in my Opinion; a key:issue.
still evolving.

Freire's thought Is

His writings--andc related bibliographyare published in

the United States.usually outdated; and hispublished. books.dO not convey
when and where Freire wrote each.

There'lLsra

pattern in the development

of Freire's work that can be traced if his books are read in the chronological order in which they were written and evaluated vis-a-vis .Freires
practice at that particular time.
essential -bibliographical

.

But this chronological order:andother
about Freire are, for-the most part,

unknown and not easily available 'b U.S. readers.-____

As of this writing, a new book which collects writings of and about
Freire over' the seventies has been publithed...in German!8

It will not be

available in Spanish until late 1984 and ,n English no one 1nows, as it
has not yet been accepted for publication in the English language.
knows what is in there?

A second eample is Pereira Paiva's book.

Who

I deem

it essential to attempt an understanding of the intellectual formation qf
.

/

Paulo Freirel)efore he became internationally famous.,Aslof-now, it is
only available in Portuguese and'Spanish.9

Pereira Paiva's-research

product enables. us to test the romantic notion of a PreVolutionary

Freire

that was arrested and jailed in Brazil.

A third and last exampTe is a doctoral dissertation written in
--

Canada evaluating Freire's-work in Guinea-Bissau, a theme7I shall discuss
later on.

10

At this moment, the importarkt thing to share is that the

dissertation brings to the fore significadt elements that cannot be gleanrd
from Freire's book about his work in Guinea-Bissau.

The dissertation is

unpublished.

The fact that Freire's chronological intellectual development as

his books and related Obiliography are not easily available in the Uni ed

States,As coupled with the fact that Paulo Freire is an eclectic who
relies heavily in Catholic, existent- litt,_phenomenological_andJlattitt

-------

This is far from th

--ph1160015V.

usual biblibgraphy U.S. students

'(even graduate students) are regal ed to read in most U.S. colleges and
universities.
it in 1981:

Let us see Freire's own view of the problem as he discussed

12

In Germany, my work is found to be transparent, easy,

dueperhapsto the Germans' long experience with dialectic thought. They want.theary, not facts.
In the
U.S. people want _facts, not theory. But facts do pot
stand by themselves without theory. My-books are printed every year in Germany, and are used by many universities in their academic departments.-

Workers also understand my work; as well as those who
have some experience of oppression.
But I acknowledge
there might be a problem of cross-cultural translation
with U.S. readers.13
Freire continues his analysis:
I

I try to think dialectically by trying to understand
tontradictions and how they work in reality, not as a
given out there, but as something that is in a process
of giving itself; something that is not static, that,
is becoming.
How can I describe reality with a static
language? My language has to be contradictory in order
to grasp a contradictory reality'
But in the United States the habit is to think not
dialectically but in a positivistic way.
And then my
language becomes "mysterious."
At, a question as to why he uses such an "academic" langu

e, heresponds:

I did not write for the peasants but for those who can
work with them.
If a graduatestudent in education
cannot read my books, then you cannot understand. Sartre,
Hegel, and not even Dewey. And your universities have
to start all over again!

Freire has made strong criticism to the education provided by most
U.S. universities, particularly ip doctoral programs, describing them as
"eating books" instead of reading them, which provokes "an indigestion of
books,"

He

spises the fact that professors feel it is within their

ri ht to prescribe exactly which pages of a book a student should read,
could give the student a comprehension of the author's thought.

as-if thi

Reading a

b

ki_Freire has'stated, is like re-writing it, nothing to be

done in a hurried fashion only because a required long bibliography awaits
to be read in a prescribed period.

But there is more.

To understand my books you have to have experience
with the peoplenot just with books! What
describe

did.14

The "obscurity" problem; stemming, in my opinion; from the elements
already mentioned; is compounded when U.S. readers try to make sense Of.,

the many contradictions that can be identified iniFreire's writings.

When

these are pointed out to Freire in face -to -face encounters, he responds
:very strongly:
indeed.

"1 have the right to be- contradictory!"

And he does,

Yet, within the U.S. environment this argument is not very help7

ful for persons who are attracted to Freire's theory and who are trying
to make sense out of it as a basis to, create and/ordevelop non-oppressive
educational programs;

For. the land of all kind of manual's which explain
,

,

"how=to". everything in a Step-by-step fashion, Freire's refusal to give

this type of information resultsln a considerable amount of frustration;
if not anger.

Freire understands this very well and also the fact that he-is not
familiar with daily life in the United States.
less:

His attitude is, more or

"You guys have to formulate your own theory, and develop your own

solutions."

But, sadly enough, in conferences where Freire is the "star"

(a position that he has said he strongly resents), literacy workers,

community organizers and adult educators try to squeeze out from him
solutions to the problems they face at their local sites.

Freire invariably

responds with an anecdote about his work in BraZil, Chile or Guinea-Bissau.
As to what the anecdote means within the U.S. context...

Well; friend;

that is your problem!

One of Freire's main tenets is that education is political:''
is accepted by some liberals and everyone to their-political left.
;2!

This

The

problem is, what does that mean? ,Which politits condutt to
a non_
oppressive (thus, liberating) educational program?

Responses are as

varied as the political preference of the person who asks the question,
and the fact is that all can quote Freire out of context to prove their
point because, as I have said, Freire's thought has evolved along the
years.and it is still in that process.

The results are heated debates

(not dialoggS) as to what Freire means, and little action or theory
construction as to what must be done in tF

Preire attacks se
often quoted by sect
of being sectarian.

United States.

arianism from both Left and Right.

ians in the U.S. to accuse their ideological opponents
It becoMes another game of words wherein Freire is'

quoted,in support of alMost an'y political- preference.

"revolution."

This is

Freire argues for

At the same time, he declares himself a "pacifist"-sand has

stated that, although he understands that revolutions are not made with

flowers, he does not "like to thinkon violent transformation" adding that
he "prefers to be called burgeois."

"Fine revolutionary you are; Paulo;

You cannot. even kill a chicken"

:=this --is a personal anecdote ore phrase his wife; Elsa, 'once told him
_
and that Freire often quotes in seminars.
Another phrase by Freire in
.

this context:
you.-;unless

"I can't kill you,-but if you'hurt my. wife, I tould kill

I have thirty minutes to think about it."

tion then Freire advocates for?16

What kind of revolu-

InPPuer a Rice we cannot help but

, remember books invariably written by U.S. SocialscientlistS;adMiring the

"quiet, peaceful revolution" that Puerto Rico underwent during the fifties
and sixties while our economy was being devastated by U.S. capital, making

60tf our families dependent on food-stamps. Those in the U.S. who consider Freire as a revolutionary in Brazil prior to the:1964 military coup,
would do well to re-read his first book, and to compare this with their
.personal definitions of what constitutes a "revolutionary:"

Freire has made an absolute division of the world into oppressed and
oppressors.

You must be one or the other.

In recent years, in Freire's

,

thought, the oppressed7have-become -more-clearly'identified-with'groups

that in the United States are called

the poor."

-In international terms,

the oppressed are Third World countries, and inhabitants of the Third
World who reside and are subjected to exploitation and racism in "advanced"
industrial countries which constitute the First World.
"First Worlds" (the elite) in underdeveloped countries.

There are also
For Freire, it it

no longer a matter of geography.

The oppressed must ight for:theAr 'liberation in order to-become
human, says Freire.

And tnase in the middle classes and upper stratas of

society who side with 'the oppressed must commit an individual class-;suicide.

The image As Similar'to the Catholic version of Easterto die and be
reborn as humans in a-kind of spiritual transformation.

Freire's politics have received the most diverse type of descriptions, some of which are:

elitist (Manfred Stanley);17 a revolutionary

Socialist, as distinct from a hu .nist Socialist or a-Marxist Socialist;
a romantic (Griffith;

and, to

18

ome extent; Walker2°), to name but a few.

These classifications andlabe s originate in the fact that; since
his second book, the

Axf th

0..ressed, Freire has started to

quote Marx in empathetic terms, as well as Che, Fidel Castro, and Mao-Tse-Tung.

Quoting Marx-does not make him a Marxist.

Freire seems to be more

inclined to the'strongly Hegelian writings of the young Marx (which Marx
himself never, published):
in his theory,21

It is glaringly clear, in Freire's books that,

.

there is no primacy of economic and historical
materialism as the bases for revolution.(...) Freire
ignores the political economy of revolution in favor
of an emphasis on the cultural dimension of revolution.

There cannot be a primacy of historical materialiim in Freire, simply
because he is a deVoted Catholic ("the more I read Marx, the more I find,

Christ in every street, he says frequently),

22

Marx, especially, the

young Marx and his concept of alienation, is consonant with the progressive

24

Christians who believe that humans cannot become truly human until the
basic, human; material living conditions are available to them.
+00

reire has increasingly exhibited a tendency to romanticize and
_

t

idealize revolutionary leaders in the Third World, taking their
at face value and, I hate to say, most uncritically.
leaders to

confirxa

his theory:

'tings

He looks at these

the revolutionary is a man that acts out

of love,- a human being who sacrifices without personal self-interest;
indeed

a Christ-like figure in authentic cflmmunion with the people.

While he warns thatrevolutionS can betray their'ideals and become bureaucratic and manipulative =these he labels ninauthentic"--he does not offer
a concrete example of where he has seen this occur, if anywhere.
rogated in Vermont by Jonathan Kozol about Cuba, and the
cal participatory process _Kozel has perceived during his

Inter-

ghly'hierarchiisits-to the

island, Freire responded:?3
have not yet been in Cuba. I have friends there and
friends who have been theee. Cuba is not creating a
paradise, because that is not the task for.a revolution.
A revolution_makes history (...) For me the question is
that the more Cuba becomes able to go towards an opening,
th-e-more Cuba will become authentically socialist. I do
not.think Cuba is preponderantly rigid. We also can.dis=cover in Cuba_some signs of Stalinism (which is spread
in the left all over the world)._ But Cuba cannot be compared.
The Cuban People were able to get their history
into their hands in 20 years. This could not exist if
the pebple had been exclusivelymanipulated. How to explain the creativity, the presence of happiness in the
streets (not just the people, the streets themselves!).
I think Cuba is trying to go more and more beyond rigid-.
I myself do not dnderstand the why's of Ethiopia.
ity.
I do understand_ Angola and'Mozambique, bombarded by South
I was there once and about 600 children died.
Africa.
They also have_mediocres there, people that are not so
capable. They [the mediocres] speak Spanish there and
not Portuguese.
This is wrong. But I never saw Cubans
in ghettos separated from the Angolans.
.

But let us assume that they commit more mistakes than
right things. The important thing is the attitudes
with which they goas friends; as comrades. (My emphasis.)
The above should be critically examined even by those of us who have been
in Cuba.

24

Freire shies away from the harsh, painful, violent acts committed by
both sides in any revolutionary war,25 and-reserves his criticism to the
violence of oppressors. /The violence of the oppressed is justified because it is reactive, defensive and made -out ofilove." 26

This stems,

I think, from Freire's dichotomizing of the entire world i4 two antagonistic sides:

oppressors and oppressed, leaving no space-for mediators or

the interlocuteurs valables.

This term emerged in the Algerian war of

independence and referred to

moderate nationalist representatives with

wham compromise solutiods might be negotiated ' between France and the
struggling Algerians.

Amizingly enough, AmilCar Cabral took up the term

to describe the beginning of his°struggle:

C...) the engineers,

doctors, bank clerks and son on,.joined together to form a group of inter-

locuteurs valables."
7,/

Lester Kolakowski, who was professor Of History of PhilOsophy,at the
Universlity of Warsaw and expelled in Marc

1968, both from the university

and from the Communist Party for-bolitical reasons, and who-now teaches at
Oxford University, bitter due to,Stalinism (this can be felt in his writings), has very interesting things to say on the practice, of using-shar0,
self=exelusive dichotomies..27

In'his

iew, when.You establish a single

politicatly_carrect_way of looking at things, that is the road to Stali/i

nism and it only; promotes "traitors

instead of "dissidents."

Then all

criticism is silenced'and_the only result is the creation of.escapists:_
Becoming an escapist is the only solution when you are forced to choose
between the options of being "a renegade or a loyal opportunist."
escapist renounces to an active participation in political life.

Thee

Any

political caus4 defeats itself when it becomes an end and not a means,
because it liquidates the possibility of future allies by prOducing AV
escapists.

Kolakowski further points at the value of in-Consistency,. 10d-chi-he

describes as a "refusal to choose ,once and fOr all between any values

whatever which mutually exclude each other."29

He makes it very cleark

that he is not advocating for a middle-of-the-read position;
*Please, refer to note 25, page 34;
;

-

He ,is only_

stating that the various ffalues are, notoriously throughout history,

introduced into society by mutually antagonistic forces.- InconSistency,
then:

30

s an individual attitude is merely a consciously_
sustained reserve of uncertainty, a permanent feel=
ing of possible personal error, or the possibility'
that one's antagonist may be right.'
,

Kolakowski

is not

rguing for an absolute relativism.

There are

limits to inconsistency (what KolakowOci calls 'elementary situations1): 31
Open aggression, genocide, torture, mistreatment .of
the defenseless--all these are elementary situations...
here we suddenly confront a dual-valued world.-.
Inconsistency has certain limits.whithin-which it is
valid: the limits wherein reality is contradictory.
But reality is contradictory up to a certain point.

Perhaps because of Freire's radical dichotomy and'his refusal to

face the agonizing decisions that must bemade by revolutionaries in war,

his own MAC team wonders whether Freire's program of education' for libera
tion may only be feasible in a 'post revolutionary' situatien.32 At this
time, we deem, it important to" bring up the very American Saul Alinsky and

some of his rules for the ethics of means and ends, in Rules for Radicals.:33
in war the end justifies almost any means (p. 29)
' ,generally, success or failure is a mighty determinant of ethics (p. 34)

any effective means is automatically judged by the
opposition as being unethical (p. 35)
yOu do what yoiLcan with what you have and clothe
it with moral garments (p. 36).,
Freire's writings (perhaps because of the reasons we have stated) are in

strong disagreementewitPwhat ATinsky presents as [rather cynical, hard]
rules.

I think Alinsky describes the way of things as they are, and

Freire describes them as he thinks they should be.

in his admiration for

revolutionary leaders, not once Freire examines to what extent the leaders
he admires may have been guided by the above "rules."'

1
_

_

In conversations with U.S.'Alinsky-inspired community organizers,
I have heard many times that -Freire is "more revolutionary!! than Alinsky
was.

This I attritube to the stated anti-Communism of Alinsky, vis-avis
and Mao=Tse=Tung's

Freire's quotes of Marx, Cbe, Fidel, Amilcar
cultural revolution.
within a-cow.,ext:

But we have-to see Freire's quotes and remarks
certainly otTiCommunist and that

a context which

includes a philosophical stand that rejects historial materialism, and
which I believe to be basically personalist.

Besides; let us not 'Planet

that Freire has never been-directly involved in a revolutionary struggle
(armed warfare),,Communist or not.

It is not our i tention to dwell on a comparison between Freire and
Alinsky.

It is;the /subject uf a doctoral dissertation now in progress

at Rutgers UniVer ity;
point out, and i

But there is another distinction we would like to

is the way-

refire and Alingky categorize humans.

For

Freire, as we 4 elseen, humanity is sharply dichotomized into "oppressors"
and:"oppresse

"

or Alinsky, it is divided into the "haves," the "have',

nets," and to shaveome-want more.

"34-

-------

Early in the seventies Griffith referred to Freire's reliance "upon

emotiona y laden and vaguely defined termi."35
4$,

If you are in agreement'

with. Fre's view of reality you will not see this vagueness.

Freire

talks fist imprecisely about "the correct way," about "authentic leaders"
/and

out "political clarity." ,The logical inference is that ,the truth

,1 is 'is and of those who s

re his beliefs

That type of attitude can be expected in .a person-who is on the way

to become a leader (or proMinent member of a vanguard of the Leninist
type), preparing for revoiution.

Is Freire at that stage? Alinsky reminds

us that, in preparing for a confrontation, you have nosoption but to act
Yoe

to doubt in that type of situation,.if you want victory.

annot afford

After victory,

in Alinsky's words, You "clothe with moral garments" everything you did
to grab power.

As J.M. Garcia.=Paiialacqua reminds'us, "the, winning

o

.

terrorists of yesterday are the respected statesmen of today. "36

S:.for

the future, it is for us to decide.

We have seen Freire's statements on revolution and violence.
is he at?

Where

Timid remarks have been made.since 1980 tilhe effect te.

"Freire's prattice does not have the liberating potential
.

it aspires to7;_:

_

rather'there are dangers that its potential might be the reverse, ii37 or

.

moretprivately stated, '"Freire may_ be taking us to a place where we do
not'want to go." The "place" is not even mentioned. A lasexample: 38
t.

I appreciate:your concerns about;Freire.

-I too am

protectivehe's such a loyeable gUybut he't made,
his -contributionand,in a way, we are all. guilty of
making him a guru... Paulo has been such a good

friend and such an impoitantinfluehcefor all of.
us!

Early in the seventies, William Griffith warned that a logical Oh.
clusion of Freire's theory was that, after the triumph of a 'revolution,'
.

there would be no freedom to disagree with the new ruling group:
of us'who saw in Freire an inspiration Were angered.

39

Thdte

Yet,'-as of 1984,

and analyzing Freire's writings, talks and actions since the Pedagbgy-of
I am more and more inclined to agree with Griffith.

At this point, some readers may be asking, "What does all of this.

has to do with the subject of this essay?

It'has tb do a Tdt.

If we find

that we are or were unclear about the meaning and objectives of the theory
upon which our educational activities were or are being based, and have
accepted it as inherently relevant to our work, what kind of clarity can

we have when evaluating the process and outcomes'of our programql Particularly, when we are supposed to be acting and critically reflecting
upon our actions!

The feet-tswe" had very little information about the issues
that are here dittutted when we created 'pedagogy-of-the-oppressed programs."

We idealized Paulo Freire and his pedagogy as a "Third World"

revolutiondry approach that would (by definition) be relevaqt to minorities

1`)

(the inner Third> World) in the ,]Llnited States. 'And; even tf;ough many

us were, qr had been what IDAC says you should be to fully grasp FreAre

(Latin American, Catholics Marxists and Educators), we were living ifi
the United states.. We crasi4'd head-on into its complex realiti'es.

tei to:Section 2-

-

Howls Freire Seen in the United States?

-Literacy and Revolution, Mackie categorizes into four. types all
(a) thoseimbued.hy the theology
reactions._to Freire's writings:
of liberation who "cast Frei re's; work within an 'idealist ;framework'"
1.0. 8); {b) adult educe 'ors who "fail to understand Freire's
politjcs" and "wrestle with ways tb, denude, domesticate, absorb
and eventually 'nullify the, challenge [Freire makes] to unctiona1 i sm" (p. 5); (c) the li teraeist interpreters "'Often hampered by
an ethnocehtric view of IFrei re' si methodology in relation to
EnOish-speaking cultures" ('p. 9); ai.i&fd) "those who take:igsue
more -.-or less directly with the political impetus of, his _pedagogy."
.1qtalelydosdope--of misinformation,
Mackie Concludes that there. is
misrepresentation and downright nonsense concerning Freireik (p. 10).

Stanley M. Grabowski, ed., Paulo Freire: A Revoluti.
for the Adult Educator (Syracuse.; New York:. ERIC C earing .ouse on

Karit Education,-.1972)..
.

Cynthia'Brown, Literacy in Thirty Hours: Paulo Freire's Literacy
Process in _North, East Brazil (London: Writers' and Readers Publish=
i'ng Cooperative, 1975).

Patricia Cross, Adults as Learners' (San Francisc:
Publiihers, 1982), pp. 231-32.

Jossey-Bass

U.S. Catholic Confererice, Paulo Freire, LADOC Keyhole Series ht. 1,
No author given for- thezquote, wich appears unsigned in the
introduction.

p: '3.

William Smith, TheKeaning of Conscientiza ao:
m erst,
Frei re's Pedagogy, Center 'for-Internationa E ucation
Univ. of Mass., 1976), p, vi. This author also produced
Mass:
*."The C=code Pianual" to .floperationalizel the concepf of conseientiZetion in e joint project conductedwby the School of Education of
the University of Massachusetts, the Agency for International Develop-.men (AID) and,the Ecuadorian-:Min litry of Education; One of the
goals.of the-project was to utilize "modifierforms" of. Freire's
methodology to defionstrate that t'sucha method of literacy wag more
.effective than the literacy system thenbeing _Used" Themeaning_of
AID,sithdrew its support for Freire in 1963, but by 1972
(p. 4).
proposing his Method in "modified forte f'or EcUador. I find
this fact fascinatingf
Dominiee

rcy, IDAC Document #8, p, 31.

Paulo Freire, Der Lehrer I'st i Politi-ke-r Und-KOnstler, Hamburg, October 1981.

The Portuguese version of,Vanilda Pereira Paiva's book is entitled
Paulo Freire E o Nacionalismo-Devenvolvimentista (Rioede Janeiro:
Brasileira,. 1980).
.

11.

Linda Harasim,"LiteracY and National Reconstructtpn n Guinea-Bissau:
A Critique.of the Freirian L'iteracy.Campaign" (Thesis or the. Degree
of. Doctor of Philosophy' in the University of Toronto, 1983).

It it impossible to detail the impact ofthe many sources which
See Mackie's "Contributions to th
nurtured Freii-e's eclectioita.
Thought of Paulo Freire, ",in Literacy and Reuolution, pp. 93-119;
also Harasim (note .9 above), pp. 147-65, tub sectionscentitled:
"The Philosophical premises of Freire's pedagogy" (Christian ExisIdeological
tentialism, Idealism) and'"Freire and the PAIGC:
Populism:" .A-last source- is Pereira Paiva's book,'devoted in its
entirety to deScribe and analyze the roots of Freire's thought until
1965 and. his pedagogical ideas as the logical product of a particular period of Brazil's intellectual life.
es from
his tape.

12.

All qu
Blue Series, Side 3,. See note 5 in,Section 1.
Freire in this and, the next page were .transcribed from

13:

It is interesting to note, on the basis of this quote, P reira Patvi's
assertion in Paulo Freire, p. 28, that in the German pub icattpn of
Education as. the Practice of Freedom, whole sections and expressions'
in the book that dealt with Braztlian,nationalism were excluded.
This, she says, while allowinghe text to have a more'untversal
meaning, makes it difficult for German readers.to understand both
the extent-to which the book,is grounded in Brazil's intellectual_
life during 1950-60 and the books ties with developmental nationalism..

14.

We should-bear in mind that the contents of moss of Freire's-books
are not descriptions of-What he' did, but philosophical and theore
"ticaTEonsiderations about what he-did:

15.

What'is meant by Freire with this statement is that education has a
political purpose. In Freire's views there are only two purposes:
e vacation .is either for' liberation of for dothestication.

But-

olitical" here has more to do with the ides. behind any educational
scheme; id6as that are transmitted (and canes challenged) both
It bears no relation
through the process and conints of education.
to a specific political practice with which to organize and move to
transform the political. an4 economic structures of a given society
in a
7P context. Tbfli, the confusion. See note 25 in
Section
16.

The quotes about violence and revolution are transcribed from the.
Blue Series,cassettes, Side'5 (see note ,5 in Section 1), and were
statements made by Freire,in 1981 in Vermont. Other quotes: "No
sane personman love to kill," thus a revolutionary must estimate

4

"the social cost, in lives, of. any military operation." This was,
part of an anecdote: of Aglcar Cabral's stand on the subject. We

will later see that Cabral did not evade thWissue_of the need
Pot' violentb.
Freire added:
"I.wouldlove it if every thange could
ibe_done in meetingsi_and if those in_power would_stop oppressing._
Unfortunately, that iSnot_sa. (...) Who_arethose who-hate such :,
a quantity of people by
them to did in hunger? This is
violence and hate at a tremendous level!" On the murder of Chilean
President Salvador Allende (1973), Freire said: "I was tremendously
shacked. :All of us were seeing_a dream destroyed.
The dream of
transforming society in peace, freedom,:democracy. It is a_lie
that there was -no freedomjniChile.
I_bad been there,: abSolutely
free._ (...) _But I also hplfeve that it is possible'to'begin to
transform societies with less cost: We have to-give the best of
`ourselves to do that because history is changing." On hit return to
Brazil:
"There is a new:international. order, peW historical conditions.
In Brazil I am trying-to do what I can withinly situation."
Freire said that he has joined the Brazilian Workers' Party.
- The Crfsis_of_Cpnventional Wisdom," in
Grabowski, Revolutionary Dilemma, pp. 36-54.

Manfred Stanley, -" Literacy :
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Mackie, Literacy and Revolution, p. 105.

19.

William Griffith, "Paulo Freire:
Utopian Perspective-on Literacy
Education.for Revolution," in Grabowsks Revolutionary Dilemma,.

20.

JiM_Walket, "-The -End of Dialogue _Paulo_Freire on- Politics and Education," in Mackie's Literacy and Revolution, p. 112.
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21.

Robert Mackie, ,"Contributions to the Thought of Paulo Fedirei" in
Literacy and Revolution, p. 105.
,
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Samuel Silva Gotay in El Pensamiento Cristiana Revolucionario,
endeavors to prove that it is possible to beiboth a Christian and a
historical materialist. Samuel does not differentiate between Pro
testent*and Catholic Christian revolutionaries.
In addition, in an
interview wesheld on January 31, 1984, he told me. that his book
presents thelbeory under which historical materialism and revolutionary Christianity can find a tommon.theological ground.
I would
like to remind the reader of Camilo Torres, a Catholicjiriest'who
actually joined the Colombian guerrillas. for armed warfare against
the oppressive government and was killed by the army in thelprocess.
Even though he took up arms, he expressed:
could truly collaborate
with the Communists in Colombia_because I believe that among them
there are truly revolutionary elements and because, to the extent
that they are scientific, they have points that coincide with the
work I have proposed myself to do... we are friends of the CoMMunists
and will go with them to grab power, without discarding the possibility that afterwards there will. be a discussion on'philosophic
'
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questions.
At this, moment, practical matters are the important
(...) Commmnists should know that I will not join ttr
thing.

ranks; that I arnot nor will be a OMmunist, not as a Colomb:an,
as a sociologist oras a priest.
(Quoted by Silva Gotay, pp'. 54-55).
Camilo Torres is deieribed by Silva Gotay as a "mystl,e/devoted to
revolution" (p. 55). Although I recommend Silva's book withbut
reservation,
must ,ay that it has not persuaded
that a atholic
can be a historical materialist.
The theoretical
uncture h presents however, is fascinatingly coherent. The ook (in Spanish)
sells for $10. Writ- to CEHILA/CARIBE, Aparta
22146, UPR 'Station,
Rio Piedras, Puerto ieo 00931.
.
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Blue Series, Side 5.

24.

What does Freire mea by "the people" in his statement on C ba, as
recently as 1981? S e my reflections
note 28, Section
Is
"the' people" in power in Cuba? Do we elieve that "class truggle"
has been eliminated/by the Revolutio ?
.

25.

See note 16 above,:' Alistair Horn in A_Savage_War of_Peace:- Al4e
ria 1954-62 (NgYork: Penguin ooks, 1979), states: "It' was undeniably and horribly savage,
inging death to an estimated one
million Muslim Algerians and
e expulsion from their ho s of ap
proximately phe same number f European settlers.
If the one side,
practiced u--speakable muti ations; the other tortured and, once it
took hoTd,(there seemd no halting the pitiless spread of violence"
Amilear Cabra
admired by Freire, did not evade the issue.
(P..,14).
Referring to what Port gal had tufted into strategic haniftts in
Guinea-Bissau, .he stated:
"These bamlets have been subje ted to
Violent attacks by,pur troops and several of them have 'b n destroy-ed."
Amilcar.CabralTilevolution in Guinea: Selected_-Te ts, trans'
fated and edited/by RiehardAndyside (New Yorlq. Monthl Review,
imply no
1969), p. 115. Amilcar was murdered in 1973.= There is
way to avoid the presence of violence in a revolution, n matter h'w
justified the/violence may seem to be.

26.

I do not think that combatants can skcessfully face the enemy with
love.',,They may be moved by love at another, more gene al level,
of which I will speak further on'.
I agree that the viol nceof the
oppressed is reactive, but I do not think it is loving.

27.

Leszek Kolakowski, Marxism and Beyond (Great Britain:
P ladin 8004,
1971). .He tells us:
"The problem ota single alternati e is-one of
the most important of our time.
It Most adequately, expr sses the i
experience of the,Stalinist era and the main tendency of the poli;-tical Left resulting froM that experience. The whole conplex of
recent political and intellectual attempts at the-ideolo ical renafPsance of the revolutionary Left. may be characterized as an attemOt
to break through the traditional Stalinist blackmail Of a l single
,
,
alternative." (Kolakowski s. emphasis, p. IWO

/

28.

"total inconsistency is tantamount in practice to fanatiHe says:
cism, while'inconsistency is the source of tolerance." (Ibid.,,
Further on:. "Inconsistency is simply a secret awareness
p. 230).
of the contradictions of this world" (p. 231).

29.

Ibid.

30.

Ibid.

31..

Ibid., p. 237.

32.

Dominic

33.

Saul Aqnsky, Rules .for Radicals (NeW York: Vintage Books., 1972)
The rules are, spread throughout the Chapter "Of Means and Ends,"
pp. 24-47.

34.

Alinsky's "have some-want more" leaves space fora materialist (selfinterest) explanation on why the, middle class (the have some-want
more) may join the,lot of the oppressed. We will see that he does
not escape the idealist trap either. But at least, he does not fall
into a sharp dichotomizing. Hisyears as community organizer may hay?

and Darcy, IDAC Document #8, p. 31.

See note 49,,Section 1.

taught' 6iM that things are not always 'as clear-cut as we would like.
His classification appears in Rules, pp.-18-23.
them to be
35.

William Griffith, "Utopian Perspective," p. 74.

36.

Stated by Juan M. Garcia-Passalacqua in "The Nature of Terrorism.q
The San Juan Star, Sept.13, 1983, p. 25; and 'TALN," The San Juan
tar, July 9, 1983, p. 27.

37.

Jim Walker, "The End Of

38.

The last two examples"are'excerpts from personal letters sent'hy
concerned practitioners to the author during 1983; 'Their names are
not.relevant for the.purposes of this text.

39.

See note 35 above. 'Griffith made a critique of Freire's
Mondry program;" pp. 74-77.

p.,150.
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Section3
WHO ARE WE?

It is necessary to qualify my use of the. pronoun "we.

Itis not

used as an academic plural nor it refers to everyone who uses Freire's
ideas.

It refers to a group mainly of Latinos in the United States and

Puerto Rico who early in the seventies (and latesixties) individually
discovered the Pedagogy of the Oppressed and were attracted to its educational phtlosophy.

With one exception (a project that did engage in

P literacy work as its basic program, though not'ihe only program), we were
not so much attracted by Freire's literacy method, but by the educational
practice of liberation and struggle against oppression implied.bY_Freire's
educational philosophy.

The resonance of Freire in Puerto RiCO was mostly

felt by those of us who ar?$ersuaded that Puerto Rico is a Latin American
country and thus resent its being an .American colony.

In the United

States the overt reasons for Freire's.popularity in this particular group
were the racism and exploitation that are cruelly evident in all lowincome communities:

We did not knOw much about Paulo Freire.

Most of us were members of

,

middle class families (even if some of us were, like myself, firstgeneration-college students), and had been "achievers" in school.

A few

had doctoral degrees, Out, for the most part, our highest degree was a
Master's in Education, the Humanities or the Social Sciences.

Including

Anglos, there i&still,only one person with a Master's inMathematics
within the group that has continued working together. 'The initial group..,

included anun, an ex-nun, a political exile from franco's Spain, a clini,

cal psychologist and a consultant in education, all turned into educatorsfor-the-pedagogy-against-oppression.

The group grew into :a most hete-

rogeneous network of more than 300 persons, all interested in, working
with'or just curious about Paulo Freire's ideas.

At a conscious level ,k the initial 'group shared a feeling that "some-

thing must be done."

We felt indebted to the oppressed because we had

been privileged, even if (and perhaps because) some Of our families had
been themselves-oppressed/and had,"made it" within the system..

We did,

not have a very clear as to where we were going or precisely what kind
of change we wanted, but surely enough we wanted change:

C4ating or joining private, non-profit organizations to work "in"
the system seemed,afthat time to be AproMising option.1

This was made

possible due to the massive-amouts of federal funds forprograms that
were created by the government after the "troubled" sixties.
were there for almost anything.

Programs

You only hid to learn how,; to write pro-

posals in "proposalese," the bureaucratic

language needed to get funded.

We either became profficient proposal writers,' or got .a, hold of someone
who was.

By carefully wording and softening Freire's most radical con-

tents we were able to obtain funds-to develop a wide variety of programs.

Instead of :'oppressed," for instance,- we used thejArase"lowincoMe,
undereducated'adults." 'The pedagogy of,the'oPPreised waS called "non.

traditional," "compensatory" or,"alternative padagogy.

If the program

to which we were sending a proposal was,-known to be staffed by liberals,

we would use "Third-World" somewhere in the proposal.

At that ti.)e, we

could not see the strings attached to Federal funding, and we all needed
salaries.

Learners in the prOgrams we created came from the lowest:sectors

of, the social strata and could not afford tuition fees.

institutions and programs'
funding..

Asa result, most

Almost totallY-dependentupon federal

Even an institution which proudly declared itself to be an

exception,'after in-depth questioning was also found to be indirectly
dependent upon.federal funds, as its staff members received fbod stamps
and all sorts of federal transfer payments for low-income individuals-, to

complement the subsistence salariep the institution paid.

As of this

writing the institution is no longer' around.

Most of us chose to lead very'simple personal lifestyles, regardless
Df income end place of residencee

We were only a few individuals and

--

became workaholics.

There were no "bureaucracies" in our projects and,

except for proposal writing and other spdcialized skills, all did a'bit
of everything, esot-xially teaching or "facilitating" as we preferred to
call our work.
of needed staff.

The absence of one person could easily deplete a project
This led one of us to exclaim at a meeting:

"How can

we assist in the liberation of-anyone, if we are slaves to liberating
education?"

The "we" that I am trying to make alive through what, admittedly,
may appear to be impressionistic descripticns, refers

only to the begin-

.

nings of the encounter of a small group in the United States, which ocur=
red in 1978-79.

Prior to bumping into each other, we were pretty much

isolated indtviduals and'small groups working: for liberating education

without knowing that there were other individuals and groups engaged in
the same task.

The development of what later on became i'broad network,

and the prdbldMs encountered in our practice, willqe described later.'
AO

What I have presented until now as an answer to the "Who are we," is, in itlYA
opinion, a naive cliche.

"gaive," if not uncritical, because for all the ,talk of clas
struggle and other Marxist terms; the question itself has never been asked.
by liberating educatorsN:in a non-idealiitic framework.

taboo.to ask a question as simple as:

It is, indeed, a

"And what are your class or "self";

interests?" unless one is expected-to listen to and accept a very ideal
platitude or evasion., But'we are riot alone in this probleM.

three examples of answers to that question:

Let us'reVIew

those of Saul Alinsky, ByrOn

Kennard and Karl Marx.

Saul Alinsky asserted that self-interest
humans operate:

It appears shameful to admit that we oPerate on the
basis of naked self interest, so we desperatelY try
to reconcile every shift of'circUmstakeS that is;t2-our self-interest in terms of a broad moral justifica-

tiOn or rationalization... We do not admit the actual
fact:
our own self interest.
Mules, p. 55)
,
what, thenx we might rightfully ask, was Alinsky'.s self interesX?
of his schod1, of community organizers?

Or that

Ah, my friend, there are excep=

tions:

there' is that wondrous quality of man that from time
to time floods ,over the natural dams of survival and
self- interest... these are'the exceptions to the rule,
but there has been enough of them flashing through the
`murky past of history to suggest that episodic transfigurations of-the human- spirit are more than the
flash of fireflies.
(Rates; Pp; 58-59)

We have seen-Freire explain that'a member of the well-to-do commits'
"class suicide" to join the lot of the oppressed \,acting out ofAove,-commit-

ting "class sucide."

In my opinion,, not very different from Alinsky's

"transfiguration Of the human spirit."

Byron Kennard, a community organizer with more than a decade of

AXperience in .the United States, has published,iVerY-interesting-bodentitled Nothing Can be Done,_Everything_i_s_Pac

ble.

2

Let us see how he

deals with our question:

Nature, in its bounty, seems to have programmed a few
members-of the human pecies to kick.tW a fuss at the
first sign of oppression or'abuse of authority... But,
nature is prudent as wel'Las bountiful so it programmed
a vastly larger number o_
whose job it is to
keep the lid on tight.
(p. 1)
An

,

further on,

What drives the organizers? Way down.deep, I confess,
the answer may be pure and simole resentment of authority: So\what is the psychological motivation is pathe=
tidally plain to any greenhorn Freudian? So what if
organizers`are all trying to get _even with their fathers?
If nobody ever came along and stirred' things up, everyone would liveNas serfs or slaves under thethumb of
some despot.
(1)
How did Marx'himself account for his_

radicalization? 'If, as he

stated, social being deteitmines consciousness, how come he, ag a member of

the elite, opted for the ca se of the proletarians?3
"Through the contemplation of the situation of the
working class" and, hfough "a theoretical compre-'
pension of history."

There is no way to avoid th

elitism, the "we-are-soMething,-special".
o one, not even the most' adamant

feeling in all the above examples.

It may be

historical materialist, seems to see a wty be0nd lofty ideali.
4

Marxists,

that, as Alvin Gouldner says happened
have reached the limits of, our self-unde

tanding.

we liberating-educatori
But Gouldner-sees a

way out and, for what' it may be worth in,t rms of self-reflectjon, 1011

summarize his theory, apologizing for the ne essarily sketchy way in'which
I must do it.

Would be

According to Alvin Gouldner,

entatives of a new
5

class in history:

pposed to inorietary) burgeoiste.

the cu7ltural (a

.

Our

"capital" i5 culture, the one we have acquired throughour studies at
,

precisely those "formal" educational inStitutions.we criticize so much.

There are two sides to the "we:"

"intellectuali" and "technical intel-

ligentsia."-_The terms "class" and lolpital" are taken from Marx, and so
justified by GouIdner, based-upon-Ma- !s_texts, which

in Gouldner's terms

presented'a "fundamentally inadequate" scenario when defiriing-the-class____
struggle: S one in which the Protagonists were the proletariat and capi- \\\
talist classes.

The New CfasS made its abut in the United States with Woodrow Wil
son's administration and with the involvement of intellectuals in the
SOCialist and progressive movements that precededrit.

The Cold War alieriat;

/

.

ed the new class,:who turned to fight

its

opponent-s.the monied ;lass, in

,arenas Such as academic freedom, protection of consumer.rights

in public policy development, reform

expertise

fOr."honesty in government,"

the international ecology moveient, and even women's liberation, .about
which Gouldner says:

7

,

some important part of it is not, only an expression
of resistance:to the oppression.0 women-in-general

but a demand by educated, middle lass women for full
membership rights in the New Class.

Because "no class goes to war without first seeking what it cansecure
through negotiations or threat, (...) one.basic strategy of the New Class
is to cultivate an alliance with a mass working class, proletariat or
pesantry, to sharpen the conflict between that-mass and 'the old class,'an

to direct that alliance against the old class and its hegemonic position
in the old social order. "$

Both the welfare state and the Socialist State are seen bY-Gouldner
as political strategies of the cultyral New Clais,,adding that in a
Socialist state the hegemony of the New Class is greater. 'Ond of the public
ideologies of the New Class is that of "professionalism" (let us remember
that Ivan Illich described the "service" professions as "disabling profe
9

sions"),

which is a "tacit claim by the New Class to technical and mor I

superiority over the old class," as well as "a bid for prestige withi

the

established society" and ,a representation of the New Class as an
to the old.

The'New Class "is a cultural burgeoisie who appropria

privately the advantages of an historically and collectively prod ced cul.1
tural capital."1°

I could goon and on with Gouldner's theory, which has a great deal
of relevance to the taboo queitfan in "progressive" and/or
circles everywhere.
presented.

.

Leftist"

It has much more richness of contents than whatl have

at I will leave it here trusting that you.can get the idea,

which'I will further illustrate with an anecdote of a con ersation I heard
some years ago;

It was.

dialogue between a Marxist-

ninist party-member and a

typi61 formally undereducated sey-made cap`#talist on their probakh future
in a revolution,

The Communist co es from a' well-ta:do
II

.middle -class

family, had: studied in Europe and 1 arned a: very advanced medicai specializa- \`

tion that is very scarc

n the Country.

to hunger and to the cr

ty of an urban ghetto since early childhood.

The capitalist had been exposed
NJ

,)-

lie.

\,

got out of it through sheer fbl-ce (literally, notsexelu ing violence),

leaving schoal when fie was in the eighth grade (public school)to help
sustain his mother and brothers while working in the docks for 25 cents
an hour, twelve hours a day.

They were neighbors:-

Capitalist:

Have you ever experienced'hUnger?

Communist:

You know I haven't.

Capitalist:

And now you have a very valuable profession,
right? What will your financial situation be
if your revolution triumphs? You will be in
high demand, because there are only a few with
your skills. Besides, you are a party member
nd surely that also will be rewarded.
But,
what will l be?

Communist:

Your experience in organizing dock workers
could be very Valuable in workers,' syndicates
after the revolution.

Capitalist:

You must be yoking; What syndicates, under a
Communist system? By definition, workers. are
no longer ()lyres* in a/Communist society.
Our struggle was collective bargaining and
there is notach thing in your desired society.
Come on, let us be_honesti -Guys like you will
be at thp top and guys like me will be at the
ttom, after my properties are expropriated,
d
me do-noth g partycredentiialled guy Is
use.
Not while I am alive.
d with my
rew
You
11 have to ill me first, because I
love his land as much as you do, and will not
become an exile.

7.

A4'

(END OF DIALOGUE).

We must start with people where they are, Freire frequently sayi.

11

Do we honestly think the capitalist will be changed through-dia")gue with
a middle-class person, class sUtcide and'all?, Or'is be "the enemy" With
which, according to Freire, dialogue is not possible?

At least, during,

more yearg khan our Communist friend, even before the Communist was born
and until he purportedly committed "class suicide" the now capitalist-was,

indeed, part of the people, and very muceoppressed to bout.

The Communist;
4to

He

as you may have gathered, I believe to' be a member of'the New Class

was never oppreSsed.

What do. we do in situations like this?-,Who are we, anyway, and what
moves us?

What doe believe in?

ire we members of the New Class?

Or

just kind, loving people prepared to give everything, including our lives,
0

for tbeoppressed?

Ahd,,do we know what we' are talking about when we talk

about poverty and oppression?

How many of us have experienced it (not as

an act of will, to have the experience,-lut because there was no other
choice)?

In this context, let us listen to what Dianne Ravitch
about "raaicals."

12

has to say

Summarizing Michael Katz (Class, Bureaucracy and the

Schools), Ravitch establishes that, as educators became self-consciously
professional "they turned inwards and built a narrow world of their own;
shielded by-their-self-righteous; salvationist, reformist rhetoric, they
lost the capacity either to accepi.criticism or to criticize themselves."
Have "We" the "dew wave" of.liberating educator s fallen into thit particlie
lar trap?-

Again, quoting Katz :13
I suspect that what the poor want for their children
' is affloence, status, and a' -house in the suburbs,
.rather Ethan community, a guitar and ioul. They may

(

prefer schools that teach their children to read and
write and cipher rather than to feel and to be. If
this is the Case, then an uncomfortable piece _of
reality must be confronted: eduCational jadicalismAs

itself a s ecies of class -act-fec111--ari---

i,

as much as the,
attempt at cultural imposition u
traditional educational emphasis on competition,
restraint, and orderliness, whose biArgeois. bias radi(My emphasis.),
cals are quick to extor4ate.

It has been our field experience that, while we wanted to develop critical
consciousness with learners, they, wanted a high school diploma, or to learn
14
They did
-English as a second 14anguage; and very rapidly, to get a job,

not have-the time or the inclination for other "critical"-subjects: And

if yoU said that a. diploma.was "not important,
through trust, a learner would be, qujek to`say:

after.. silence was broken

.

t important for: you.,-

How many do yost;have.

Addressing those of us Who have Critiqued past education reformers,
and who have either, been engaged in (or accepted) a radical iseviiion'of
schooling,5 Ravitch asks: 15
. ,.

If reformers in the past havetbeen power-hungry;
manipulative and devious,. why trust reformers in the.
present? If pest reforms have served hidden 'vested
interest' rather than the people, why assume beneficial consequences from present reforms? If class
connp,ctions are so compe11ing what are `we_ to make of
the radical revisionists themselves,, ,all of whom are,
by professional status and income; -embers of the_ -1'
same upper middle'class group that h s traditionally

.

led,reform movements?

'Th

.

,

1

Raviteh tacklet head-on a major dileima
..-

'

' 'Seldom Confront"16

One of the most perplexing dilemmas for radical

1

critics is whether to stress libertor equality. as
the most importa t. end for society. ',14-tist of them

:

simply ignore t e tension between the two valuesand
assume - that it i possible tb,have a society and a
.
kind of schooling where both liberty and equality are

while bureaucracy and- administrative`
systems are minimized if not eliminated altogether.

Ravitch is persuaded that "revolutionary egalitarianism cannot be achieved
without extensive political' and social Co ntrors.
think.,"we"
in agreement with. Reiviteh.on that one, bu' we do-ha e_ doubts: What is
Ravi tchl s judgement of those "who vrOpos%
'egalitarianism"? Well
she thinks that we value equality more thanwe value-li rty or efficianc
,
because, in het; opinion; full egalitarianism "aould;ohly
by
_

,

z,

r

establishing a' powerful state bureaucracy capable .of(7statTy monitoring

the redistribution of money, jobs and other teward

the= cr

new class of, bureaucrats in the theoretiealirtrasilesi society °i8

theughts.

Over the past year (1983

there has, been a very s:tr

in our network away from the Soviet system, which is increasingly called
19
"state capitalism" by many ,
Although we never talk openly in front of
"the enemy

.20

many have stated in private conversations that they ("we")

could never surrender our intellectual freedom to criticize what "is not
tight:' . The issue of Whether freedom and equality are mutually exclusive

values has-never been dealt with adequately by the Left.

Yes, you can be

free to die of hunger under a bridge, or of cold in.winter because you
_cannot afford heating expenses.

That, we all agree, is not freedom.

But

are there"freedoffs" that most of us are not prepared to surrender ?. Which?
,

And how does all this relate to

our

role in the struggle for liberation and
.

empowerment?

1

Could this issue of freedom or equality be one of the situa-.

.

tions that could justify Kolakowski's view of the right not to choose?
_

But then, Freire:saii that notchoosing is equivalent to side witkthe oppres-

sor; that no-o4 is neutral.
eileilly;.11

If'youj"we) do not choose, we are "the
t

Or are we?

_Gouldner says that "asparadox of the New Class is that it (we?) is

both"elitist and emancipatory.21

I think that our elitism cannot be denied,

no matterhow much we try to den.Yit.,
attitude.

Because.elitism is more than an

It also has to do with the place (or role) we have Four particu-_

lar societies.

An answer to the; questions

Who are 'we'?" and "What motivates us?"

it seems to me; is crucial in any attempt at evalOating our work in.Freire-'
inspired programs.

histories, our

WeishoUld not avoid an

nation of our personal.

position, our jobs, our sala ies, our zone of

resi-

dence, and why (and-how)' all these "fit" or do not fit with our overt and
perhaps not so overt objectives.
type bf analysis.

Freire's theory does not provide for this

It may be beautiful to think that we are (1) acting out

of love, (2) non=elitist, (3) prepared to commit "class st;icide,lt and.

(4) prepared to learn.fr9m the learners, who we consider our equals in a
)P

come-on: quest for effective ways- to 140t-against oppression and create a
.ft,1 world.

46eautiful,;but, is it true?

'S
45

55

BOGkish definiiions for all vague terms, taken right out of Freire'S.
books have been abundant.I.: BUt the problem of how to use them; once in the

farmworkers fields, public housing'projects_the streets and the nonclassrooms ye Created in the United. States, was left untouched.

,

Each had

to invent i4 /her way at eaCh,sitei not with6ute great deal of ideologi
cal and powe

struggle within each site.

Oltimatelyi "we" represented a

very heterogeneous group of self-appointed rebels (or radicals) that in
three_years.2could not agree upon a single definition upon which to act collectively.22

,"-
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Notes to Section 3:

Who Are We?
...

In and within are not the same. We used'to say we were "within."'
To work "within" you have to reach the inner sanctum of the system.
Very few Latinos have achieved that.

1

_.
.

()

4..e._

(Andover, Mass.:

2.

Buck House Publishing Company, 1982).

.

r

21.;

Quoted by Alvin .Gouldner in, The_futuie f Intellectuals- and the
Rise of the New Class (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982),
p. 58.

4.

,

Alvin Goul-dner, The. Two Marxism (New Yoft:

Oxford University Press.

1982).
.s

Gouldner's "New Class (see note 3 above); should not be confused with
Djilast_Am_lieAew-Cilass. An Analysis of the
Communist System (New York, 1957) or in The Unperfect Sbefety:--and the New Class (New York, 1969).
Djilas refers to the already
ent -c e bureaucracy in the Soviet Union and other socialist _
states.
Gouldner's new class, the way I see it, would be the class
contending for power against the one identified by Djilas.
We would do well to examine whether all revolutions are a civil war
among different sectors of the elite, particularly, in Alinsky's
terms, betwein the "haves" and the have some-want more."
Gouldner, New Class, p. 17.-

--91-.---1-van

Mich, Toward-a History of Needs (New York:

Bantam, 1980).

Gouldner, New Class-, p. 19.
'11:

See my transcription of "A Dialogue with Freire" in Educaci6n Ube;
radpra (E.L.), January 1982, pp. 6-10, in which Freire says:
"it is
very important to stress that we -must start where the students are,
With their own perception of reality, their own level of knowledge,
not with one's.
(...)
It is impossible to start frommiside of
things" (p. 7). EA._. was a newsletter published in English between
Sept. 1980 and Nov. 1982, tc cAnect practitioners of Fretre's ideas
in the United States and Puerto Rico\ A total of eighteen issues
were published. These are still available from: Alternatives,
P.O. Box 424, Sehorial Mail Station, R6sPiedras, Puerto Rico 00926.
In the Jan, 1982 issue , I provided a transcription of a Seminar/
Dialogue which took place inpe Spanish Educational Development
(SED) Center, Washington, D.C., December 1041981.

12.

Dianne Ravitch, The Revisionists Revised. lt,Critique_of-the-Radical
Aetackorithe_Schools (New York: Basic Books, 1978), p: 118.

13.

Ibid., p. 124.

14.

See my article, "The Emergence of a Liberating Education Project,"
in Educacion Liberadora, December 1980, pp. 15-17.

15.

Ravitch, Pinvisionists Revisited, p. 167.

16.

Ibd., p. 155.

17.

Ibid.

18.

Ibid.; p. 98.

19.

The idea, is that the State becomes all powerful, stifling dissent_
and appropriating the surplus value of the workers' labor to invest
it as, the-State pleases.
The workers may have no say-at all in the
way the surplus valueis invested.

20.

There is really no way to know who or where is-lithe enany" of
liberating education. The paranoid and at the same time naive way
in which "the enemy" is seen, in my opinion, has prevented us from
entering into dialogues with persons critical of our theory and/or
practices; If we only talk to those who agree with us, are not we
following .a dangerously uncritical path?

21.

Gouldnerc New Class, p.84.

22.

--

This sectionis mostly written in the past tense. This does not mean
that all the fieldwork based upon Freire has ended.
The:use of the
past tense is due to the fact that I am engaged in a retrospective
look at what transpired between 1979-1983.
There are still many
pserspf Freire's ideas in the United States, even some of those
who integrated the "we" about which I talk here.
However, many
liberating education projects _di-d not survive Reaganomics and/or
their own internal theoretical/practical weaknesses;
Projects that
did survive are for the most part, again working isolated from each
aTer, trying to make ends.meet and wondering.if they will still be
around next year. Ps of this'writingi many individuals (not projects) are still connected by a network and exchanging by means of
the newsletter" Alternativas.
This is described in the next section.

_o
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Section 4
WHAT DID WE DO?

On the previous section, I stated in general terms some charaiteris-

tics of those of us who, during the seventies; created what we wanted to
be a pedagogy with (not for) the oppressed.
education.'

We called it liberating

I have established that we were guided by Freire's books;
Ap

and by an expressed conviction that there is oppression UP the United
States (of which racism is only a part).

We were also persuaded that the

"traditional" (and even most of the non=traditional) educational programs
in the United States either had given up or had not really tried to
create and provide relevant educational services for Omuch less with) the
oppressed. -44e-decided to t

There were vast differences among the was in which we tried; there
was an immense variety in the -. educational programs and activities we

created to work withthe oppressed.
grams, ESE

They included Spanish literacy pro=

tlasses, adult basic education; GED preparation classes, pre=

college programs, college programs at the 2- and 4-year levels; the Use
of theatre, clowning, massage and other non=verbal educational tools;
childbi rtfizhor---education---p-mgrarasg_parentin

g

programs; and

college re-entry programs for middle-aged women; to name only a few.

Our institutional base was summarized as follows in November 1981:
We are all private, non=profit organizations working
at the grassroots level in urban and rural geographical areas where Latinos are concentrated.
We do not
own fancy or expensive physical facilities, equipment,
libraries, audio visual or computer center's. We are
by no means financially secure. A doctoral degree
would be more an exception than a rule in the paper
credentials of our staff. We cannot afford-Ph. D.
salaries. Most of_ the learners in our projects cannot
pay tuition, and because most institutions are not
accredited§ sttidents are not eligible for financial
aid.
Our revenues are extremely limited.

The Tearners in our programs were a-predominantly Latino population,
although some projects worked with Black and heterogeneous (Black, Latiflo,
Oriental) populations.

With few exceptions, learners were adults; those

described by the 9nited States educational system as "non-traditional,"
"deprived," or "d :-advantaged:"

We rejected all those labelt.

In oc-

cupational terms,, the learners could have been unemployed, or seasonally

They incldded recent immigrants and regular migrants.

employed.

The

immense majority of them lived under poverty level in either urban or
rural areas.

They wanted to learn and they worked hard at learning what they
needed. /They were most emphatically not, as "the system" often states or
implies, lazy, ignorant losers.

It may seem that way, within a self-

serving definition of competency or survival, which conveniently.turns
into self-fulfilling prophesy.

A set of beliefs (even if locally defined at each site) was deemed
to be the starting point in all programs.
into a set of concrete actions.

These were to be translated

Thus I called them "practiced beliefs."

There were:

we are all humans, and therefore, equals in our
_human dignity; we are all worthy of_respect, and

iiiaTeallknowledgeablevBecause Thing is learn:
We may not have
ing, we all have learned a lot.
learned the same things but everyone surely has a
lot to teach others.4

all of us, including "administrators" can be
learners and teachers at the same time, if a process
Specialized functions in a
to do so is_created.
hierarchical organizailnal struciure are not compatible with our vjewy

the cg1211Eliraliln.40411of an educational
institution is as important as the contents of its
In fact, the process is a
educational programs.
type of_contents--what some have called the hidden
curriculum of the educational system. We must
constantly examine with learners the process of
education and adminisVation in our institutions.°

We proSably shared the same ideals that are voiced by'the tradi=

-tional eddcational system, but'we believed ourselves to be different: we
acted upion the ideals and strived to translate them into concrete.actions.

Our rationale for this was:

/:

you cannot teach freedom to a captive audience, you
cannot teach equality when the teacher or board member is above and hierarchically separated from the
You cannot in honesty evaluate the work
students.
of othertif you are not prepared-to be evaluated by
them.

You,' cannot teach democracy by means of unde-

mocratic processes.?
The way to avoid falling into the trap of saying without doing was,

what I now believe to be the adoption ofa superficial interpretation of democracy as a participatory process with which we would reflect with,learners
about all institutional activities.

8

We deemed attitudes and emotions to be of-utmost importance:9
We do not separate emotions and feelings from words
We reject the affective/cognitive dichoand action.
ation these domains, lookinto consi
tomy and to
ed in words and'actions.
ing at how they are expr
students, teachers and
And this we do with everyone:
administrators. We examine the cognitive and affective
domains in words and action on a one-to-one basis, but
also in group situations. We do it by means of'open
dialogues and what some woulc call exercises in group
dynamics.. Body language and non-verbal communication
are important,for us. Wt-diSagree-strongly among ourselves and anger, like any other feelings, is considered okay, as long as it is acknowledged or pointed
out in a dialogue, to examine it as a part of a process.

We frowned at "academia" because we felt it implied something that'
is separated from the common sense, day-to-day concerns of the learner.

Not only separated, but above_and beyond these concerns.

Which was, In

our opinion, the major reason why learners often failtd to learn in
"academic" environments while they learned easily in the environment we
created with them.
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Our preferred mode of learning,was collective or group learning.

Most of us emphasized collective learping, as opposed to individualized
instruction.

We felt very strongly that the basis of power is found. in

'collective, rather than individual actions.1°

That

Why

emphasize the participation of learnerS-in decision-maki
distinctions between "academic" and "admini

ra

e tried to
,

frowning upon

matters as if these

were isolated entities.

. As for Curriculum, in addition to considering the process of education as an inhererit part of the.contents, we tried to make the day-to-day,

common sense concerns of thejearners the basis upon which we construCted,
with then, a-- curriculum.

We wanted it to be a cross-disciplinary (or

inttrdisciplinary) turriculum'that could change every year, based upon
the needs of the' learners'', as perceived by us with all of them.

We tried

to avoid the pressure of prescribed contents that we had'to cover in "X"
period of time.

We were concerned with effective \teaching and learning.

The pressure to cover prescribed contents, in our opinion, prevented both.

We truly believed the following to be the product of our efforts:
Within our programs, the learners come out of the
culture of silence; out Of,the fatalism and apparent
docility; out of their self-devaluation
And they
develop a sense of power based upon a critical
underStanding of the concrete conditions of their
existence .in this country. They realize that these
conditions can and should be dbgnged; that thesecan
do something to this effect.
This cannot be the result of traditional teaching,
which is conceived as a process whereby a knowledgeable person deposits contents into the head of
an ignorant_person. Empowerment cannot result from
this type of activity in which the process is telling learners that they are powerless and ignorant
while the_contents_ say otherwise.
Teaching and education in gg eral, 1-including the
administration of educational institutions, is conceived as something different. An education of
quality then would be seen as an unfinished process:
the-process of learning how we can best learn together

is equals and with dignity what we all decide it is
important to learn, so that we can be empowered to
act , -to _change _and_therefo e to transform our world
I

it

_human_

and to love.

As stated in note 3 for this section, all the information I have
provided thus far is excerpted from a presentation I was asked to make by
a major funding agency.

I knew very well that what I was to say was not

exactly what "the system" wanted to,hear. but I went along with my plan=
ned presentation anyway.

As of /9841 must admit that the statements

presented.in 1581 only offered ourtideals, our shoulds: what we wished

our programstb b

In 1981 I had already discovered the enormous gap which separated us
from our funding sources, and had realized that a "confrontativn" was
inevitable.

Further, we were going to lose (our funding, that is).unless

we opted to defeat ourselves by accepting money to do what we did not

----41

want to do.

In our situation, funding would be a self - defeating victory.

4 decision had to be taken bath individually and within each project.

I had made mine.

The Reagan administration was into "quality" and

'excellence" in education, and we were fary4roii being considered "excellent" by the system.

Consequently, in the presentation I was asked to

)ffer I started by denouncing "the definitions game:"

The definitions game is an obstacle to communications
"what is quality?" we
which leadsus to a dead end.
can ask, 'and after a long discussion we will either
draft a definition that is so general that it is
come Rp with as many definimeaningless , or
tions as there are persons. AndNhere do we go from
`here? Thef-definitionsAame can take us straight into
a need to define even the concepts4we have used in
our definition. But that would not tell us much about
what we can actually do to promote effective teaching
and learning.
I dare say that perhaps definitions
are not as helpful as-we often think they are!

-.-

Further on, I lashed against another "favorite" of thtli.system by

aying that were not into "the numbers game," although sponsori 1 agencies
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sometime, required ttk we enter A':
How many do you recruit? How many do you enroll?--'
How many do you graduate? Our quest.is not quantity,
but quality.
It should be evident by now that, if we
were to'construe a definition of quality in liberating
education, its elements-would greatly differ from the '
accepted, standard criteria, which are basically
titative.
Our collective work, which a group of seven ,p11-0ect directors had strived
to sustain since 1978-79 was about to end its federally-funded stage.
could sense tt.

We

A change of administration had taken place in the'§overn

ment of the United States' and it was .not inclined to assist_tlie grass=
roots.

As I stated to a group of abaUt_75 liberating educators in the

only national conference we ever held:

tw

12

The only reason why we are here today is because we
have not forgotten, because we have followed-up.
And we have to dO'it again if we want to continue
working together.'',Tpat is for you to decide, for
you to- do.

IREL is only an instrument for your use.
But IRCEL
needs you to use it on_behalf_of_all not only for the
sake of your own institutions. We need to go beyond
the narrow confines of our barrios and to reach out
to compafieros in other barrios.
It takes all of us
to do it.

IRCEL (Information and Resources Center for EducaciOn Liberadora

liberatingeducati5m--) had two beginnings.

"OfficiallyP it started in

September, 1980 when we received a federal grant to finance it.

Unof-

ficially, however; it started in 1978 when a 'group of representatives

from some Hispanic Liberating Education projects surprised each other at
a conference in 'Wisconsin.

by a federal funding egency.

It was a Projects Directors' meeting convened
I had been working with a group.of Freire-

inspired educators in Puerto Rico,13 trying to discover through practice
and based upon Freire's theories, a r61evant alternative for the education of urban low-income adults.
financial support for our efforts.

I had submitted a proposal requesting

We received a three-year grant and

that is ho* I found myself, as an evaluator, in a Pfojects Directors'
meeting.
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To our dismay, we felt alienated, we felt that we did n
'there.

We naturally movedto see if thereiwere other Latinos in the con-

ference with which we could communicate.
jects:

belong

We found people from two pro-

one in New York and one in Oregon.

We all discovered that what

we were doing was very similar, although we were working in very different
barrios.

We learned that we were not alone, and that knowledge gave us

some energy to go on.14

When the meeting ended, however, we went'back to

our projects rand we did not follow-up.

You know how

practitioners

seldom have the time to .do.these things.

In 1979,there was another Projects Directors' meeting.

And-by then

there were,scVen Latino projects doing what each descrited as "liberating
education."- By this

each other, but

me, alllwere feeling an urgacytdOommnicafEiiith

communicate without the limitations of a conference

that had little to do with what wemere doing.' We just bad to nieetagain,
with an agenda prepared by us, for us.15

One of the projects had received more money than it had requested,

V mistake of the funding agency.

This-project asked the funding agency

to allow us to use t is extra money to.convene an Hispanic Mini-Caucus to
liscuss common concerns.

Permission was granted.

It was January, 1980,

I had moved from Puerto Rico to the United States to accept a j)b in

the State of Virginia, and had prepared a proposal requesting aS.Ltance
to create a network of atino Adult Education Projects.
In the Mini-Caucus as an. observer and recorder.

The Caucus was hC.:1 to se

I participated

16

*f we could take steps to work

egard -less of the outcome of the proposal I had written.

lects wOrked intensively for\two days.

oOther

The seven pro:-

What follows is what we came uk

pith as results:
`

1.

We drafted a list\of common problems and concerns.

2.

We agreed that I would use the research facilitiei
of the institution that employed me to identify
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more Latino Adult Education Projects which were
using the ideas and methods of Paulo Freire in
the United States.
.

We agreed that, if we could find at least six more
projects that were doing what we were doing, we
would make a special unsolicited request for funds
to the agency that already was funding some projects; to hold a Mini-Conference in New York,
sometime in the summer of 1980.
We agreed to file a report to the funding agency
with these results.

By the month of-June 1980 (three months after the caucus), twentyfour projects had been identified and contacted.

The funding agenty ap-

proved an-bnsolicited proposal to-convene-the proposed:Mini=Confeggnce_in
New York in July 1980:

All 24 projects participated.

In the Mini-

Conference we learned eve-rything'we could about each project, exchanged

materials, and identified common problems.

We agreel'on a Ventative word-

ing for the meaning for our programs, drafted-collectively.

17

It-read as

follows:
1.

Educacift liberadora (liberating education) takes
place in different settings.

2.

Educacidn liberadora is the participatory practice
of education that maintains that education is
political.

3.

Educaci6n )iberadora is an,educational process that
begins by making people aware of themselves and
their surroundings and, as human beings, to develop a critical consciousness.

4.

Ube-rat-Ott (liberation) is definA as the empowerment of paarticipants and the giving-bp of power of
the-facilitator.18

4P

.

5.

--\

Educaci6n liberadora fits into two practical ap-

rllcationifEWIETatization and literacy); but
these cannot occur separately.19
Each of us (present in New York] is working in a_
liberating setting, whether it be applied directly
in a "schooling" sense, or a "non-schooling" sense
such as with youth programs and in the fields of
music and art.
-

.

The following were identified as commonalities
that united us:
We consider That dialogueils a starting point in
educacidn liberadora.

$ Educed& liberadora is the empowerment of the
people .747

* tiberacidn must go hand in hand with providing
the people with skills that will help them in
their immediate situation.21
Educacitin liberadora is "de-schooling.

,22

Educacidn liberadora occurs predominantly in
community settings,
tibemmidom is cultural identity.

23

Educacidn liberaddra 'does not discard theory or
On the contrary, both theory and
practice.
practice are utilized dialectically.

The existence, strength and development of
edutacian liberadora should go hand in hand with
the exchange and sh,ring of ideas and materials
among us.24

r.

In order to accomplish this, a mechanism has to
be established.25
It was decided that, if th

proposal I had submitted was funded, I

would undertake the networking and resources sharing tasks which all pro=,
jects needed, but for which no project had time or staff.

The proposal was funded and IRCEL was born based at the Latino InstiIt operated from September,

tute Research Division in,Reston, Virginia.

1980 to September, 1982, when the Institute gave notice that its operations
in Virginia would be closed.

I requested and obtained the iafekeeping of

the materials collected by IRCEL, notified all projects, and looked for a

way to continue

he networking we needed, this time without federal monies.26
,

A progressive church granted seed Monies for this effort and a "new"
network called Alternatives was born, staffed by unemployed volunteers in
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February, 1983.27

Its major,networking1 .vehicle is a news/etter that-is

still being published.28

IRCEL had two major tasks; to undertake during its-final federally
funded year of 1982-83:

two documents had_ to.be prepared, to assist

1:4actitioners in two areas which had been identified as presenting the

biggest problems to all projects, engaged in liberating education:
'Formation of facilitators (teachers).

Evaluation of Liberating Education programs..
The first document was produced in 1SGZ,-;_trinted-and mailed in X983.2

document is the one you are now reading.
The econd
sC

F

Notes

Section

What Did we DO?

called it liberatory education. As of thi writing, the label
It as evolved into
'liberating education" is not much-in use.
"education for .empowerment," and "popular' (or people's) educatiorkl.

SQn

2

A total of 28 projects came together in 1981. An IRCEL 1981_Decr
tive Directory of P'roj_ects was produced to provide an overview of
liberating education was operationaliZed across the. United States
'and Puerto Rico. See page 54 of the essay ,for a description of
IRCEL.

The information and quotes provided on p ges 49 to 54 are excerpted
from a presentationI male at the Fund for the Improvement of Post- l'
secbndary Education (FPSE)', Annual PrOject Directors' Meeting,
It was entitled, "The Meaning of
Columbia, Maryland, NoVerpber 1981.
A Democratic Approach --TowardsAffect-i-ve
Quality Education in IREEL
Teaching and Leirning," and was' publjshed in Educacion Liberadora,
Decemhi-r 1981, pl%,10.43.
1

Thtsiposition is fairly Close to the personalist pr populist approach,
a's it'iignOres class :differences.
5.

8,

,.This belief was perhaps the hardest to practice. -Specialized.fuhc,
tions sometimes areirequired IV the system (such as, check signing
and submistion.of financial. reports to the 'IRS) and some are essential for institutional_survival (such asproposal-writing and fundraing). Jklsoiiprojecf founders and cid timers could not avoid a
certain- love -hate from newcomers, which was based on the charisma
that project founders and directort seemed to> rave:
.

This was a major,concern be- use, for the most part, learners..resisted
to spend> their timelin 'any-,ingthat woulditake them away from their
Further;
immediate; surviviloriented and iiractical objectives.
p,rt-timestaff members could not invest a, great deal of 'time_ in
mLttings and more meetings, even ,dough they did ;(for the mott'Oart)
work'f.:47..more noursithan they were paid for:.
,
Again, learners resisted an experience with which fhey 'were pot
familiar., In some instances tbey demanded "real" teachersk homework
and tin discipline of .a traditional school.

We 'wanted "Participatory" instead. of "representaave" demo,:racy.
This,meant that all were expected to participate equally in_deliberations prior-to decision-making, and that decisions were to be taken
by consensus instiad Qf by me,.ority :dote. Any other style brought
instant accusations.oF n.uthcrfteriznism,' and/or dogmatism.. ParParticipation for what? To,
ticipation became a- end in ;:-;:elf.

practice "democrat
Yet
/hen rapid decisions were needed for
action, the preferred process did not seem to work.
it always
enta$led an enormous amount of time.

.

:0

This was certainly trueand time consuming. An impact of group
dynamics, no doubt.
It is fascinating to read Emanuel
de Kadt'i
statements in Wtholic Radicals in Brazil, on how powerfully Catholic university slaents were impacted by group dynamics, in the
early sixties,much in the same way we were in'the late seventies.
Another (ugknown) attraction to Freire's educational philosophy?
See de Kadf, pp. 215-18.
The philosophy and practice that we developed tried\to be,is non- /

10.

directive as possible.:
I think that withott. realizing it, we moved.
from using non-directiveness as a means to Using 4-t as a goal in
4
itself.
How non-directive can you be in insisting in non-directiveness?

.

The, queskion only came 0 in the only largesaonfeOnce we ever held
(October, 1981 in Reston, Virginia). Reading ginanuel de Kadt, I
could not help but remembering that coaference.' Some.of the problems
posed by Lie Kadt, which we also faced; were:
(a) a\tension between
the requireMent for efficiency and the requirement tp have a minimum
of authority from the top; (h) extreme non-directivepe*s was force.T.
fully proclaimed mostly by those who were not in a pbsition-of;
ultimate administative eesponsibility; (e) any.kindof structiffe
was resentad as manipulation ; ,(d) newcomers did not have anqinderstanding of what our work was about, and a great *1 of line had to
be spent in clarifying this, ma#er; (ei voices of dii en dominated
the proceedings.
As de Kadt, I concluded that "tbei esul
as a
truly awful muddle, a complete lack'of clarity
t
any,de
about the future tf%t might con
co
about" fm
ro the c
ference. Catho=
lic Radicals, pp.' 22245. See Eva Diaz' account o the liberating ..
education 'conferend in ."A Vition Being Formed:
e Dynamics of the
Ceinference," Edutacift Liberadora; October-Novemb ri 1981, pp. 4-5;
and. Sarah Hirrschman's "Recollection," same issu of Fducacidb r
Oberadora, pp. 20-28.
0

'sons

AL.
11.

1 pecan that-comput

nd advanced e
"in." Some liberatin educationfOrojec
however, refused to cohtider that
e f a
.

technology weia
Rost,
hat road.
ity,.as a priority,

It was ,quite expensive to iimplemerkt, it
ed s ecieized staff,
etc.
We were dismayea by the priorities exp ess
by the
&Bans,
administration, in wiiich we-clearly did not ;fit."
12.

.

This is the conference to which ireferote 10 4bove. The quote
is taken, from my Op
"ening ReMarks," which
e after.two days of
interact ion 40mg-'Whith I had sensed t
mentioned in note 10.
The conferente part'cipants incliided a considerable number of "new14
coMers." 'Many dire tors e proldtts could 41, attend due to the
emergencies (mostlyil inancial) faced by t6e projects, and sent other
)ff members to. isepresent'Ulem.
'Welt the need to "tell-..the store-'
our collective.wcirk, tone avail. The agenda, carefully planned
,

_

collectively, but. by project directors over the ph6ne and mail,
was disrupted under the bannerof non-directiveness. Members of
The situation was hopeless.
our funding agency were present.
13.

Project D.A.R.E. (Discovering Alternatives for Relevant Education),
It was
created fn 1978 with a 'grant from FIPSE (see note _3 above).
locatedAn a public urban housing project in San Juan, Puerto Rico..
D.A.R.E. was one-of the
I was in charge of "process evaluation."
projects which helped me start IRCEL when I moved to the United
States in 1980.
e

14.

rough trial and error, that_liberating education
We had discovered,
It was an exhausting
was easier said than done, as,the_iaying goes.
and very frustrating endeavor. All our premises had been proved
false by the learners. We *ere caught into the unexpected situation
of being required (by the learners) to do the very things we had
And, as Freire advised, we had started with
to do.
decided
learner , where they were at, hoping to move along, with them, to
wanted to go, They kriew, better, though, and refused "our"
where
way.

15.

The urgency was serious. We needed to learn how others were coping
with raidiz.-.; Lc rind Out if we were crashing against reality or
were just &ling inccApetent; perhaps we. ere looking for a "magic"'
solution!

and concerns expressed at the Mini Caucus wereHinte&CU-Merit I prepared and mailpd to all participants.
Problems and concerns were ar4z1ngly simii r in all projects.

16. The orO616

gratedint

17.

A careful transcript of proCeedings was mad 'ased upon notes taken
throughout the interaction. These were mailed, by the host institution to all participants.
The movement towards non-directiveness is clearly expressed by this
statement.

19.

.

,

Conscientizarion, a term much discussed and defined (and, incidentally,;a_term which originated within ISEB; see page 4 ), was the
This_we_all realized.
immed4ate objective of liberating education.
The objective responded, we believed, to a long-range goiT: the-structural transformation of society. 4rhe problem was that no one
knew how-conscientization could be "praCtically applied" in the
We were -learning try doing.
United States context.
this was a medium-range goal: Empowerment was -needed before structural changes.

?.1.' This was an immediate objective, as learners demanded it.

6.1
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22.

We were much influenced by Ivan Illich, as evidenced Vrihis cop=
monality.
Freire's emphasis on cultural action wasmore than well-received-by
Latinos, who struggle in the United States to safeguard their cultural
identity. The question of whose culture Ithat,_of elite or that of
oppressed Latinos) never came up in this meeting.

24.

We truly wantedto learn from each other, among projects, to face
the challenges that our practice was posing to our theory.

25.

In addition to what will be described in this section, interesting
experiments, such aS staff exchanges, were conducted. Educaci6n
Liberadora, the newsletter which connected us between 19W--82, is
the best source on the mechanisms that were tried in this quest.

26.

Federal funding, f had decided. was self=defeating. I undertook the
task to continue networking efforts through volunteer work. By
then, many of us were unemployed and, while searching fof a job,
some joined efforts to keep in touch with all who wanted to try.

27.

A private, non-,.ofit entity was created cal'
Alternative SolutionS,
Inc. (ASI).
This entity operated between October,_1982 and May,
1983 when it was di5solved.
Its assets were transferred to Puerto
Rico, for the project. Alternativas (the new network), sponsored by
the_Puerto Rican Center for Ltfelong Studies:Thile_ch
approved
the dissolution and transfer,Tand has pledged to support t
Operations of the network until December, 1985.

28., The_newsletter is entitled Alternativas.
It

29.

Phyllis Noble, Formation of Freirian Facilitators (Latinb Institute,
Chicago, July, 1983).
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Section 5

WORKING IN THE SYSTEM

Liberating education in the United States as seen by practitioners
unfolded within a hostile environment.

,The assumptions of liberating

edWOOdon about the illness of the United States society, as well as its
prescriptions fort health, are deemed to be in absolute contradiction with

those of the power structures in the country.

The ultimate goal in the

theory of United States liberating education, the ideal, is to be politi,

cized with learners for a structural transfonuation of the society.
is not to reform the system in order to make it work better.

It

Liberating

educators are theorettcally persuaded that reforms will not bring about
social justice.

Reforms are using a band-aid to stop a hemorrage.

At the same time, liberating.educatorS realized_ that'4evolutioel

is not even close in the United States, and that structural transformation
5cz a long, uphill path.

To a great extent, the attraction felt by U.S..

Fr,.nr2-ssives tcwards Freire's educational philosophy is based upon Freire's
optimism.

In the face of writings such as Marcuse's One Dimensional Man,

which almost defeats from the start any intent at :transformation by-defin.=

ing the system asipll-powerful, Freire's insistence on hope, on doing what,
is possible, on being utopic by denouncing= and announcing a better world,
on net giving up, was a' welcomed relief and inspiration for many defeated

"radicals" of the sixties._ In a debate with Ivan Illich at the World
Cowl it of Churches in Geneva (1974), Freire had stated:
The fact... that certain given historical circumstances
in which educators find themselves do not allow them
to particfpate more actively in the process ofthe revo=
14tionary transformation of society does liat'mean-that
their more limited effort is Worthless, since this will
be the effort that, for them, is hiitorically viable.
In history one does what is historically possible and
not what' one would like to do.
_

The ofititrism-we-foundAnfrel re led us to adopt, his educational

philosophy in a most uncritical manner

unpiarThied-and-spontaneously_____

enthusiastic.

We did not fully realize that, even if in fact there is

Third World within the United States, its conditions would be very different from thOse'of the Third World Gut of the United. States;

Yesi we

were aware of the fact that the United States is not Brazil and that the e

was a lotto learn.

We were also aware of what Ivari Illich'called

modernization of Overty;

the

that poverty in the United States is a sub-

sidized poverty; and suspected that this would make our work much more
difficult.

But someone had to try, tb search for an eflptive way to

help out those who needed it most

The conditicths of our people in the

United States were so had that we could not postibly make them worse.

were prered to discover them, in pro-

ATternatives were needed and
cess.

One proposal to the federal government stated just that (though in

careful proposalese):

cational system has
have a better idea ?"

"let us try something different, because the edufailed.

We do not know if it will work but, do you

We were given a Wee-year grant tofind out if

something could be done.5

I must strongly disagree with David Reed, who states that Latino

groups in various parts of the United States tried to implementFreire's
literacy method and concluded "that the Freire technique: is, irrelevant to
t; Pe people of North America." 5,

(My emphasis.)

In tl* Nirsuit otaccuii0

twIst state that we did not see Freire's educational philosophyas a'
source for a literacy "method" or "technique.

As stated, out of 24. Latino

Projects I dealt with, only two had literacy Programs, and of these only'
o-ne tried to replicate Freire's method.

We were not in Search Of,a

4.

literacy technique, but_ofa total overhaul,_both in the proCess and con-

was that as Tong
tents of adult education in the United States.. stand
Our
as there is' oppression in the United States, Freire would be'relevani, at

least at the theoretical level, but, that practices for'the,United States
had to be discovered in the United States based upon the'realities of ;a

complex, technologically-advanced industrial society 640'10 one had
succeeded at explaining.

'

Reed accepted my criticism through correspondence, but his book is
still around.

Thus, I feel it necessary to include his response:7

The criticism you raise about the vote in the book
is a valid one.
It should not read as a general
criticism. of L,in educators!
It does, however, and
as such is t23ccurate (...) The real problem with
the way the quote in the book reads is that it does
not point put the many exPeriences led by Latinoeducators that have made very stgnificant contributions to develpping the, concepts inCpr tice of
liberating, education.
The error stands
.be corrected.
This minor disagreement with Reed is only an example of a series of
frictions which took place between elite members of minority groups who
where "inventing thetr way through" the'appliCation ,ff,Freire's pedagogy,

rightthere:ip,the'field, and what they saw as mostly "WHITE" or "ANGLO"
academicians who argued endlessly about the:meaning and accuracy of
Freire's theoretical forMulations.
ourselves as "doers

We also argued endlessly.' .But we saw,

and 'them" as "talkers,. !'

We became Separatists:; a

great gap developed between the Latino grassroots and all university-based
people, Latino;and Anylo alike.

We felt that Freire was "used!' as the

subject of many publications' and dissertations written by academics who

were oy moved by the publish-or-perish syndrome on behalf Of their professional advancement;

"Our" quest was felt, as an endless; frustratlng

en-devor to make sense out of_what we were learning in the fierd.istom:
,

pared with what Freire wrote..

Latinos and other minorities at the grassroots seldom found the time
nor had the inclination to write about their experiences.
as a "luxury.

That was seen

I consider that'attitude as a serious mistake.

Those that

did write refused, for the most part, to share with people out of. their

programs what they had written, the stated reason being:that others would
be inclined to "coy " instead'of creating their owa proCesses and materials.9

Theissge came into the first

10

open conflict during the con erence

with Freire sponsored by, the University of Vermont, tn 8urlington

1981.

News about the forthcoming conference sprea\d,and about 15 Latinos repre-

.senting many projects-in the liberating education network managed to get
there.

We were the only cohesive group in the conference and found that

the program

r the conference was contradictory to the practice of libe-

fc

rating'educati

as we understood it.11

Latinos caucused at night, at

the end of the -first session and opted to act in two ways: -(1) to re-

quest from Freire a separate small group session, in the-Spanish language,

and (2)6 request from the program Organizers an opportunity to dialogue.
with other participants about what we were doing; as opposed to seeing

films, listening to presentationsind interrogating Freire about his
thoughts in question-and-answer sessions.

The organizers accepted our

suggestion, provided a room for us and announced that dialogue sessions
among participants would be open as an alternative to the structured program.

The sessions we conducted attracted many non-Latino conference,

participants whoeXkressedsurprise at the tnlization that there were
many projects already doing things to use Freire's educational philosophy
(not just engaged in literacy) with the population for which it was intend=
ed.12

Some naively'declared us "experts."

But this was an exception.

ur work always went; and is to this date, unrecognized in-the larger

world of the_Unfed.Stes academia.

Many useful results based upon field

experience have been lost because of the resistance of practitioners to
reflect in writing (much less to tape dialogue sessions), about what was
being done.

However, the probleMS pOsed by those who have published books

(or written articles and dissertations)--about the practices of liberating-

education in the United States are not very different from whati learned
in close interaction with at least-10 of the 24 Latino projects that at
one time ante- -rated the liberating education nitWork, and with many "iso-

lated Oractitioners:"'seducators who tried, in their classrooms, to do
something to transform the process and contents of their educaiional
rfences with students

exile=

$

,

The work that, by, far, 1 consider the best analysis of the practice.%

of liberating

the aUthor calls itliberatory) education in the United

4

1

states has been written and published by Ira Shor.13

Another (unpublished)

work which is very valuable is Tom Heaney's doctoral

bissertation.

14
-

Each must be looked at in context.

Ira grew up in the South Bronx as a son of a Working-class 'family and

was selected.out of his world "as part of the fraction of worker-kids to
be tracked on to the university," based upon his I.Q. scores.

This he

rising through the school system,

calls his first "class suicide:"16

erasing his worker background, and becoming a university intellectual.
Yet, "in an ironic way," says Ira, he returned to the people he grew up
with:16
After a university education, I taught Open Admissions
students for six years at Staten Island Community
College.

Ira writes froth the perspective of an individual facuitv member who tried

to do something with workin4-class learners admitted to college under the

Open Admissions experiment conducted
York.

and defeated) in the City,of New
he reflects upon the

His book is both theoretical and practical:

obstacles encountered in the larger United States society by those who

try to practice liberating educat{on, and shares what he did, how he did
it anlwhy.

Tom was, born "of second generation middle dais Irish parents with

strong familial ties to the Cath911c Church."

His parents "made it;"

"got theirs the hard way through diligence, night school, and many years
of playing the game and waiting for their turn."

In school, Tom and his

peers, being third generation "contented [themselves] with meeting minimum
expectations and reserved [their] learning power for those projects which
_

most stimulatedtheir] minds."

-

Were it not fop' his middle=class back-

ground, Tom asserts, he may have ended as a drop ut.

Tom's work is his

doctoral dissertation, conductedthrougli "partici story

focusses on two-private, non-profit liberating education institutions
working at the grassroots.in the city of Chicago.

which motivates his study, is a conclusion:

7?

His premise, the issue

ost attempts to develop liberatory education in

the UnitlStates have failed.
Tom's research is ap attempt to uncover-the reasons for this "failure,"
using a' research mIthodology that will not violate the integrity'of wndt
liberating education is
formulation of

Tom wants to take

first step towards the

theory of liberating education-within the United States.

I seeIra as more attuned to the reality which Latinos confronted

in the United States and Tom as having a negativisticif not pessimistic-stand.. Ira talks as an individual practitioner who critically reflects'
-upon his role in a given system.

Tom, in spite of all his efforts at

dialogue and participation, is an "outsider" (he has not practiced liberat

ing educationyith undereducated working class adults on a long,range
basis).

Ira invested years in the practice about which he writes.

ToM

invested 14 montht in the participatory research process, and is (or was)

a'member of the Board of Directors at one of the institutions he studied.
I disagree strongly with Tom's contention on "failure" as an absolUte
result:

failure as compared to what within the United States?

Ira's

E.

was the defeat of'the Open Admissions program on behalf of

ex

which he struggled.

Yet; this is Wpt perceived as "ellure."

His is more

a feeling that being defeated in a battle delef not mean the end of the
war, and that defeat itself is a learning experience.

He writes, Ira

19

As a means to resist the erasure of memory and as
one means to prevent the forces which ended Open _
AdMissions from ending, our appreciation of an episode in social reconstruction.
For Ira; critical teaching is still possible.

It may be visible or low

profile, according to the space, allowed by the powers that be, but it

"helps lay abase for transcendent change, which will have to be fought
for and won in multiPli social arenes,'2°

2'.v- problem with Tom's view is his orientation towards institutions as,

aggregates of their parts, and his drawing of conclusions

68

8

on that basis.

At some point, ToM seems to realize this wher, hestates:2
One unretblved contradiction emerged from the reStarth
While learners contributed much to the ,study$
they were understandably less interested In,the generation of theory than the staff and administrators for
whom theoretical assumptions were highly iTOificant.
As a result the theoretical portions of this study were.
filtered through an.increasipgly ConceptOally oriented
group of educators...: this grOup functions as'i'eVangUard
an elite within a program coMMitted to egalitarian
structures.

`process.

My expew e with liberating education'programs has taught me that an
institution in itself cannot be liberating:

And within

people can be.

any inst4ution there are all sorts of people, points of view, practices,

skated and unstated ontological and epistemOlogical beliefs.

I guess I

have learned to trust more what` people do than what they say they am.,

Particularly in liberating educatii" "1 have seen so many actions in,
contradiction with verbal expressions about those Same actions,

1at I. am).

cautious as to the validity of genetelizationsbased upon what people-say.
Further, i know how resistant are program people to "Otsiders" and TOITI

is still, no matterhow empathetic,'a university-based person conducting'
research with

about) grassroots liberat;ng education programs that,'

to begin with, he has declared a failure.

Both Ira Shot- and ToM Heaney believe that obstacles to the devellp,

ment of critical consciousness are far more formidable'in the United
States than in the Third World.

S

Ira sees the United States as subtly

"imposing an anti-critical mass culturr which is the first and largest:,

learning problem of the general population.'

In his view, the United

States opposses mass intellectualism and has created a pass denial of
reason "achieved throGgh.apetwork of cultural instruments fdi.. thought '.

lcontrol:122

Some would say that the statement could apply to ah.. country.

I would agree.

But it is the subtle,,ha'rdly nottceable, way in which it

A done in the United.States what constitutes the problem.

is not the

United' tates, after all? the "land of freedom and democrac," wht

.

if'

you work hard you can make it, and where there is equal oportunity for all?

Ioa distributes the obstacles to critical thought in the United
States among several categories.

Let us briefly go over th

The vocational culture
Ira
machinification of char4ter, which namolla `g,/'
concept of human development to the Jaf..4t1g of
"trained hands." This increases hman(-s,3ow self
esteem and divides the workforce (mental/manual)
relegat4ng some
would say most), to the bottom
strata by ,means of bureaucratic testing in school
and work-classification on the work site.
It is a
culture which socializer workers against intellectual l ife, 'against feeling and against autonomy.
4

4, False consciiiusness

This, is an irrationalizing
force whith conditions people to police themselves
through their internalization of the ideas preachid
by the ruling elite (such as sexism, racism, and
the worship of the rich and_ powerful).
The deepest
dimensions of false consciousness are four,,as
identified by Ira.
.
i. Reification -- TIis is a static and contained way
of thinking which narrowly experiences lIfe in
stationary pieces:
It originates in 'the isolated
fragment of labor each person performs on the job.
The end result is that "the system" is perceived
in an '.,,tura of m:ysterious invulnerability," in front

of which-humans feel,-overwhelmed. The elusiveness
of social control gets people confitsed is to thet
meaning %of freedom, and about the means to be free
and whole. The people become too fragmented to
organize for, popul.- liberation, and develop"hAys
"to, beat the system" for survival, which, deepdown, only is_a means to outsmart capitalism by
playing within the very rules of the business
world. Reification prevents humans from seeing
sys tellatic wholeS .

2. Pre-scientific thinking
This mode, of thinking
is a retreat from cnmpretending cause and effect
in reality AaY accepting Mysticalcausations,
whichare unverifiable, to explain reality. An
example is to attribute everything "wrong" to the
"flawed, rotten human nature;" or the belief in
"lady luck;" and, as a last example, "brand-name
consumerist loyalty" which avoids a -critical examina.=
tion of the qualjty of one consumer item as compared
with the item to which one is' "loyal . " This dimew=r
sion of-false consciousness discourages a search'
for rational explanations e althentic -problems.
,

3.,Acceleratjon -- Described by Ira as going:no=
where fast" this consists of the speeding up of
the'population's mental processes-beyond a pace.,
which is suitable loecritical analysis;.a conditioning of the mind to-operate at a perceptual
speed which repelt the time needed for careful
scrutiny.
It is mostly inflicted by the electronic
mass media but also by sloganizing and elements
in the routine life itself: the commuting traf
fic, the fast -food industry, elevators, escalators,
revolving dons, motorized toothbrushes.and a
myriad of consumer items to make things go fast.

Acceleration promotes a "hysterical saturation of
the senses" and an addiction to high levels of
surface stimulations. This causes minds to be
uncomfortable with the necessarily slow Race of
critical thought and dialogue, which represc'nts
"a jarring change in perceptual speedtland intellectual demands."

Mystification = In case all of the above fai
the system still has this back-up. It consists of
false answers to social questions; answers
stantly predicated as "truths." Some examples
provided by Ira:
America needs nuclear power to free Is from
the greedy Arab-oil countries.
Women belong in the kitchen (for Latinos,
in the house).
Blacks use welfare to buy Cidillacs.
, The grass is always greener...

n If you are so smart, why ain'tyou rich?
4 Words
dyke,
sions
which

like nigger, spic, mick, kike, wop, cunt,
which are condensed linguistic expresfor whole mystical fields of belief
alienate oppressed groups-from each other.

Other instances of mystification are the wellAnown
blaming the victim- attitudes and, interestingly
enough, the sports culture which_"massifies people
away from class consciousness " by Making all classes
"united" in the defense of this particular ",team."
-

4 The third category of obstacles to critical thought in
the United States is the nonmpractice of -democracy.

In a land where burea
acy and hierarchy reign and in
Which state arid corpor tions have an imposing and
dehumanizing presence in our daily, lives, patriotic
clichesAiptwithstanding,"peoPla pay a price for talking back to parents, bosses, teachers, superviso
cops, judges, landlords, credit managers-and bur
crats."- The population virtuaTly'exerts no power Over
elected officers. The lack of practice in democratic
participation,retards the development of organizational
skills which.are needeceto sustain political resistance.
We learn the need toMe quiet, instead, in the presence
of authorities.
.

.Thelast_category mentioned' by Ira .3 "the .demands of
private life.'
On top of all of the above, each of us
,has many different role to plays and responsibilities .
' assigned to each role; Iiithin and outside our fathilies.
The generation gap does not help. Neither does the
need to earn a living, often to commute, to. do housework, etc.
,

o has the time and mental aispoSition for dialogue an
refl4.0I n in the manner of the ruling\'class.in Americ

that of the "old" or the emerging "new classi?
tion of all of'the above circumstances, Ira

2

ritical

society 4either

er,a,detailed examina-

or goe$ ahead to describe:,

what he did with his students to fight-against it all, and to pro
critical thinking, both'in himself and his learners.

t

.

As stated, Tom Ner..ey focUsses on private institutions work
the grassroots--quite

lfferent environmentalthough= the learn

Tom's work were notverY different from the one
'(except, perhaps', for recent immigrants),:

for differentoreasons.

Ira interacted w

Reading Tom is another,

the
last,

Tom focusses on the problems of liberating edu;-,

cation institutions that wo'k within the system and the limits they must.

confent.

Ira; after all, is granted by the system the authority to be

the'm6ster of his 0.asgroom.

Liberating 'education institutions are not

the owners of their ii4es, mainly becauSe fi
"the system" for their

survival:

Also, becau

ncially they

depend upon

While the people who i9ie-

,

4-

gratethem ("we") areTa9ubject to the fOrcegAesp:ribedr:bas anyone ;!
else, there isa,tendency not to be

so:Conscioutof,theJactwe are

(or work) within a liberating institution, th0Vedbythis"and that idiali,

and,.except for lur f-u;;Uing; we believe ourselves to be;"away from itall;"
,.

as i§lands in

ei.ddieofnowhcre.

ioWs findings are resonaht to the experience of Latinos, but only
partly so.- I wcJid say that they:arethosi useful-to that wilici4 in the

theory shculdvot exist: but ooes:

the elite of.7apw1nistrators and"old

timers" within hierarchical systems of liberating education.; jbese are
the on

trapped into all kind

of conflts.

As stated by Toth:

25

Theseliberatory programs have two levels of exisademic instHutions-With the same
tence..-...they-are
mdridge'rid: tuld thaintendnuu neel, of any other insti-

titution [and) they are the embodiment of a liberating
education movement (...) Conflict isinevitable, and
the conflict is personally centered on those persons
who are chargedwith_the_directiOn and administration
Of_liberatory educatiOn_within a traditional educitiO:The experiences either exhausts th&
nal context.
energies of these leaders of griAS them into pieces,
caught as they are betweekthe demands of too contradictory;purposes.
It is these people, whom Toth also called an elite vanguard, who can most
benefit from loins work.

Because, purposefullyor not; I believe, it is
1

for them that Tom writes;-:

us have a 7noi, at what Tom found as a result of his research.

IRegarding the characteristics, values and commonalities in the projects
he stu4iedi Tom finds that:26,

, The basis of power is found in collective; rather
than -individual action

`,
Collaborative4odes,are emphasized over competitive
--modes of-orgar.1.:atidn;

4. An active role is assumed in_relation'Tio_the produc-

tion of rulturend;tonsumeism_is.rejected as both .
on insult and source ofimpJii4erishmerit
t
-

Conflict is preferred tb Comoro _se; 4nd alienation
hved-out instead of being dis 4'sed as selfdestrw-Ji7e.behayior.

Liberating' educators are first doers of their words*,
and-then talkers, valuing action over discutsion and
relating discussion to their need for reflection on
what they have, already begun to do.
Sectarianism_ is avoided by submitting -all action to
critical feflection, through the development of con-

scioeress and through consensual governance;
The values that seem to be,present in these projects, says Tom, oppose
those believed to be inherent to non-liberating,education.
.

The contrast-

ing values are:
1 4 isc.
+ 4't1ino CA
1.#1 QLt

m-livii-etueratino Educators

LAJI

I. Collective learning

Individualized instruction

2. Culture-making

Culture-consuming

3. Creative alienation

Adaptation= and compromise

4. Direct action

Conceptualizatio0

5. Critical consciousness

Acquiescence

4.

r'riallY, the roles that are (or should be) desired in liberatin9 education

programs are also in contradiction with those of "the system:"
students are "learners.who teach."

the

The teachers are "teachers who learn."

Administrator are "persons who listen in collegiality"

Andy the members

01--

of a Board of Directors are "sons who share power:"

These, again, I only consider "shoulds*" ideal sltands or goals to
reached by an elite of liberating educators.
conditions under which we work.

e

Perhaps too ideal, given the

Tom's conclusions, whicfi I will reproduce

below, stem from the standards against which liberating education programs
are comps -ed.

The conclusons'aide:

There is a fundamental contradictiq between liberating and. traditional education _progrms.
Incongruities
are acceptable Ito _the system] until praxis so trans=
forms learners that they can. no longer maintain an
uncritical 'stance in relation to the sponsoring system;
The academic elite will take an increasingly critical
view-of liberating education. ,Empowerment will be
effectively blocked by economic sanctions impose by
the institutional sponsor; THEIONG-TERM COST OP SURVIVALIN'THE SYSTEM MIGHT BE THAT LleiliATING 'EDUCATION
CEASES TO BE LIBERATING. WHICH IS NOT SURVIVAL.

The programi which most eisily survive are the one
that are not qualitatively different fromi_just
better than, traditional adult education prograw.
Survivors do the same things that all other
grams do, only -ney do it more effectively.

rhis form of success [effectiVerieSbrings'incentivs and:encouragement by the traditional system,
-ctiVeness even more; The pressure
to improve
numbers_ game] is imposed when4unds,:'
for growth
upon such growth.
are.continge
. Growth becomes the:basis:of economic security and
For
acceptability to the .sponsoring system
example, inureabed enrollments.):,

.BUT THERE ARE LIMITS TO GROWTH:. Thme_beyori;which
.ne;;se to be
l
mutuality and partit ipation.evei5
workable.

. The PresSurelor

!{as

en one common way in

ting education pro.=
grams,,zand neutralize their power to engage in collective; transforming action.
which large systems cr,:opt_libe

Liberating education _programs more clearly perceive
they oppose than the freedom to
the oppression
THEY AAE A VISION BEING FORMED..
Whith they aspire.
When failure occurs in liberating education; it too -'
often is not because tfia_Ortigraii:, has been "donein._'-

by the educational estatiliShnient though this might
well bo:true.=--but at a deeper level becaUSe the program
has greatly ex4ggerated the importance of education in
the process of liberation and socialthange. Education causes neither to occur in the -iosence of politi-

cal goals andrmpns;
4 The conflict betwe.:n traditional and librrating

_

education.hasVin fact, been used to diLguise and
ignore the.ini,rent weakness. of many liberating programs.

I would agree with Several of Tom's conclusion;:, and strongly
ageee With-Others%

rI

Latino institutions for liberating education were

created to be and to op rate as educational institutions even if 'udif=.
ferent_u

No one can dehy this.

Mahy realize that 'edration-zlonel'will

not To ine trick of social transformation and ti-at 2dt4cation is politiol.

But

none of us,lias thought that education: will brinq "reVolUtioni" or

structural Change.

What To

.2:Ives to be the "inherent weakness" of many liberating

programs is that theSe are not tied to wider and broader movements of
social transformation.

ibis is true, if we look at them from outside,

from "the mainstream."

Many program

ire, for the most part, isolated,

utopic endeavors especially among Latnos who are not yet organized
politically in any meaningful way,

Yet, there are reasons beyond this

fact. Where,are the ':broader mnI,F2oentc

social and political trans-

formation" in the United States within which Latinos can be integrated?
--P

Those directed and integrated by the prtgressive Angles?

Racism and dis-

-..rust are prevalent and ne ther white nor Latino liberating educators are

immune to these realities.- Vet me offer two personal anecdotes-to
trate the point.

Upon my arrival to the State of ?i-ri4inia,

orpnized women

I reached out to groups: of

the state to find Ou t what they

was a way:in which I could pit :h in,

iere ,cif-ng and

there

boring a eleph6

this is more or less;, what I heard:

Oh, an ethnic!
in our group!
As a_ Puerto Rican

as "an ethnic,"

. ,rn
I

great.

We've never had an ethnic

ard raised in f?,z. Island, I have never seen mp,elf

felt tint only offended, but angry at the so-called

-

progressive, liberated unite wuainneof Virginia and did not e-ven con5id

joining them agaia.

Politically incorrect?

PerhaOs.

But human.

Each

of us has to choose where to invest,tbe amount of-time that we can squeee
out of our personal and work lives: I did not consider this a worthy
investnient of my time

The second anecdote was as recent as 1983, Olen I participated in an
invitational conference of progressive adUlt educacors..
Black and I: was the only U.S.-based Latina among
the issue both

and, later on, in writing.

Therft was one

invitees:

I. raised

All hell broke lbose

Later; I was informed by a friend that the "ruling" group had conductei

a "trial

in abseoca;"

(What game?

game;

The verdict?

Which rules?

I had not followed the rules of the

No one had informed me there were any!

But even if they'had informed me, I would have refused to accept "hidden

agendas" withina group of peoplewho are supposed to be progressive work7a
ing for the empowerment and liberation of.the oppressed.)

White progressives in all sorts of U.S. movements for bander social
transfonaation are always discussing "the lack pf:Minority representation"
in an;ir meetings as a serious "problem."

The Black participant had

stated very stongly at the sane conference

at no one in his (Black-

:

a meeting such as the or

commanity would\Waste.time in participatira
we were in;

A fit'

essed his disgust F4- prOcead-

te from the northeast ea,

ings that he also consicered a waste of, time, and that in his view offered

nothing of value, no new learning that he could take back to share with
the community he represented, and that would justify the expenses made to

cover thecosts of the conference;

they had other, mor'e--immediate, pro-,

blems to deal with.27

I did and

As far as I know, no one wrote about it.

was penalized in such vsubtle way that--excera for identifyirg my source,
which

refuse to (10,-1 cannot offer any evidence;

I

It is sad, .it may be divisive in terms If political strategies for

Out-many Latinos and other

structural change; it may be whatyou want:

minority members in prcaressive and -not so progressive circles,alike do
feel treated as if they :ere labo;-atory specimens to be studied.

result; we create or" own institutions for our people;

fie a

We provide perhaps

a

"th.e. same" things but, as Tom admits, ln a better, more efficient way.

.

_

And that May very well be the liaits of what Latinos and other:politic.
.

.

.

_

.

.

unorganized minorities can do at:this tia:t, given the economic and se:

situation of our communities, and the isolation of our Cites within
progressive elites in the United States.

I
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suggest that nom-ogram createdin tae system by Whites

whoever,

Latinos or

an be auaiita4ively differ( t from any other program out

ere,

if by qualitatively we imply something like "essentially" or "inherently"
better.

If we are in, that is exactly where we are. If the country in

which we are is plagued by all kinds of illnesses, none of us is immune.

.

We can try to be different; we can try to create better ways; even

to live differentlyi AO many are; indeed; trying.

All; however; are

tempted by material incentives* and subject to cooptationby the system;

not to mention the harassment that may come from-veryAifferent direcThe system can get at any of us in many dif-

tions; no matter how subtle.
ferent-ways.

We all need a salary or a mear:3.,

to obtain income.

There are those

who Cannot afforci the luxury of "risking it*" and still try to do what
they can.

Others can more easily risk open defiance (e.g., tenured pro-

fessors; single. persons withnil

that. can always fall back up

left unemployed; etc.I.

a family to support and protect; persons
the income Of their parents to survive if

Facing this subject* Tom says:

29

Those ;ngaged in a liberatory praxis must also eat_

and pay rent; so employmen_t_i_s_rio_t_uwarthal
for revolutionaries. It is fre uentl
at we
ossess e rees an cre entia s
luxury to. minillize t_eir importance.

.ve

emp asis.)

We might ask, as -41% el{. -With Freire; about the type of "revolutionaries"

of which Tom is talMng and about which type of "revolution,"

I also ask:

has- Tom considered the type; aTount and quality of credentials of the
staff v:17ibers in the programs hestudied; to examine the extent to wiith

these are sufficient to afford them "the luxury to minimize the importance
of degrees and credentials"

To what extent the perceived "failure" to

he "liberating" in-the institutions-created-by Latinos for Utino-lcarners
is due to the fact that only a few can afford the luxury of being liberating as defined by all utopic "shoUlds"?

The examples mentioned by Tom as successful programs (success meaning
programs that have not made a compromise with t.,;& sYstem)" are those

which were conducted by Saul Alinsky and Myles Ho ton

T%oe perr,i

Tom:31
says.

Might not be regarded as "edUcatOrs" in the:traditional usage of that tem: but have probably con -,
tribtted far more to the liberatoi-v-education of
poor and working class TommUnities that the'Troviders'
of- programs more explicitly identified as educatiooal.

I have already mentioned Alinsky's rules for radicals as' compared with
Frdire's.

Tom considers Alinsky's practice "reminiscent of the process

411"scrihrl her Pauln Freire."
r-e

I disagree_ fnr flip rpannc ct.at_pd .61 SPr-

tfon 2.

It would take a study of both Alinsky and Myles' classs positions;
their eduu!tional .credentials;

the conditions and composition of the

communities with Which they Worked; .and a comparison with the situation

Of Latinos in the United States over the seventies, to determine if Tom
is comparing apples and oranges.

That is out of the range of this docu-

ment, but the iss7ue stands for further exploration.

.

Alk
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Section 6
EVALUATION AND TRANSFORMATION

The-word-4tvaTuatIoe-should-entail no mystery. Tnifs effMolo.=
gical origins; it had to do with values, through which humans determined

the worthinessof whatever; something we do all the tim throughout our
lives.

But there is no word that academia and /or the government cannot

turn into a mysterious and Complex."cona:pt" that only duly rirWied
professionals can or should handle.

Thus, the word evaluation was (mul-

tiple choice):

(a) re-defined, (b) confused, (c) revised, (d) prostituted,
(e) all previous choices, (f) none of the previous choices, (g) who cares?

Our world is flooded with "surnamed" evaluations:

process and pro-

duct; formative and summative; quantitative and qualitative; goal - free ;.

action-oriented; andsvon.1

External funding sources upon which, as

stated, most of us came to depend, required ah evaluattpn.plan prior to
considering us for funding.

Further,.evaluation plans had to be of such

nature as to gOe a reasonable, guarantee that they would produce an"objecpive" evaluation.

According to Sjoberg,
the sixties.

2

theme

,

ing of evaluation waz restricted 'during

The war-on-poverty programs created by the federal govern-

ment .1.,td its cadre of .profitably employed social scientists considered

"evaluation" as d synonym for "determining the negative or positive impact
rf planhed qocia.
ritervention.
Yes, we had to make an estim te in all

lroposaL
ra

'`expected
'eected impact"

_,

avd/or "intended outcomes," and

o say how

were go:ne to find out if, inifacti what we expecte4 was ate: *ned.

h d *.o be !'accoultable," to have well-defined goal:, and/or "meal

We

able"

objectives expressed in "operational" (i.e., measurable) terms. Remember :
we did not have a clear idea of to whe re
wanted to g0; much less, what
to expect inventing cyje way through the imp
tF ementation di' a 'third World

pedagogy aid ptillsophy of education in the United Stes.
-4

--

We intended to work' with a population which the United States-esta-

blishment considers at best "difficult- if not impossible, hopeless or
unreachable.

The liberals of the system had nothing to lose and much to

gain if we could reach these difficult populations with programs that,
due to the grassroots nature of our operations and _the scarce fends

grantednot to mention. the naivete of those of us whG
_mild not prepare learners for

;i,7,:11 to Harvard.

- .,it,s,d to try

At the most, we

could get adult learners into eemee-zes colleges and that is what community

In the meantime, ooththe government

colleges were there for, anyway.

and prieeee eahilantropy could get a lot of mileage showing how hard they

whe

equality or elucational upporturities for all."

, to expand

We

eerned to write evaluation plans, copied the least restrictive

surnamed models available (mostly qualitative, process and/or action3

oriented evaluations)

and iga-n wo_died carefully what we wrote.

However,

we were trapped into the use of evaluation,designs.created by the very
system in and against Which we were working.' We,had to do what Sjoberg
calls "determining the negative or positive impact ef planned'social intervention,h according to What the funding sources d etermined to be positive
or negative.

shoulds,

I have already evlained how, at least at the level of

what we wanted was different from what most funding.sources in

the system wanted.
ferent.

the

Our definitions of positive'or negative were e=f-

But there are other roots for the discrepancy that I have eet

touched yet.

"We" did not have the time to explore more issues and ero

did not feel the need to do it.

'I

refer to issues of ontology and enis-

temology.
ie

Defferent views on.what_is positive or negative stem from different

ontological and epistemolcgical assumptions, often unstated and based upon
vested interests, assumptions that are considered as the troth_ and are
seldom questioned.

Let us briefly review the meaning of ontology and

4

episemelogy as relevant to our work and the evaluations we.weie expected
4e,

to perform.
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ontology denotes a ;,hilosophical quest, closely linked to
metapizysles, which aims at discovering the essence of being xnd/or things.
.

In our particular field of interest, ontology would lead us to ask ques-

What is a

tions such as:

human being?

Are human beings

of relanity?

What is the nature (or es.;ence)

eht-ently good, bad; or neither?

re we

what we are due to simile fe-eaieee (genetics,heredity, chemicals in our
bodies?).

Both?

Due to the influence of our-social/ecological environment?

Neither?

Is there such

a

thing as a "born criminal"?

Latinos, 117-aia's; genetically inferior in intelligence?
because tlel are dumb and `lazy ?,

Are Blacks;

Are the poor poor

Have:things "always been this way" and

thus, not almenaLle to change? Or is reality Something we make and thus

can change?

These end other questions, and our personal answers will give

us a glimpse of our ontological views.

Other questions, not to.frequent,

regarding or tologye is reality reallt out there?

Or is it "inside our.

minds"? Would there be a, tree if there were no one to name its to iden.

in

ti fy it as- "tree"?

other Words; would there be a eeality if there

were no humars to see, perceive, describe it?

Is reality perhaps buth'

"out-there" and "inside-uk," the out interacting with the inn -by means of

our nervous system?

And so on;

The questions are really endless.

Foistemology is closely related toiontnlogy.
,*;ively with knowledge:

The foemer deals eke

6.1origin, nature, methods and limits of pemin

.'knowledge-; hopefully coherefitly integrated into a qtont.

The relation

with ontology, it seems to me, is based on the fact that our views on the
"essence" of human beings and of reality will be necessarily related to
our views /4; whether, why and now, hlmans acquire or develop knowledge,:

If we believe in "born criminals." the amount and kindof knowledge thp. we.
will grant to that particuler Duran being will be the one that leads her
or him into what s/he was born.fiee.

Eta enistemology gells more complic

in th:et it seeks t(,, encompass the standae45 or ceiter4iy which we ean
4.

reli4kly %dee ehetruth-or falsity of our knewleo

,

(h

can we know

wl'eet we belieke to be aue ice, in fact, true?).- Quet,,ons to explore or'
Can

pv-sonal epistemolOic0 stand would be simile.Tto tro fe.:owing:
humens.learo?

If so, how and

ledge. if-in iny'possiblc way?

m can we check' on the teeth of this. KiiC11-'

Are the e Riri_tS to pnat we can know?

Sc
44

.

Granted, most people, especial* those engaged in a struggle to sur-

vive, are n(t constantly exploring any of the ontological and epistemolo.

gical questions I have offered as examples.

We tend to be content with

4

what we thfnk is real, or true, apd seldom exalrine the origin of the
stands 'Ale take, whatever they are.

But there is no question that we all

act based upon sow kind of ontology and some kind of epistemology, even
if we call it "common sense."

Paulo Freire expresses himself on these matters in his writings and
In fact, he denounces traditional or oppressive educational

dialogues.

systems among other reasons-because,, although educational systems are
/
baSed lip in an pfitologyand an epistemology, these are not stated as such.

-Instead, Says Freire, 4pmssOrs' propagate id

(Freire calls them "myths")

as "truth" and this .;;i1 done-through a variety of manipulative techniques

which are an obstacc to the development of, critical thought.Examples of

made by the
'what Freirs calls y .,:nt'Atement5
s are s
,

oppressive ;system

explicitly or impl:'itly, such as 7

,

.

it

the ov,,;,1ssive order (6r system) is an order of
freedom

./-

we are all_free to work where we want; if you don't
like your job, you are free to quit and seek another

the oppresv* order, respects human rights
if you are not lazy,, you can "make it" ,with in

the system

everyone has the right to an education
we are all equal and,equaliy treated
heroic class wha guards the occidental,
the elite is
Christian civilization from the attacio of the mat'lrialist barbarians
the people shmeld be vateful to the elite,. accept
its'mandats arid be content

a rebellion against the elite is a sin against God
,

the Cite is .dynamic; the oppressed are lazy and dis=,
honest. The forme are "ontologically" superior to
the latter.

ti-
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it should be evident-to the reader: that. Freire, just by caring all the

abtve "mytns"-strongly djsagrees with'everylone of tAem,

hurt, alas,

Freire is not very clear either in his'alternitive ontological and epistemological formulations.
,

Freire's ontology sees human beings 4s essentially historical beings
(as opposed to "biological") that are unfinished entitiE1.-- and thushave

a vocation to be mire, to be free.

Different from.inima-is, humans_inherit

a, historicaland cultural world that,is made by humans-and which. they are-

able to transform by acting uponit.

Animals are: Programed to adjust I

gnvironment and cannot have a sense'olrhistory, much less "make"

tc

cvlt, rt,-. Humans are

beings.

Altheligh. conditioned 4i their eniHron,

ment they _ire not determined by it:: they can acct/ and transform reality.

Reality, which is historical-and cultural, not only bib10 is i

is both

"out-there(itexists)*W"insideus"(whatwenmiceof,',01eAvay- we
Ar

grasp it in our minds, how we see it and interpret it).
capal)le of "taking

Humans -are beings'

their'conditions, their reality;

sub-'

-mit'these to critical, thought; and to decide on appropriate courses of

.action to transform thatrety The part of reality thlt is "inside
,

is the consciousness we de ,lop.about the nature :of thew -there reality.
Eaily in his work., Freire distirguishe'd betWeen (,ialjtatively'different

types of.consciousnes, ranging frf-1 magic to crittc:l.

This he has not

frequently mentioned over the'past ttree_'yearsw so I will not discuss it.

Reality, for Freire, is historical and thus dynamic (as opposed to
stage ?.
If

cfv.:-;

The humln world and mind are in.a never-endingprocOss of jiesaynirlg.,

is the,case, hciw dc'humarts learn or acquire Icnowledgef, Freires'

epistemology, is not fr'e of contradictions.

both-ackive an
.ah.stractio:,.

reflecting upon

He holds the human mind to be

states; that we learn through a process

ilformation from the out-there reality
tile use c,f critical thorght.- But,"

4

ues knOw

leoye odly emenes when orltical retltction is combined with transforming
action and further critical rpflection,

A a never - ending process of-these

beings whose ontological vocatior is to by more.

Knowledge is-not a static

giverFiput a constructed betOming.
"poured into

Freire rejects that knowledie can be

the mind as if the mind Were only a passive receptacle and

as if knowledge, were a stipic, finished thing.

It seems that group learning is more "true" than individual learning
in Frei re's thought.- Ft4ire does not account for the "true" learhing of

revolutionary.leaders and/or those individuals in the upper social stratas
that commit "class suicide," pridr to tair'Sulcide,'but I would like to
raise the issue for the reader to reflect upon.

Freir4.- admits that the social world into which humans

Anrn DAPS

condition humans, but ih this conditioning he sees the epistemological
roots of human freedom:

6

7 /

-

How do I know it? Because
We are_Conditioned.
If
was able tO -i10_beyond the limits of- condition:
I cannot see the conditions, I cannot say I am a
conditioned being. What are the limits of this_room?
Howdo I know? betause I can't walk
The Walls;
But if I say I am a
through them, Then I know;
conditiohed being, this is also why I can go beyond.
Secondly, it is this being conditioned that makes me
I. recognize it and I have to transform it,
free.
notjUSt describe it. The way -to change is historical.
The'process of knowing my own limit's comes together
I cannot accept that we -are beings of
with change.
History
adaptation because we are hittritital beingS.
It is alSO What is happening.
is not-just the past.
My becoming, I am; but if. I jUst-am, I am not. '-

If there is only one correct way Of Undetttanding reality (the correc4- way;
Freire repeatedly writes and says), and that is the reflecting- acting.

reflecting process, which leadsto "true' learhing, can we say-thaithoSe..
who do not use that particulat way do learn?

I guess Freire would respond

----VoithE7Yes,,bUt....." (they learn myths, or they learn how to be oppressors,

or they learn the wrong kind of things, a knowledge that is not liberating
but oppressive).

What Freire poses it, ultimately,'that everyonie who does not think in

the "correct" way is in serious ontological and eOistemolog4cal trouble:
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he gr she is not aware of t e human ontological vocation to be
N

the human essence, and may therefore be engaged in a process of eeKtiOililation.

Pretty pbs,tract, granted.

OUbject.

But that is what Freire implies M tt*,!

i,

o ;

.In his earlier writings, Freire depicted the oppressed as

'

authehtic beings, Who harbored the oppressor within their.selves, itnAare escaping from freedom."
less situation.

For Freie this was a bleak, but not hone--

The pedagogy specifically-developed for (although rrere

says "with") the oppressed was deemed to be a first step along the way
towards humanization. Once the oppressed learn that things can be cheiged
they enter the right, human, world.

As in other aspects of Freire's thought, his epistemology and ontology are somewhat tainted or obscured through the use of adjectives such
as "true,

"correct" and "authentic."

This may or may not suggest an

extremely directive style;(if-not 'dogmatism) that readers can interpret as

they wish within a broad spectrotof political options.

Freire has not

specified precisely where he intends his ontology and epistemology to guide'
the struggle for liberation, nor what liberation means, concretely, within
a given economic and political system.

Freire's ideas have been assumed to be consonant with the rallying
cries for "transformation" which emerged in the'United States over the
seventies, denouncing many of the things Freire denounces in his writings.
Practifioners of Freire's ideas moved in an environment of what in the
United States is deemed "progressi'Ve" sectors.

even if briefly = the phenomena

It is important to eXamtne

of the transformation movement,7 in

_which liberating educators part cip ted, even if only through association
with tranifOrmationalists.

The "new" physics, available thcpugh th

paperback books trade have

created havoc with all previous "Western" ontologies and epistemologies.

The nature (or essence) of reality seems more and more elusive, closely

4

resembling what the West has pejoratively considered "Eastern mysticism."
This information, coming from what have traditionally been considered
"hArd" or "exact" sciences; has created among intellectUals a crisis pregnant wi4h doubts:

perhaps what we have considered "true" is just an

illusion; a'result of an arrogance grounded in ignorancei perhaps it is
time for us to reflect critically (terms very much used by Freire) upon

rrything we have thus far accepted as "given;" including Freire's-relevance to our work,

No statistics are available as to how many United States citizens
have joindd networks which accept ideas such as the following, popularized
by many n'ew'paperbacks:

We are all inhabitants of a planet (Spaceship Earth).
With limited resources.
Unlimited growth is but a dream.

AA

't The environment (Mother Earfin) must be protected
from the ravages, wastage and excesses of industrial
growth, planned obsolescense and consumerism.

Small is beautiful.

Soft, environmentally sensitive technology is
preferable to hard, environmentally destructive
technologies.
Niin-violent forms of citizens' resistance is the
means to avoid nuclear warfare. All struggle unfolds
Within a broader framework of interdependence.
Decentralization and human -scale organizations are an
alternative to impersonal bureaucracies; citizen's
apathy and alienation;

4 Self-help is preferable to "professional" help;
The mind-body dualism must be abandoned:
Illness is
not something "out there that we 'catch" but something that happens to us when the "in-here" is out of
balance;

These are just a few of the many ideas which are emerging and being lived
At the United States grassroots; even if under the leadership of members'

of a pragressive, mostly white, elite.

alternatives

A search seems to be under way for new, "post" ideas:

to liberalism, capitalism; socialism and communism are being sought,
based upon the belief that none of these have been able to solve the
major problems humanity confronts today.

All of this occurs in a fluid,

not formally organized movement, mostly through networking,

8

word-of-

mouth and local initiatives, and heavily influenced by a mass paperbook
trade that brings out so many books on the subject each year that it
difficult to keep track of them.

I deem it important to examine the

political theory.of this movement.

Drawing from the information and knowledge obtained through the new
physics; a new program for the political transformation of the United
States society is being informally andjlot very overtly drafted by what
It has been adopted by prominent

Gouldner calls the cultural New Class.

Its bottom line is-the belief that

leaders Of the uradical" sixties.9

"personal revolutions can change institu-ions.
-work at transforming themselves.

Once

the

H10
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Activists must firSt

is accomplished, "enemies

disaOpear" because we become more tolerant of OTher's ideas; and because
by trantforming our consoiousness we-learn to channel oiir energies

is energy] in a more constructive Manner.

power

A "revolution" is then under

N

way.

It is part of this movement :$ political stand that the source of
social confliCts is the inner human.

Tr4nsformed humans will "coalesce

into self - organizing groups" and will de

ways to govemthemselves

;.

without determining a

or establishing a

ear agenda."11

Transformed

humans; "knowing that changes of heart and not rational arguMent alone
sway people; must find ways of relating to others At the most human and
immediate level."

This, for Ferguson, means that these people should

,live by their principles; revive and revise the ethic of means and ends
by considering that "means must be as honorable as ends," and going into

political_battlestripped_of conventional political weapons."

12

This

because democracy "is not a political state but a spiritual condition.
As for "revolution:

.13

.14

A revolution means that power changes hands, of
course, but it does not necessarily mean open
Power
struggle, a coup, victor and vanquished;
can be dispersed through the social fabric.
The idea is to find a refuge for the person, which is deemed as
xistent in capitalist:societies or in "the old revolutionary mass
movements.

.15

The call is.for total decentralization, based on the idea

that "power in the brain is decentralized.-."16.

Thus, self=hell5 networks,

cnnsidorod to be "non-'idonIngical" are coon as key to social francfnrmation,.

17

Whenever I find these ideas in the United States, I cannct help bUt
think that they are just one more'luxury afforded to the well-to-del U.S.

citizens by the international expansion of U.S. capitalism, at the expense
of the economy and sopial well-being of the Third World.
cL

son's-statement that

Marilyn Fergu-

18

until technology freed us from the struggle to survive few had the time or opportunity to look Within
to explore the psyche (my emphasis),
makes me ask:

about who is Ferguson talking?

WhAr-Oftentage of the

entire population of the Earth has been "freed from the struggle to survive?"

The whole rationale is based upon the 06wer of knowledgeable inJividuals to transform themselves and, thus, to transform "culture."

Very

close to Paulo Freire's first theoretical formulation, class suicide and
all.

Yet, in the United States it is not a matter of joining the lot of

the oppressed:

it is a matter of increased personal (individual) growth or

and cultural capital coupled with a "vocation:

.19

A kind of collective sense of destiny not a
mapped-out myth but a search-for meaning, a tacit
understanding that people and learners believe in
something beyond material success, beyond nationakism, beyond quick gratification..

Freire's class suicide is individual.

The U.S. transformation movement

believes itself to belntegrated by individuals acting out of a "collective sense of destiny,".whereby humans Can transcend material concerns.-

I cannot help but ask_if transformationalists expect hungry humans to
transcend hunger.

The U.S. transformation movement, different from Freire, rejedis
sharp dichotomies, at least overtly: 20

We are so indoctrinated by our right/wrong, win/lose,
all/nothing habits that we keep putting all our half=
truths into two piles: truth versus lies, Marxism
versus capitalism, science versus religion, romance
versus realism... Partial viewpoints force us into
artificial choices.
For a hungry-person, I would remind "transformationalists," the question
"to eat or not to eat" is far from being an artificial choice.

I see no

provisions in the transformation movement for what Xolakowski called

elementary situations, in which' Choiceare not only crystal-clear, but

also very pertinent and urgent.

Ultimately, 'the .thS. transformation move-

ment may have been financed by the dispossessed of-the Third World.

The

elites at many Third World countries have allowed or'sought the penetration of U.S. capital, perhaps wanting to have a chance at the very same
"exploration of their inner psyches" that is so much taken for granted in
the !United States.

The movement does "heal" the cultural nets class in the United States

from the pain, frustration and alienation caused by its struggle against
the old class.

I have experienced the glowing feelings of sharing, well-

being, warmth and affection that are transmitted among transformationalists.

Yet, perhaps because.I was born and raised in a colony, and because my
cultural capital, acquifed in adulthood, is coupled with many childhood
reminiscences of unbelievably cruel stories of poverty and exploitation,
I cannot help myself from thinking that all thoseniee feelings are only

one more privilege Afforded by my class position, and that the whole transformational thing may very well be very selfish, self-centered and a' sort
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of anesthesia not only against the confusidn produced by U.S. society,
but also against the much more cruel conditicns'in which most humans live
in the.world.

If we "crossed the*bridge" towards inner growth, who"paid

Will those who have not had the luxury of being freed rrom the

the bill?

struggle for survival want to cross the same bridge?

Who is going to pay

their bill?

What if, what we are really talking about is the existence of two
nations, two cultures, two different world views:

that of the, elite;.

beingwaged; and that of "the people," every-

within which a

where? Whose culture are we talking about?

What about the culture of

those who are still, because they have no other choice, struggling to
survive?

Are we saying that 'ours" is better?

Let.us review whdi Fritoj Capra has to say on the subject:

21

The social movements of the1960'-s and 1970's repre=
sent the rising-culture, which is now ready for. the.
Rassage to the solar age. While the transformation
is taking:place, the declining culture refuses to
change, clinging ever-more rigidly to its outdated
Nor_will the dominant social institutions hand
tdeas.
over their leading, roles to the new cultural forces.
But they will inevitably goon to decline and disinc
tegrate while the rising culture will- continue to
leading role, As
rise, and eventu -alarm
the turning point approaches; the realization that
evolutionary changes of this magnitude cannot be prevented by short--.:erm political activities provides
our strongest hope for the future. (My emphasis.)

Again; let us ask; therising_Culture of whom?
whom?

"Inevitable" decline?

The declining culture of

Sounds as deterministic as Marx's "inevitable"

defeat of capitalism and the withering way of the state4

Which represen-

tatives of the rising culture will assume 'the leading role?"

If the whole

thing is inevitable, would not it be sufficient to sit down and just wait
for it to happen?

Is this some sort of political escapism (in KolakowSki'S

terms) or a political strategy of the new cultural class?
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Capra envisions that the new forces will, at some point, "assert
themselves decisively in the political arena," by coalescing into new
political parties.

These will include "environmentalists, consumer groups,

feminists, ethnic minorities, and all those for whom the corporate economy'
is no longer working.

"22

Note the similarity of the expected composition

of the new parties and what Gouldner has called the strategies of the
Cultural New Class.

As previously implied, we should consider that perhaps the transformation movement will not have resonance or will not make any tense for
many Third World countries with which we are in solidarity.

If, in fact,

transformatiopalism is a leisure concern of a new class in a technolggi,

cally and scientifically "overdeveloped" country, this will probably be
the case,- even among the elite of Third World countries,

tacking any study to examine the issue, Iwill offer two anecdotes
of situations I observed in Cuba.

'

between .our Cuban hosts and a'group.

integrated by U.S. progressive citizens.

The U.S."!people were explaining

the harmful, effects of refined white sugar in the human body;

same sugar upon which the Cuban economy dependt.

The Very

The U.S. visitors could

hardly drink the syrupy black coffee that their Cuban hosts

and of-

,.

fered;

They were torn between their beliefs on the harmful effects of

sugar and their wish to be polite to the Cubans.

The second anecdote'

refers to the inconvenience of our Cuban hosts, running around at the last
minute to change their menus in order to aCcomodate these bunch of strange

people Who' insisted on- Vegetarian dietseven if very politelyand refused
to eat meat (an item highly valued in the Cubari'diet).
such instances;

There were many

Because I speak Spanishi. I could overhear the comments of

the Cuban people whenever there was a discrepancy-betwee6 their expects=
Lions and what the visitors from abroad wanted-or were interested in

I would suggest that it would be the same with theN!Anner" Third
World of the United States, with everyone who does not belong to the cultural new class, anywhere.

Ivan Illich insists on reminding us that:23
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The rich and schooled and old of the world try to
sharetheit-dubious blessings by foisting their prepackaged solutions into the Third World:
I

am persuaded that our immersion in the U.S. society did not allow

us to examine the extent to which our practice in Freire-inspired programs
was impacted by the transfOrmation movement.

It was assumed that Freire's

ideas were consonant with transformationalist ideas and practices.

Buf

we were working with a "Third World" in the_United States, and the pos-

sible dissonance between Freire's ideas and practices and those ofthe

transformationalists wasto my knowledgeneVer explored;

I have_just

touched the surface of both Freire and the transfprmationalists' political
programs..

The theme deserves further study and a great deal of discussion

among practitioners of Freire's ideas in the United States; particularly
when we are engaged in evaluating our practice.

Let us turn briefly to

.what Freire recommends should be done in the area of evaluation.

Most of the statements on evaluation made by Paulo Freire; at least
those available in the United States, range from 1968.=.69 (the Pedagogy of

th-eA41ms-sed) to 1977-78 (Pedagogy

an_)?roceis_:_Lettersto_Guineagissatt);

Practical advice; interpreted as "how-to's" is not available in any of
the sources.

Freire's 'comments and suggestions would probably.be unacz--

ceptable to most funding sources in the United States.

Even if useful for

conducting internal evaluations (within projects; not for public release);
they are still not specific enough.

Evaluation is described by Freire as:24
.An action in which A & B evaluate together a practice
that has taken place or which is taking plate; based
upon certain objectives above all politicallmy emphasisJ which illuminate the practice that it being
submitted to evaluation; with the purpos:e of attaining a greater effectiveness in the next pract17ce.
In these evaluations; says Freire; "nothing should'be hidden; neither
accomplishments nor errors.- The true error is to hide any error."
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The phrase 1 emphasized in the above quote confronts us with the

first problem in "officially" using Freire'sideas on evaluation within
the Uhited States context.

While we accept Freire's contention that the

objectives of any educational program are essentially political, the
system and most of its sources of funding most certainly do riot. 25

They

are political, but also in power and they define reality as they please,
,

calling it "the truth" and then teaching it in schools and thrOugh,the
mass media.

We are not granted thatluxury.

We must be reformists help-

'ing the powers that be to sustain the "this is a wonderful country" slogan,

by assisting those that the systenhas neglected.

Freire sees evaluation as a "formative effort" (in the United Statesi
formation is understood as "training");? 6 an effort that must he grounded
into (or coupled with) "an investigation of new forms of action..."

Eva,

lUation is supposed to problematize the educational practice (to consider
it a problem to be examined).

The value of this activity is that those

who engage in it have to stand before (and presumably outside of) their
educational practice to confirm whether, in fact, they are doing what is

best; or to agree upon areas in which their actions must be "rectified."27

Freire touches upon attitudesl appropriate to an evaluation process.

He believes that, in conducting a
that should be excluded:

evaluation, there are two attitudes

(1) easy euphoria in the face of accomplishments,

because euphoria leads to idealizations; and (2) negativism in the face of
errors and mistakes, because this attitude invalidates experience by
denying that we can learn to improve our practice by learning abota our
errors.28

I propose that in the United States "easy euphorias" tend to be the
rule in the evaluations

ubmitted by prejects to funding agencies.

and problems are played down, lest fvnds are.cut.
(even when they say the contrary);an

Errors

Donors: expect success

account of how the monies they granted

enabled funded projectsito accomplish such and such wonderful things,
ferably stated in quantitative terms.
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pre-

Itis wise to mention one pr two

p-oblLers, of course.

fiat you better Make sure that your reports

eYpress that you have takenor are in the process of taking
cideqeate measures to "solve" the identified problems,

i; no chnce with U,S. fund

ter s o

"Problemeposing"

sources unleus accompanied by probleM-

finencial survival; the Kind of honesty for which Freire

seems to advocate wonlabe suicidal for a private, non- profit organization
tbe-U.S. grassroots.

Not only for the reasons stated; but also because,

definion, these inctitutions are considered to be :!academiCallv"
inf-rior ;Irv.]

having very little chance of developing a program of e(cel

lence.

This eas created probles among the programs themselves, as there is
very little inclination to share "what is reallyhappening" with out_

siders:29
'
Sharing the process is one thing; sharing the results
We
are
living_in
the
United
States...
is quite another.
Here4eople keep two sets of books. We all do that.
think the most importantereasonto do an_evaluation
i
is to ultimately improve the interactions between all
the participants in a. program; to share in -the process
It can be enormously valuable for one pro,
of growth.
ject to know what processes,have been used in other
can-be helpful to know
projects_in their evaluations;
what problems other projects have run into in develo0It is my opinion that it is LESS
ing_their process.
useful to know the results. Each project is unique;
each project has its own spcific goals, its own
e
structure;
MS
k

:f an evaluation is done with the intent of sharing
the results with outside groupsiAiven the society in
which we now live; the_results_will probably be less
honest; and\therefore lesS useful.'
The above is a representative statement of what meMbertl of liberating

education projects expressed in personal sessions throughoUt our collective
interaction between 1978 and 1984.

Contrast the "someone:out-there-is-watching-us" attitude, which is

evident in the above statement, with what_Freire considers to be an,
`appropriate climate for evaluation:

0

The climate that characterizes our study meetingscannot be any other but of critital curiosity; that
of a search in which We defy ourselves.

Freire's desirable climate was,present in some liberating education
projects-v,but only when there were no, "otitt-tderS-."

Informal evaluation

seminars were held (the second: of the two sets of books)._ But; for the
most peYt; that was "inside" information and. project people had to trust

you Wore you could even get close to'it.

Freilre sees in evaluation-asmeans to maintain political clarity,

because itfacilitates the development of a cOherenceApetWeen edutatibnot
practices and "the project of a new society." 31

This was Written fear-'l

Guinea=B1ssau, wheie Freire believed there was a gOvernment-sponsOred

project for a new society.

In the,United'States, as Torn Heaney has stated,

we do not quite have a' project yet:, what we have is "a :vision being
formed."

If this is the case, the goal of:Political clarity and of coher-

enCe between educational practices and the political goal is alnibst unattainable.

The format or structure most frequently mentioned by Freire for Conducting an evaluation is the seminar:32

valuation seminars (-..)confirm, deepen or correct
the visions of some of the points which were already
diStUtSed in a meeting during which we prepared for
the practice;
Freire advises to hold "permanent evaluation

in WO all meet.

to share in the evaluation; re-enforcing accOMplishment1\47d disca'rding,

what are identified as errors."33
to tape group discussions.

He alsorecbmmends the use of rec

In his,opinioni

ders

tap4 would constitute an

important Collection of documents both to analyze the development of the

work being conducted, and to be used in evaluation seminars by different
(other) groups.

34
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1,n -the Pedagply of

he pppressed, FreiTe briefly describes_evalUi-

,tion seminars conducted by a working team engagecrin'p-reoarations for a

ifter\inveTstigatingthe target community; the team would-

literacy program.

mrt.et:w:, a way to "decode" the realitythat the team members had aprehended.

it was aeons for integr ting the bitt and pieces of the segmented real=
eact Z:vam,member saw

nd, thus, an action that Would result in a new

' analysis of the global (coherently integrated) situation of the community;

pointing Out the identified primary and secondary contradictions which
.affected community residents. ?5 Yet; Freire does not hold his particular

evaluation preferences as

he only way:

36

It is posSible; however; that yoU may be already utilizingior thinking t utilize a differ-nteValuation method.
That TS not important.
(My emphasi
)

What is essentials, first; that a permanent evaluation
be made on the work\being .conducted and, second, that..

ealuaticin never be Onsidered as a means to prosecute
or criticize ih a neOative way).

40' theabOve quote Freire"f
:apparently means that the selected method

or evalation is not important.
strongly disagree.

If

in fact, that is his meaning, I

Methods, I ike facts; do not stand by themselves: They

are base-d upon political' preferences'; an epistemology and on ontology

ittl'orA that, if-different from those of who are being evaluated, may

fail to undeStand what is being evaluated.

In the land- f "surnamed"

eVaivatiobs; one must choose very carefully which method to adopt, within
those accepted by the "authorities" upon-which the financial lives of our
programs depend.

In fact, some evaluation methods may force an institu=

ton tomove along directions
abot

at.ultimately can destroy what, it was all

When it started.37

The simple, informalodefyingly honest evaluation Freire advocates
for,issimrlly not relevant for the evaluation "trap" we face in the United
States.

it.may be considered useful in thee "internal" activities of a

program or` institut=ion, if and mhen there is.a guarantee that results
.

not be made puklic.

The premise upon which liberating programs operate

is "out there, noone understands what we are doing."
but thop'Premise is:there'anti cannot be ,denied.

It may_ibe mistaken,,

"In therei_" as opposed

were doing.

tdout

But we did not.

there," we thought.we knew what/We

Our assumptions were wrong:

the theory of

-Paulo Freire was not transferable from the context of northeast Brazil to
the "inne*r Third World" of. the United States.

What in effect we tried to

do was to.push Freires theory to its outer limits, and when we reached
the outer limits3,Freire was not there anyinO?..
Frefre for this.

.

It was our own doing.

We cannot blame Paulo.

We needed to believe in something

to fight our own apathy and.alienation in the United States, and perhaps
to confront "the old class" with a theory we arrogantly thought it could
not understand.

.This was to give us some time to.realign our forces after

./

the noisy sixties.

We became immersed, as members pf the cultural"new class tA

los and

minorities alike) in the transformational moement and failed to see that,
despite s-imilaritieS, it may be quite different from t4 theory formulated
by Freire.

We. underestimated the poWer of the old class4 not only to understan

t also to coopt our work.. We tooktsmoney to work against it, and
were most effectively neutered.
too late.

We

not even realize it
\\ until it was
A good political lesson from which we have to learn if we are

to begin anew.

But in order to do this, we alsb need to examine the les-

sons that can be drawn from Freire's experiences in Guinea-Bissau.
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basic labels are "qualitative " ,and "quantiativei"_within' which
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Among them, Jerry Rubin.

See Ferguson, Aquarian Conspiracy, p. 206.-
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The ideal is very non-directive, as evidenced in this
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It is interesting to note that in this point Ferguson
and dCapra disagree.
According to Ferguson, "Because politic
parties"
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,

.

are precisely the kind of conventional structure thatis not working
well, it seems unlikely that any.will emerge from the... social movements now afoot. The energy expended to launch anew party and field
candidates against entrenched parties would divert energy from enterprises with a better pay-off,".Aquarian Conspiracy, p. 221.
Ferguson has more faith in the possibility of transformed individualsbeing elected to key positions and transforming them from within:
"in,every corner of government, human beings conspire for change'
(p. 235).
She further trusts that federal funding, will give "legitimacy" to the movement!
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24.
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"political" in this context means the web of ideas and explanations
(ideology) used by the ruling groups and those who dispute their
power in order to interpret and to describe reality:
the ruling
vgroups, to sustain the'status quo.; the others to bring it down or to'
transform it
Ideology, as a synonym of political,-is a much used
and abused term which is coming to mean "the thought of my oponent."
Fernand Dumont, Las Ideologfas (Buenos Aires:
El Ateneo, 1978), p.x.
The meaning of ideology and its role in the politics of ''who gets
what, when.and.how" (a definition that some would deserfbe as 0
ideology), is a very complex 'subject much debated in progressive
circles.
In the debate, the distinction between theory, scien.0,
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ideology and politics becomes_more and more blurred"Today, the_
debate about the concept of ideology is atlii-impasser. The dogmatists
believe that science can be freed right now from all ideology. _ The
hypercriticstelieve that knowledge is 'only raw aplpearance, and that
so- called_ science is merely the ideology of this society." Henri
Lefevre, The Survival of Capitalism. _Reproduction of tho,;Relattans
of Production(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1976), p.-68. SetPblititali ih_the U.S. power structure,_is
note 15_in Settitin 2.
deemed (preached as) se arate from the role of education, in which_
the ideological control of t e ruling class is not_admitted as such,
but as "the truth." If the truth is questioned, those_who questionHowever,
it are accused of_being subversive (as indeed they are);
the semantic reaction to subversive in the United States equates the
word to "Communist," and "anti-American." Herein lies the problem.
Tie objective_of_an_educational program in the United States cannot
be stated as "political" because this_isimeant_by the system to be
understood as "pertaining to parly_politics"__andior "being Communist,"
neither of which is accepted as the "proper" role Of education in the
United States.
26.

"Formation" in Freire refers to a long process of personal and colacting
lective development which uses the "correct" way of knowing:
for_ transformation, reflecting upon the action as;a means to act
again, and so on._ "Training" refers_to the_ acquisition of skills
And "ttatie_knowledge within a short period of time, in ainechanical
way devoid of introspection or reflection (criticalthought)._ Formation is political in the sense of "correct" politics; training is
This created serious
equated to domination; in Freires thought
problems for practitioners seekingto "train" Freirian educators.
See Phyllis Noble, Formation of FreiianFakcjThitato_rs_ (IRCEL Product
#1), Chicago,.LatiniTliTiligie; 1983.

27.

Freire, Letters, p.

28;

Ibid;, p. 42.

29.

"Some Thou6lts on Evaluation," submitted iukormally by a member of

132.

the network in March,982.
30.

Freire, Letters, p. 108.

31.

Ibid., p. 137.

32.

Ibid., p. 33.

33.

Ibid., p.

41:

34.

Ibid., p.

132.

35.

freire, Pedagogla,

:140.

01.
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36.
37.

Freire; Letters, p. 132.

Specifically, methods aimed at determining_ guantitative elements
within which quantitative "growth" is considered to be an indicator
of success.
An institution caught in this trap strives "to increase
the number of" (graduates, illiterates made literate; .applications
for adMiSsions; enrollment, etc,.), and does not consider the impact
of growth upon_its_institutional objective of "participatory democracy." A participatory meeting of 200 persons must be conducted__
in a manner quite different from a meeting in which only 20 persons
must participate. Further, growth usually means more staff and
perhaps a_bureaucratic structure (or the burning out of a workaholic
small staff which tries to cover all the bases); not to mention the
need for an increase in incomes, for which funding agencies -do not
provide. Staff members have to use a special person who will work
full time as fund-raiser or asSign this task to a person already
overburdened by administrati-- duties. In any case, the work of
this person will separate her/ im from the rest, creating communication problems in the institutio
As a result, the jobs of fundraisers.and administrators are not understood and are often detpised
in liberating education progra
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Section 7

THE LESSONS OF GUINEA=BISSAU

Pedagogy in Process: The Letters_ t_o__Gu_i_neaais_sa_u_ is; among Freire's

most recent books,the only available in the English. language.

For

purpo$es of analysis we can divide the book into two major sections:
(1) reflections by Freire, intended for the reader of the.book, and
(2) the text of some letters written by Paulo Freire to Mario Cabral,

State Commissioner of Education'and Culture in Guinea-Bissau, and to the
_team thatiwithin Guinea- Bissau was trying to use Freire's ideas and pro-

The letters theMtelVet

cedures to develop a national literacy campaign.

comprise approximately 45 percent Of the book (certainly less than. half
Of it

at least in its Spanish version, which is the one I have used).

What is written directly for the reader is intended by Freire to be a
"letter-report; a letter as informal as the rest of the letters which
integrate the book."

Freire does not seem to realize tht the letter he

addresses to the readers comprises the largest portion of the book itself.

Many colleagues engaged in liberating education in the United States

have told me, in a confession-like manner, thatthey have not read the
entire book:

When I asked why the reasons were that it was "too slow,"

"too boring," and

so on.

Yet, there are phrases in the book that are

.

recited frequently by U.S. practitioners, mainly the following:1
In

ruth, experiences are not

tra planted;instead they are
re-invented;

Perhaps this is the statement found most meaningful by U.S. practitioners.

Thebook offdrs no guidelines

It justifies all efforts at re-invention.
as to how an experience.is re=invented.

Therefore; evelyone can say "I am

re-inventing Freire's practice;"

I pade several critical readings of the book in qiiestion with6ut any
supplementary bibliography about Guinea-Bissau.
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Afte7ards, I turned to

11.5

r.

supplementary readings.

I was taken by surprise by facts which I deem

extremely important to bear in mind before considering any educational
endeavor in Guinea-Bissau, and needless to say, to make a critical reading of Freire's book.

Some of these facts were provided by IDAC2 one

year before the first Spanish editio
These facts, as stated by ID

,

of Freire's book became available.

are:3

The livcis of 9 . of the population of Guinea-Bissau

revolve around a piece of fertile land where the
Agriculture is not just the
foundation of Guinean economy, it is the entire
Guinean economy.

'main crop is rice.

The population at,that-time)_was_800,000_inhabitants
"in an area smaller than Switzerland." [By way of_
comparison, I would add that Puerto Rico is several,
times smaller than Guinea-Bistau and is populated by
more than 3 million inhabitants.]

This population was made up of more than 20.4Wtrent
'peoples" or "ethnic groups."
Diversity is flagrant in all areasfrom skin -color
to'the shapes of houses, from language to religion
from clothing to diet, from agricultural tools to
marriagejtiles, from the divisiOn of labor to the
distribution of wealth.
Religious diversity: Moslems_ and Animists coexist
with a few Christians (my emphasis).
Language diversity: More than 20_'ethnic" languages
are to be found, and yet another lingua franca is
being developed, Cmole., a sort of Afttail1FR Portuguese enriched with the contributions of regional
languages,

Important segments of the diverse ethnic population:

a) Balantes - major rice producers, living without.a
state Of hierarchy in a horizontal and egalitarian
society where each family works the land which has
always been the, village's community property.
b) Fulas =_a population segment with a well-defined
hierarchy based on the authority of the chiefs,
who live off the work of the peasants and women.

"It is," says IDAC, "on the basis of such a complex reality, with All its
richness and its shortcomings, that the PAIGC )African Party for the
independence of Guinea and Cape Verde), together with the people, is building a nation.

A

I would ask those readers who are interested to read Freire's book
again and test my contention that none of the above 'facts" and/or comPerhaps you will be as shocked and amazed

plexity is evident in the book.
as I was.

You may rightfully ask why.

Althou,

I certainly did.

the evolution of Freire's thought over the seventies has not

been studied in depth, we have all assumed that he has keen taking an
Due to thi_s_,_I-could not understand

increasingly Marxist, radical, stand.

how anyone that uses Marx's writings==eVen if only as an analytic tool
can possibly omit the existence of so radically complex material realities
when describing a pedagogical procesi.

Freire did not offer us, the

readers, an analysis of the conditions of Guinea-Bissau in which he was
intervening;

the reader?

Why?

Was this not considered an important perspective

fi;r'

How could we graSO/the context without this information?

Or,

stated differently, what kind of context were we to assugle?

Both Freire and IDAC state that the government of .Guinea-Bissau, in

the person of Mario Cabral, in the Spring of 1975, invited him and the
IDAC team "to visit Guinea and participate in the development of the national adult literacy program;

'A reaction of enthusiasm and apprehension

to the invitation is stated and a reaction of surprise is implied
Spanish version it is stated:

In the

"we received, in the spring of last year

(1975) the official invitation...

6

(My emphasis.)

A careful reading

makes the reader wonder about the 'grammatical use of "the instead of "an-'
official invitation;

,

No explanation is offered as to how the invitation came about, nor
as to the initial, not "official" events that led to the invitation. Linda

Harasim provides a different view?

Paulo. Freire and histeam_of educators frTO the Institute of Cultural ACtion (IDAC) in Geneva had offeredboth financial support 'and pedagogical assistance for
the adult literacy activities.
(p. 5, *emphasis.)
In January, 1975; Freire made contact with the Ministry
of Education in Guinea-Bissau, expressing interest in,
the literacy activities being developed in Guinea- .e
Bissau and offering technical and financial assistance
for such work. (. .) By May of that year the offer was
accepted. (p. 195)

It seems Freire made an offer that the government, anxious to create
a nation and having scarce economic resources, was not 'in a position to

reject.8

This is very important because it could be that Freire and the

IDAC team "invited themselves,

so to speak.

If so, "the" official letter

of invitation received by Freire'and IDAC, may have been a letter of
acceptance in the form of an official letter of invitation.

Why invite themselves?

Linda states:9

Guinea-Bissau.represented an opportunity .for Freire
and the IDAC team to implement the Freire method of
literacy in a revolutionary, Third World country.
The experiment in,Brazil had been limited to rela=
tively small e*riments. The Chilean experience
had .not significantly_reduced-the rate of illiteracy.
Moreover, since -the 1970's Freire had also been confronted by problems in his theory of conscientiiation'
for changing social structures and conditions of
oppression., In the mid-70's he wrote (...) that as
long as the structures of a society do not change,
the education system will not change in any radical
way, beyond offering reforms which still contribute
to maintaining the existing oppressive structures.
1...3/Guinea-Bissau represented such a revolutionary
Third World context, where his theory of literacy_l,
could serve national reconstruction. Moreover,
through his work in Guinea-Bissau, Freire also implicitly/ contributes to the image that his literacy
method has universal validity and apprwriateness to
the Third World.

I have quoted Harasim in length because her work--a doctoral

dissertation--is the only such document which examines in a'direct way/the
work of Paulo Freire.

By direct

mean not only an examination of ref/e=

A_

s

vant literature, but also "two field visits to GuineaLBistaii to collect
primary and secondarY data:

in June and July, 1980 and from September

1980 to Matth 1981.10 According

Linda, she directly interviewed the

major actors in the studied events=, including Paulo Freire.

She also

conducted research in the governMent archives of GUinea-BiStaU fdr the
five -year period 1976-80; made visits to the interior of Guinea=Bissau;

Observed and recorded literacy classes.

iler.having lived and worked in

the interior of the country for seven months (including the coup d'etat
in November, 1980), is an additional experience that inclines 06 to con=
.

Sider very seriously Linda's findings and conclusions.

Linda concentrated on the subject of literacy, which is only tangentially relevant to the work U.S. practitioners conducted based upon
Freire's educational philosophy.

Yet, as it is such educational philoso-

phy what was behind Freire's work in Guinea-Bissaui Linda also examines
the thought of Paulo Freire.

An analysis of the results obtained by

Freire in Guinea-Bissau is relevant to us because of this reasdn.

That

is why I will try to summarize the highlights of Linda's conclusions in
this section.

Among Linda's findings is the fact that in 1980, the Department of
Adult Education of Guinea-Bissau declared the following:11
We could say that literacy in the years 1976 to '79
involved 26,000 students and the results.were practically nil.
The statement has serious implications.

First, as stated by Linda:12

This failure/was,unexpected and raises many questions
for educators both in Guinea-Bissau and internationally,
because the context [post-revolutionary] and the method
ology [Freire's] of the literacy work had created'expectations/Of success.
More important for our work in the United States:

flow many of us

knew that Freire's practice in Guinei-BiSsau-was declared vfailure in
1980?

Why has not Freire discussed this very tmportant matter With.his

different audiences'ip Puerto Rico and the United States? I deem it

essential to su

rize what Linda Harasimeconsiders tO be elements 't4hith
\

led to the faflur
construction of,

of Freire's literacy, campaign Orin'? the national re

inea-Bissau after the country obtained its independence.

Overall, 'inda sees Freire as having an idealist and populist ideO1that led him to romanticize 'Guinea-Bissau and its people.

The politiz

cal economy of the country; its historical and, culttiralteaditionsee:

including languagewere not mueh taken into consideration by Freire in
the design and implementation of the literacy campatgn.

The literacy campaign was conducted inefortruguese

1

which, not Only

is the language of the colonial power and the elite, but also a language

spoken by only 5% of Guinea-Bissau's entire population; "who are all
literate."

The main languages of Guinea-Bissau and the percentage of the

population that speaks these are desCribed by Linda as follows:14
Balante

26%

Fula

23%.

Mandingce

12%

Manjaro

10.6%

Creole

45%

Creole is usually spoken as a second langliage to any of the above.

These are all oral languages dominant in all rural areas and were
not available in any written form during the campaign.

Guinea-Bissau had

no literate tradition and thii created a serious problem:
motivation.

a lack of

Peasants saw no need for literacy nor didthey have any ecip.

comic motivation to learn to read and write.

9
The economy of the country wan based upon subsistence agriculturea
pre-capita ist mode of production in Mirx's theory. ,The countte.., had an

"underdeveloped

aecrding to

technology.

Moreove

,

its ethnic groups (more than thirty,

arasim) not onlywere Very'differeng tut.also lived in

isolation from each other-.

15

/

-

Peewits, the majority of the population, had

ee

had little contact with the colonizers and had not:experienced direct

exploitatim

Thus; they had little awareness of the colonizers as an

oppressive force
ties.

17

18

.

This was stated by AMIlcar Cabral during the six-

Yet, Amflcar believed (or stated) that the war and the deliberate

efforts of the revolutionary aired forces had successfully ameliorated
tribal differences, and these were not considered by him to be a major
problem.18

Freire stated that in his studies about Guinea-Bissau he gave

I must ipsistthat

special importance to the=writingsrof AmfIcar Cabral.

Freire seems to take at face value the writings of revolutionaries; not
giving a thought to what Alinsky established as,flules.
-

.

In t e midst of a war a revolutionary leader (no matter how "authentic")
just cannot afford to increase the enemy's strength by an admission of
L

weaknesses o,,revoIutionaries in the cause of national liberation. 'I wonder

N.

if this fact was one of the elements which misled Freire in his understanding of Guinea-Bissau.

On the other hand, Amilcar Cabral did analyze class stratification in
Guinea-Bissau.

He descrled the various ethnic groups and their different

modes of production, reli4leus attitudes and even the role of wo
each population segment.

n in

He anticipated problems during the nation I re-.,

construction stage after immediate independence, focussing_these pr blemS
on the role of the petty burgeoisie before and after independence.

The

role of the burgeoisie is the only "class" aspect which. Freire mentions
in his book.

Upon independence, Guinea-Bissau had no national identity as understood by the industrial West:

culture

economy, or political consciousness.

language, centralized market
''et, Freire strongly believed that a

national consciousness was present in Guinea-Bissau.

It did not have an

infrastructure to allow for travel to and communications with the interior
of the country with any regularity.

The minitmum qualified person-power

required to take on the-many complex duties,of creating a state maChinery
for the planning, coordination and implementation of a project for a new

society ih a country devastated by war was simply not available.

During

the entire four centuries of Portuguese domination\ the number of university graduates among the population of Guinea-Bissau was less than 15 persops.

20

In short, Linda Harasim states

that Freire did precisely what in his.

book on the subject he stated should not be done:

he assumed that he

understood more_than he did and transferred tiis method froim one Third World

country to another.
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Freire did not consider that the etanomieunder-

development of Guinp-Bisiad and the conditions we have briefly describdd
would create a context completely different from that in which he develold
his theory and practice; a context in which his-literacy method and ideaS
_could not work.

What I deem fascinati g in Harasim'S^ analysis is-that pie pinpoints

ideas behind Freire's practice in Guinea-Bissau that are very similar to
those described by Pereira Paiva regarding Freire's intellectual formation in Brazil in the late fifties;

an idealist-populist ideology; the impact

of Christian existentialism.(from which emerges Freire's concern with`
"authenticity" and intersubjectivity); the concern to prepare "the masses"
for democracy through .a process of educating consciousness for liberation

,

and his Christian ethics in which 'the petty burgeoisie commits class sill-,
23
tide in solidarity with the- oppressed in a sort of:

Mystical transformation of hitherto very maierially
determined beings, the leadership class, by an act
of sheer moral and religious will.
Ultimately, Harasim asserts, Freire acts as if class struggle could be
"neutralized by spiritual will.

"24

I have already discussed 'how many of us ignore-what Harasim calls

"the objective class interests of the leadership, educators and learners.'
Harasim points cut that Freire also ignored; this aspect (the class roots
of consciousness).

In her opinion, which at the outset she states, is based

upon historial materialism,

the proletarianization of the petty burgeoisie

is the result of material, economic. factors rather than of moral" conver"25

sion.

Some .of freire's major misconceptions about the country he was work.

in.Harapim's view, were:

ing

(I) the belief that Guineans
had been_-

-6ppressed,by inclusion in colonial schools- and (2) the belief that Guineans

were politically literate.26

The litter is based on Freire's stated view

that the war of liberation politicized the population.

Freire does not

offer us any indication as to the evidence upon which he based that conclusion.

On the "pedagogical". aspectsof Freire's failure in Guinea-Bissau,
Harasim found.that Freire did not offer practical, concrete advice for the
areas-of training,.curriculum development and evaluation.

27

The 'activitiei-onvisioned and eventually implemented
were inappropriate, unrealiStic, and beyond the capa
cities of the country... [A particular] strategy was
more toncerned with orchestrating the "class_suicide"
of the:animators [literacy teachers] than with such
concrete _ tasks as teaching the population to read 4nd
w'ite. _There were simply not enough literates in the
countrfto go out to live in a village for two years
in circle?' Wachieve class suillide.

Freire had to know that Guinea-BiSsau did not have the qualified per_

sonnel nepded,for the role of "animator" (literacy teacher or "facilitator"
'as ,the role is called in the United States).

Wvhive seen that not offer-

.ing practiCal adiice seems to be "standard procedure" of Freire, at'least

in his dialogues with practitioners of his ideas in the United States.
However, in Guinea-Bissau he Was to a great extent directing the literacy
His fame and prestige probably had'a great deal of influence

.operation.

in a country plagued by thousands of problems for national reconstruction,
among which a 99 percent illiteracy rate would inescapably be a major
If-in the United States

_obstacle.

-

Feeire has been considered almost an

oracle-- we-.can imagine'hoW he would be heard in Guinea-Bissau.
.

If in the

.

lOnited States we have found it extremely difficult to find and train (form)
this type of staff, we can well iMagineswhat the situation would be in a.-
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socieiy,overwhelmingly integrated by an illiterate, technically under-

developed and linguistically-divided-pesantry.

According to Harasim, the responsibilities assigned to the animators
in Guinea-Bissau "were massive," including:28
c

Political mobilization
s. Health and preventive medicine

Agriculture andpommunfty development
Literacy work.

Volunteers for this work "came from the primary and secondary schools"
(mostly.urban and almost untquched by the war).

They were hard to find

and among those who did volunteer there was.a high drop-out rate.

Harasim

believes that:29
Freire's conceptualization of a literacy animator was
the capacities of anyone who was available.
My emphasis.)

What kind of tr,;Thing or assistance was provided to these volunteers?
The Department of Adult Education in Guinea-Bissau summarized the results,

of the training provided to animators as follows:
The program content of the training program was simply
too vast, (...) it reflected a lack of linking theory
with practice, and there was no real linking of literacy with the socioeconomic development of the country.

By'way of illustration, although Guinea-Bissau's economy is described
everywhere as overwhelmingly agricultural, "Mario Cabral had to point out
to the literacy team that they had forgotten to'mention agriculture in the
draft of, the firstIliteracy] manual and that, given the importance of
agriculture to the-people and economy o f Guinea-Bissau, they should do so."31
(My emphasis.)

This, by itself, gives me the impression that the' work' being conducted

--Freire's statements to the contrary,notwithstanding=-was almost alienated

from the context for which it was intended)
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An overall view of the educational materials used was provided as
follows:32
[The jnaterials] were not always writtem in a language
accessible to the readee and many times the_form of
presentation of the content was too theoretical and
diffitult to understand.

Harasim strongly criticizes Freire for considering all sorts of problems as essentially "political."

For Freire, problems are the result

"of an incorrect attitu de and wrong political stance on the part of the
educator."33

This remit-ids me of his evaluation of the Cuban presence in

Africa:

the important thing was the attitude with which Cubans went to

Africa:

Attitudes may be important, but surely. not everything can be

reduced to "incorrect attitude and wrong political stance."

For instance,

Linda mentions'very serious practical problems she encountered during her
research.

The lack of a duplicating (photocopy) machine which left her

no option bUt to transcribe by.hand

many government documents; lack of

transportation to go to the interior of the country, and so on.

We have

no reason to believe that animators did not face many such practical.

irritating problems; problems that obstruct and delayany previOus plans
that do not take material conditions into consideration;

Let us not forgt that we are referring to animators with little
formal schooling-2nOt the Christian university students in Brazil, or the

universitygraduate Latinos and other faculty members in U.$. universities.
If we had problems ttaiisItting Freire'sideas into action, we have no
reason to think that Guineans found it any easier:

Lack of practical advice from Freire to U.S. practitioners can be
understood and even justified.
warrant such a justification.

The conditions of Guinea-pissau do not
Freire has always insisted on acting

upon

ref action abot;t local conditions as a basis for further action.
A

Pedagogy is political, but not only political.

It seems that little

(if any) attention was give ,by Freire to the total unfamiliarity of the

Guinean animators with what could be called the art and/or science of
teaching, and, within, to the development of oral, visual and manual skills;

different learning styles, and psychological factors that facilitate or
impede learning.

34

A considerable number of specific and very concrete

errors in the Freire-directed program in Guinea-Bissau identified by the
government itself i

re

d_and-analyzed-by-Harasim. -1- hai.-ie only touched

upon the surface of her work because my subject is not literacy.

My purpose in highlighting Linda Harasims doctoral dissertation is
to encourage a discussion on the extent to which Freire's ideas can be
translated into a coherent, successful practice, by looking_at how Freire
himself did it in a Third World country.

Granted that he attempted to

work within most difficult material conditions.

However, he had the

governMent fully behind him-which practitioners in the United States do
not have-and plenty of information about the conditions of the country in
-which, Frei-re thought, he was not a stranger.

I believe that Freire was misled by an attempt-perhaps unconscious-to force a reality to "fit" his 'pre- formulated theory.

As all- of us, he

selected or perceived from the reality he worked with only those elements
thit seemed to support his theory.

The contradictions in his theory

- shared to a great extent by Amfitar Cabral and the PAIGC -led, them all

astray and prevented them from comprehending the totality of the country.'

Ambiguous objectives with no concrete priorities(to politicie, to teach
to read and write) in a desperate, chaotic and disorganized, need tO create_

a national government without a nation, probably needed more central
authoritK than either Freire or the PAIGC were prepared to 'allow.

Inde-

pendence does not, in any conceivably way, erase dais conflicts and vested
inter,ests in a, population.

Amflcar Cabral himself said it time and time

again before he was murdered in 1973.

According to Linda

arasim, soon

after the independence of Guinea-Bissau, "the bureaucratic petty burgeoisie
and the pro-industrialist socialist'sectors," developed an alliance to

-

give priority to urban7induStrial development, practically abandoning the
needs' elf peasants and ignoring the country's mode of production.35
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The

1

Party, according to Ziegler, wanted the development of an essentially
agricultural societythat would be self-sufficient to cover the basic 'needs

ofthepopulation,8

As of-1978; Ziegler asked whether Guinea4issau
_

would be capable of avoiding "frenetic industrialization, the intensive
exploitation of the country's mineral resources and the rigid entrance of
the country to a world market almost totalL -dominated by multinational

societies and industrial states.37

By Harasim's account, it seems that the PAIGC was defeated in the

pHorities it had established.

Fank Tenaille, offers us the following

information:38

Upon independence the PAIGC had 18,000 armed forces
which insisted in "conserving their privileges."
This was an elite of armed combatants who received
political education and literacy during_the struggle.
After independence, the government slowly integrated
them into the country's economic life by means of
agriCultural cooperatives.
*1-1-te PAIGC's,early nationalism turned into a "more
-crassical" nationalism; establishing a "state capitalism" under the:direction of the Party; Proclaiming
itself as a "national revolutionary democracy."

Nationalist reforms were initiated under arW'anti-_,
imperialist front" as a poljtical programme* aVoid7
ing all_references to class distinctions and social
stratification.

The PAIGC adopted directives of the petty burgeoisie
of Bissau [the capital city] and norms'of pacific6-existence at the international level.
In August 1976, a general report prepared by Aristi=
des Pereira, General Secretary, warned about the risk.
of "rightist deviations" that. the Party should prevent by insuring command over key positions.
In March 1977,sLuis Cabral was re-elected President
of the State Council for a 4 -gear period.
In November 14,_1980, one of the most active military
chiefs during the struggle for national liberation
conducted a successful coup against Luis Cabral.
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Tenaill

that

a serts that the coup was well-received by the population and
e reasons which brought-it about were:39

a A worsening of the economic situationrice, the
basic staple, was practically unavailable in the
urban centers.
A constitutional project that would have given the
defeated president broader powers than he had.
The wish of the Black population to assert its
domindnce irlthe balance of power.

As of the time in which he writes, Tenailie describes & structure of the
lization policies

state in Guinea-Bissau as based upon the regional decen
established during the war.

At the economic level, he reports that Guinea-

Bissau reached agreements with France, Rumania and/Sweden for the mineral
extraction of bauxite; agreements.with Argelia for importing wood; and
with China for, the development of the rice crop..14

Before the coup, Denis Goule

described Guinea-Bissau's economy as one

in which "incompatible multiple sectors" coexisted.

40

The PAIGC, accord-

ing to Goulet, "left much of the economy as it had been" before independence, because it "lacked enough competent people to run all the economic
units on which the country depended."41

I do not have information as to the extent to which the coup may

have brought about stronger defenses against the penetration of multinational corporations and neo-colonialism in Guinea-Bissau.

What seems evi-

dent, though, is that at the time which Freire worked with Guineans, the
country was far from being economically independent, and that a power
struggle was being waged within the elite to determine the future of the
country' s economy.

The picture that emerges from a variety of sources is very different
from the one that can be gleaned from Freire's book about his work in
Guinea-Bissau.

Reading the book in the light of this new information is

sufficient to prove the point beyond any doubt.
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Guinea-Bissau is one more instance in which our uncritica%acceptance
has led us astray.

What the experience means within the Onited.States

,content must be thoroughly discussed and analyzed by practitioners of
Freire's ideas.

As stated by a friend in the'network:

"If Freire's

theory didn't work in Guinea-Bissau, does that mean the theory can't work;
that it-is irrelevant?

Did his ideas not work because of his personal,

IcontradictpAy' behavior, or because his ideas don't. work?

idep and his personal behavio- related?"

How are his

These are questions foj the

readers to answer.

amben-,

14A
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Section 8
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I started this work with the history of Paulo Freire, a human being
who later on became internationally famous and, I believe, deformed;
romanticized and perhaps misunderstood.

I tried to understand and share

the environment that nurturgd Freire's ideas and practices in Brazil.
This led me to produce a necessarily brief overview of Brazil's political,
social and economic development between 1930-1964, and to explore the

ideas (ideology?rthat either originated from or produced (depending on

your point of-view-Ithedevelopment. of'BrarilandFreTreJ-seducat4onal
philosophy.

Paulo Freire was and is, like each of us; a human being ingrained in
a specific historical epoch; a social class, a national context and an
.

intellectual tradition, elements which may both form and deform us.

After

careful reading of several sources and re-readings of Freire;I am peruaded that his context during the 1950's was that of developmental capita1

nationalism; within which'he. acted as a liberal member of 'a Catholic

intellectual elite.
has

The context of the ideas first expressed by Freire

been presented in'the firstsection and it does not'sustain the

vision of a "revolutionary" Paulo Freire as per the Marxist "Third World"
formulations that we have seen in the sixties and seventies.

Yet, I be-

lieve, that is how we saw Freire when we'adopted his ideas.

In the second section, I. turn towards the many ways in which Fre,jre

has beenand isread, understood (misunderstood?) and perceived in the
United States.

I try to identify the factors that constitute obstacles to

the comprehension of Freire's-ideas and practices; obstacles that are
both of a practical and philosophical nature, and which have

lot to do

with the fact that U.S. intellectuals= natives or residents--are formed in

an environment which is quite different from that of a middleclass
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intellectual who is barn and raised in a2Latin American country (in this
-

case, Brazil).

conclqde that the urgency to' understand: a romanticized

Freire in order to act "radically" within'the United States through the
deliberate adoption of what was consider

a "Third World revolutionary

approach," led many educators to the creation of "Freire-inspired.programs"

in a spontaneous and-uncritical 40.

In Section Three, I first try to describe the-type of persons who
integrated the "we" to which I refer in Section Two.

offer a summary

of the way in which we saw ourselves and what we believed to be our moti=
,--

Vations.

Then I make a 180 degree turn to declare th* "we" never con-

.

fronted or critically examined who we are and what motivated us within-a
non-idealist framework.

To provide a sense.of balance,,I examine the

issues in question from a materialist perspective, and with perspectives
of those who have criticized "educational radicals" in the United States.
I then present Alvin Gouldner, an- author of a theory that makes Tlipe-u

great deal of sense to me, and which offers an alternative mean

for all

to explore who we are, where do we come from, and where do we want to go.

The fourth section is aimed at describing the basis of the activities
conducted in the United States by some practitioners of Freire's ideas
(mostly Latinos), as -I

perceived those activities between 1978-1983.

At

the middle of the section, I introduce the fact that, during 1980=1982-, a

federally-funded project emerged within which "we" tried to work together,
and what resulted from it.

It may seem that I inverted the chronology

here, but it is not so, as the federally-funda/stage came after we had
worked in liberating education for Several years.

Section Five offers a general account of specific problems encountered
by practitioners of liberating education due to the fact that we work in.
the U.S. society.

I refer to individual and institutional problems, both

with the entrenched system and among ourselves.

_

I summarize two non-Latino

sources that I consider 'a must" for understanding the practice of liberat=
ing education in the United States.

I react to the sources that are sum-
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marized from a Latino perspective, both mine. and the one Iobtained,from
others while residing in the United-States between J980-1983., I point out
the many ways in which we Latinos are4(some by choice) isolated from the
White progressive elites and question the extent to which the stated. goals

of liberating edutation are attainable for Latinos in the United States
given that we are not politically organized in any meaningful way.
;.

In the sixth section, 1 discuss evaluation as a separate problem faced
by liberating education practitioners in the system.

Evaluation constitu-,

tes. a problem because it is an actiuity required by external sources of

funding in ways that practitioners do not consider adequate nor relevant;

and because the type of evaluations which we would like to be free to con:
duct are not acceptable to the system.

The problem,- however; -goes beyond

the previous statement of facts. 'Evaluation,.as education itself, is inseparable from ontology and epistemology; subjects seldom explored or discussed by practitioners (or by the educational system, for that matter),
being considered too abstract to be practical.

Ontology and epistemology

may be whatever we make them to be; but one thing is for Sure:

we all act

'based upon an ontological and epistemological stand, often in contradictory
ways.

I conclude that Freire cannot help us in this problem because his

Own theoretical formulations on the subjects are contradictory.

Adopting

Freire's positions without reflecting upon their contradictions only

creates-4sit.has createdla great dealof confusion.,

In the same section I introduce the hypothesis that U.S. progressives
have gone beyond Freire and perhaps beyond the Third World in their der
nounciation of oppression and their announcements for "a better world."
This I believe to be an impacf of the "new physics,'" which-pave been dis-

'seminated in the United States by the mass paperback trade and have inspired a "transforMational movement."
strategy of the Cultural New CTass.

This movement

I believe to be a

There may very well be a dissonance

between what y.,s. progressives want and what the Third World wants.

Should

this be the'case, eValuatinghe'operationalization of a "Third World philo
sophy of education" within the United States under the assumption that'U.S.
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practitionerSonany of whom are "into" the transformational movement- are

attuned to the Third Worldeither the one in Or out of the United States-would be, at best, a quixotic venture.

I do believe that transformational

:thought and practices in the United States have gone beyond Freireand
in many ways, are contradictory to Freire's theory and practices, no matter
how many superficial. similarities can be identified.

I-conclude that our

uncritical adoption of Freires educational philosophyand the diParate
ways in whiCh it was uncritically,miXed with transformational ideasand
*practices, U.S.-style, was a serious- error for which:only We are to blame:

The United States context is simply too different from that in which
Freire developed 'his ideas; and we have not really tried to explore the
differences.

It was easier- to_assume that the Third World was the-Same.,-

in anycountry,

The last section examines Freire%s own practice, in Guinea-Bissau as a

means to explore what transpired when Freire,s'ideas and Practices were
used in a newly independent Third World country.
is one of failurei

rAsUltwhich emerges

a failure that Freire has never mentioned to the "we'1 .

I have referred to throughout this essay.

A key issue is that Freire seems.

to have violated the very same principles he establishes in his writings
as a guide for action,

There are lessons in this for those of us Who did.

the same in the United States.

The issue must be raised on whether Freire's

educational philosophy and practices are workable at all.

.

The concern hasbeen privately expressed to me in personal letters
over the past year, ranging from "Why hasn't Paulo discussed this with us
to an overprotective insistence on keeping the matter between. friends:

L

hj!EtpteALtoLmentipthe subject as still another issue that must be,
explored by Freire :practitioners in the United States.

Confusing the shaulds with the is may very well be a human trait.
It is certainly tempting,' as it plays upon Our desire' to believe in some-

thing that can be considered as "truth" beyond any reasonable doubt.
pragtitioners committed this mistake.

Freire

Freire seems tohave committed it-too,

I

Any evaluition of Freire-inspired pt
_,should consider the many unresolved issues

rams in the United States
who

raise in this essay:

are we, whee do we come from, what are we looking for4'how sound is our
approach based both in the writings of:Freire and in; the concrete context
in which we work.

OfCotirse,,fhis can be totally ignored in evaluations

required by funding sources.

It is sufficient to use one of the many

"surnamed evaluations models" available, specifically the qualitative
--T'smodels.

can be

Any program can be thusevaluated and the YFreire-inspfied" aspect
ignored.

I ask for more 'honesty with. ourselves:

I think it .is time foi. us to

ask uncomfOrtable questions.. The most important of these may be whether,
in fact, after a decade df trying to, wactice Freire's educational philosophy, we should admit, that it is not applicable to our work.

It is in'

this context that.the new information about Freii-e's formative period in
Brazil and his work in Guinea - Bissau should be critically examined.
.

The idea is not to judge Paulo Freire. 'He has been. an inspiration.to

us in moments when we were about to "give-up" in our quest for a more just

and equitable society
one--wa owe him;

If only for thafreason7-and there are more than

We owehinijusticaandrespect.

For me; this means being a!

critical of his ideas and practices 'AS he taught us to. be .ci-itical of ours;

It iS time that We do both:

That is whit' I' have tried' to.dor-.
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